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COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE USA 
ARKENTIAN COMMISSION 

CERTIFICATE 

a 

COMRADE PATRICK SELIAN 
πππΠΠπΠπτοτ-ὐ΄....΄’[ὃ.....,.. 

Comrade Patrick Selian joined the Commnist Party in 192) and,until his repatriation 
in I9)8 ,was an active and a leading member of both the Party and the Armenian Mass Organiza 
tions. 

He was a member of tho Armenian Commission of the Party and its secretary for a few 
years.In 1938,as afield organizer of the Armenian Organizations ,he helped to organize Barty 
Cluos throughout the Armenian Comunities in the USA.For his activities he was arrested in 
1934 by the then Red Squad of the Los Angeles Police DepartmenteNot being a citizen 8 yhe was 
under constant threat of Geportation. 

Prom 1938 to T9hS he was the editor of the Armenien Progressive Tri eekly LRAPER » 
For about a year,he was the general secretary of the Armenian Progressive league of America, 
Following that,he was a contributing editor of LRAPER until his departure for Soviet Armenia, 

Beside his many_sided artivities in the Armenian 1 eld ,Comrade Selian was an active 
worker in ἘΔ ve variaus American drmenian Progressive organizations, including the Russian War 
Relief and i the catpaign to secure tanks for the frmenian Units of the Red Army » 

During the Reconstuc tion Period of Soviet Arnenia yhe was instrumental in organizing t 
Rade artels which yat -that time filled a great need of the Armenian People, 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE USA 
ARLENTAN COMMISSION 

Arshavir B Kaghtzrouni. Aram Mirjanian 
Chairman Ab. de 
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- COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE USA 
ARMENIAN COMMISSION 

CERTISICATS 

COMRADE HAROUTUNE / HARRY / PILIBOSSTIAN 

Comrade Haroutune / Harry / Pilibossian joined the Socialist Labor Party in Philadelphi 
in I9L7 and remained a member until the formation of the Communist Party in 1920,when he Bod 
one of its first members in Philadelphia,Pa. 

During the notorious Palmer Raids he,together with comrade John Casper,/now deceased/, 
represented the tyvo Armenian organizations in Philadelphia in the executive Committee of the 
Party's Philadelphia District.For his active participation in direct Party work he was summar 
ily arrested and served a three month$! sentence at the Moyawensing Prison in Philadelphia 
and held for deportation in Gloucester,N.J.Finally he was released on a ὃ 3500.00 bail provide 
by the defense organization of the Party at that time, 

. After his release from custody ,Comrade Pilibossian carried on active work,both in the 
rarty's local apparatus and in the Armenian field,be it in the local organizations or on an 
national scope He was field organizer of the Armenian groups , and in this capacity,he helped 
organize Party Clubs or sitengibhen existing ‘pranches thus furthering Communist work among the 

Armenian } MaSS6S » 

He was the secretary of the then existing Armenian Bureau of the Party and served in tha 
capacity for a few years.He actively participated in all the struggles that were initiated an 
led by the Party and progressive Organizations of that tine. 

During the period before the recognition of the USSR by the USA,he was an active and cons 
tent worker in that field of work and tirelessly carried on the struggle until its successful 
conclusion. 

He was also an indefatigable worker for the defense and release of Sacco and Vanzrtti,bot 
in the American and Armenian fields. 

During World War ΤΊ he was antive in Russian War Relief,especially in the Armenian field 
in the campaten to donate tanks to the Armenian units of the Red Army. 

Paroughout the years ,he often wrote articles | in the Armenian Progressive Press on the. but 
ing issues of the day and helped bring clearer understanding of events’to the Armenian workers 
not well versed in the English Language. 
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IHF ORATION CONCERNING NAROUTUNE PILIDOSSIAN AND - 
PATRICK SELIAN, FORMER AMERICANS NOW RESIDING IN 
‘PAE SOVIET UNIQT | 

τς In the carly part of October, 1955, GUS HALL, 
General Secretary of tho Communist Party, USA (CP, USA), 
advised that the Party kad received a request from two 
former CP, USA menbors, Haroutune Pilibossian and Patrick 
Selinn, who are now porsianently residing in the Soviet 
Union, for a documentation of their past Party affiliation 
with the CP, USA. They had requested that such docunenta- 
tions be sent to the Central Committee of the CP of the 
Sovict Union. in regard to this matter, HALL stated that 
Since these individuals were Arnenish comrades, he had con- _ 
tacted Arnenian comrades in New York and requested that they 
prepare the necessary documentations. Basod on his request, 
two documents wore drawn up and turned ovor to hin. The 
text of these dociments wig as. follows: 

Document, #1 - 

"COLLMNIST PARTY OF THE USA 
ARMENIAN COMLISS ION ᾿ 

NGERTIPICATE 
τ 

“couaDE Hanourune /TARNY/ PILAIEOSSIAN 

"Comrade Earoutune /larry/ Pilibossidn joindd tho 
Socialist Labor Party in Philadélphia in 1917 and remained 
& member until the formation of the Communist Party in 1920, 
when he becare one of its first members in Philadeiphin, Pa. 

“During tho notorious Palnor Raids he, together 
with comrade John Casyer, /now decéased/, reprosented the 
two Armenian organizations in Philadelphia in the executive 
Committee of the Party's Philadelphia District. For his . 
netive participation ἀπ dircet Party work ho was summarily 

- arrested and served a throc months! sentence at the HMoyamenging . 
--Pricon in Philndelphia and held for deportation in Gloucester, 
U.J. Finally he wis released on a $3500.00 bail provided by 
the defense orgonization of the Party. at that time. 

“after his release fron custody, Comrade Pilibossian 
carried on active work, both in the Party's local apparatus 
and in the Armenian ficld, be it in tho ocad organizations or 

-λο. 



“on a-national scope, Me was field organizer of the Armenian 
ἧς groups, and in this eapacity, he helped organize Party Clubs 

or atrongthen existing branches thus furthering Comaunist 
work anong the Armenian Masses... - 

᾿ "Eo wap thd séeretary of the then existing Armenian 
Qureau of the Party and dorved in that capacity for a fow 

"years. Yo netively participated ain all the struggles that 
wore initiatod and led by the Party and progressive: orpaniza~ 
tions of that tine, - 

During tho. poriod before the recognition of tho 
USSR by the USA, ho was an active and consistent worker in 
that field of york and tirelessly carriod on the struggle 
until its sucesssful cone lusion. 

"He was also an indefatigable workers for the defense π 
and release of Eacco and Vanzrtti, both in the Amorican and 
Armoaian fields. 

* “During World War I ho was active in Russian War . 
αὶ βοϊδοῦ, especially in the Arnohian ficld in the. campaign. to 

ΕΠ PATRICK. SELIAN - 

donate tanks to tho Arnonian units ‘of the Rod Army, 

- “Zhroughout the: yoars, he often wrote ‘articles in ” 
the Arrénian Progressive Press on the burning issues of the 
day ond helped bring clearer undorstanding of events to the 
Armenian vorkers hot ΜΟῚ versed in tke Engiish anguage. 

ARUENTAR cose 

Ar lirjanion 
ΒΕ 

~Bocurient ὃ ; 

“Mga MEMTIST PARTY OF TE USA 
ARMENIAN COMMISSION : 

"CERTIFICATE 

“Comrade Patrick Solian joined the Communist Party 
in 1924 and, until bis repatriation in 1943, was an active and 
a lcading mombor of both the Party and the Arnenian , Mass 

- “Organizations. 

ον ΤΠ ΠΟ scorns panty of ‘Tie UGA. 
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the ‘Party and its secretary for a few years, In 1938, as 

‘the then Red Squad of the Los Angéles Police Departnent. 
“Not being a citizen, US, ke was ‘under: constant threat of 
deportation, 

- that tine filled a great need of the Arnenian peoples 

"He was a mombor οἵ the. Arnonian Comaission of ᾿ ᾿ς 

x field organizer of the Armenian. Organizations, ~he helped 
" to organize Party Clubs throughout the Armenian Communitics’ - 

in the USA. For his activities he was arrested in 1934. by 

-"¥rom 1938 to 1945 hey wag the editor of the. 
Armenian Progressive Tri-Weckly LRAPER. For about a year, 
he was the general secretary of the Armenian Progressive 

* league. of Amorica. Following that, he was 2 contributing - 
oditor of LRAPER until his departure for Soviet Armenia, 

. "Eegide his many sided activities in the Armenian 
field, Comrade Scliayn was an active worker in various 
Ansrican Armonian Progressive organizations, including the. 

.- Russian War Relief and the campaign to secure tanks for the 
Armenian Units of the Red: Army, ᾿ : 

τος, “During the Reconstruction Poriod of Soviet Armenia, -- 
he was instrumental in organizing trade artels which, at . 

ΕΝ ᾿Ξ τ “COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE USA 
ο τς ᾿ ARMENIAN COMMISSION. - 

ΝΞ | ΕΗ Β: Kaghtzrouni Aran. Hixjonian 
ἊΝ ᾿ Chairman . ᾿ς Secretary" 

“In jsid-Octeber, 1965, HALL requested that the 
originals of the above dosunentg be personally turned over 

᾿ to tho CP of the Soviet Union together with a lotter of τὰ 
transuittal fron the ΟΡ, USA; Tha text of the letter of. 
transmittal to. tha OP of the Soviet Union for these docunents, 
wag as follows: = ᾿ 

- *Contral Conrnittes * 
Conunist Party of the Soviet tnion 

. “Dear Gonrades: ΜΝ 

“Ene losed are the biographies of old-tine Cotirader 
Haroutune (Harry). Pilibossian and Patrick Selian who. devoted 
& good part of their lives to. the revolutionary and Inbor 
noverients, Those documents speak for thensélves, Basing. -Ξ 
ourselves. on the report. ΟΣ the Armenian. Commission of our 
Party, we have no objection to those Comrades receiving credit: 
for their loyal work in the noverient in the past years. 

"With warn fraternal greetings, 
-Conradely yours, 

“October 15, 1900 5... "Gus Hall" -3 - - ᾿ : 
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- and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's 
statement captioned, "Reimbursement from 'Worid Marxist 
‘Review; ' Prague, Czechoslovakia, for Mailing of the Publica- 
tion in the United States. 

. The information set forth in the enclosed informant's |. 
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REIMPURSEMENT FROM ‘WORLD: MARXIST REVIEW," 
PRAGUE, CZECEOSLOVAKIA, FOR HAILING OF THE, 

τος PUBLICATION IN THE UNITED STATES ὁ 

-. |. ‘GUS HALL, General Secretary of the Communist Party, 
USA (CP, USA); on October 17, 1965, instructed that .on behalf 

_. of the CP, USA, a request should be presented to the "orld. 
Marxist Review," official. theoretical organ of the interna- 
tional communist movement, Prague, Czechoslovakia, for rein~ 

_ \-burgenent to the Party for thé costs. of mailing this publication _ 
to VIPs and colloges arid universities in tho United States by | 
the Party. Previously, the “World Marxist Review had reinbursed 
the GP, USA for such costs through February, (1965, at the rate 
of $330.40 per month, The publication is now to be requested 
to roimburse the Party for the niné-month period, Warch through: 
Octobor, 1965, at the ‘preyiously~mentioned rata. — 
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TO Mr. W. ¢, sullivdy 7 pate: October 28, 1965 απ 

1 ~ Belmont Tein toon 
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GSa GEM. REG. MO. 27 ᾿ 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Ca Memorandum Route IN ENVELOPE = 
SPOT —— 

ΟΣ τίη, SECURITY -- COMMUNIST p } rate 4 R 54 Ge 

This is to advise of the briefing given CG 5824-S* by 
Gus Hall, General Secretary of the Communist Party, USA, prior to 
informant's departure on Solo Mission 19 to the Soviet Union on 
10/19/65. Hall instructed the informant to take up the following 
matters with the Soviet leadership: 

Peace Movement in the United States 

This matter should be given maximum emphasis with the 
Soviets. They are to be informed that the peace movement in the 
United States is big and making the only effective fight against 
thé: war in Vietnam, The demonstrations held 10/15-16/65 as the 
International Days of Protest were the biggest since the hunger 

“marthes in the depression years. The Committee for a Sane Nuclear 
-Poligy will hold one of the biggest meetings ever held on the peace 

i) 

fiers in Washington, Ὁ. C., in 11/65, The Soviets are to be informed 
t hat=the Party will be participating in this meeting as they do in 

‘all “‘tieetings and demonstrations on the peace issue. . fi 

W. Ef B, DuBois Clubs of America ΙΝ 

The Soviets are to be told that the W. Ε, B. DuBois clubs 
of America are the largest single youth organization of the left in 
this country. They publish their literature with the financial aid 
of the Party, 

Party's Draft Program 

The Soviets are|to be informed that the Party's draft 
program was discussed at-the last National Board meeting and that 
changes are being made at this time, When it is completed the 
Party plans to print and distribute one million copies of this 
progran, 

106=428091 βερ. 41 /00-Y 2S OY SISQ 
CONTZHUED--OVER ΝΕ 

RCP:pah ᾿ ὧν 6 Νονιίϑ 1985. -᾿ 
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Memorandum to Mr, W. C. Sullivan 
Re: SOLO 
100-428091 

Legal Difficulties 

The Soviets are to be informed that the crisis in the 
Party resulting from prosecutions under the Internal Security Act 
of 1950 is not over and, in addition, the Party faces a tax 
judgment of $350,000. The Party intends to make the tax case 
la political issue of persecution and imperialist harassment. 

‘Information on Cuba and Indonesia 

Informant is to attempt to find out the true facts 
surrounding the departure of Ernesto "Che" Guevara, former 
high official in. Cuba under Fidel Castro.. He should also 
find out why Carl Winter, the Party's Labor Secretary, was 
unable to see Castro while in Cuba recently. Informant is also 
to determine what hashappened and is happening in connection with 
the situation in Indonesia, 

Uitraleft 

The Sovis ts are to be told that the influence of the 
ultraleft in the United States is on the downgrade, but that 
it is receiving lavish financial aid from the Chinese Communists, 

Request for Funds 

Informant is to formulate the Party's request for 
$1,000,000 for the year 1966 from the Soviets andjustify it 
according to his own discretion utilizing the above items, 
In making his justification for this money the source was 
instructed also to mention that the Party is employing a full~ 
time employee in the South and one on legislative activities 
in Washington, D. C. He should note that the Party is giving 
|ccntempis assistance to the Communist Party of Puerto Rico, 
contemplates re-establishing its daily newspaper and plans to 
open four new bookstoves in order to disseminate literature. 

ACTION: 

Since Soviet reactions to these matters are not known, 
itis deemed judicious to await the return of CG 5824=$* from his 
Solo Mission prior to making dissemination of this information, 
It is also believed that dissemination of this information, prior 

» to the informant's turn, may seriously jeopardize hissecurity. 
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το Ὁ “ΝΝ τος 10/28/65 - 
τ ν΄ ΦΙΗΒΟΡΟΝ, FBI (65-65405) “-. 

--  (APLE VOUCHER STATISTICAL SECTION) Oo 
τ + SAC, NEW vor (65-17695) 

Pa - TRAINS _- 
πὶ - ESP-R ; 
Ae ᾿ "REQUEST FOR AUTOMATIC aa ee 
Yee - _——sdDAPA PROCESSING UNIT SERVICE" ᾿ 

“ (Ὁ Σ 7) a oe 

τ τ ΟἹ 10/8/65, NYO exchanged $249,000.09 consisting ef τὴ 

- * τ @dghteen hundréd one hundred doliar notes and tyelye hundred 
(> | 6EAfty dollar notes at the chomigal Eants WY Trust Co.,.20 Pine 

St., IC. This money wad originally received by NY bS4-a% ; 

from the Sovylets on 8/26/65, ~~ - ἮΝ 

a Rexvox copies of this money have been furnished to the 
Euresu ty cegarate comiunication dated 10/22/35, captioned . _ 
“80L0, IS - R" (Bufiie 109-423091) to be programed by auturiatic 
processing unit... ΕΠ. ᾿Ξ τς . 

-τ 

The NYO for. this reason, has not included the serial 
.nunbers of this money in the index maintained in captioned case. , 

Tk ἀρ to be noted that NYO doses not rake comfarison - +, 
of the corial numbers of the “exchanze money" with cerial ες ὁ 
hers ‘in the index bedaucé the oriftin, of the “excharige money" 7, 
ΔΙΌ. κ᾿" own. 7 _ : ; . . ΝΕ ᾿ ἢ 

.. . νὴ - Ἔ. τὴν 

oe 7 ; .“»5.ΟἽ 

" ZeBurom (85) 
Cae" (L-2O0=H2T09 

Lelew York (100-, - ©. 
LeNew Yoric ς΄ νος τ΄ oy. 

“τ ὅς _ MAHA eETe - ΟΝ 
| NOT RECORDED” 

- Bnov 1. 1965 

αι 

Nf 
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κε 

: 
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ROUTE IN ENy LOPE 
Date: 10/28/65 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

ή TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (100428091) 

Ἵν FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

= “ Ἶ. ́ 
SUBJECT: μετ 

ἴοι. G 
*~ 

On 10/28/65, there were received from the 
Soviets, via radio, two partially coded messages, the 
plain texts of which are as follows: . 

"Inform Gus Hall that 

grant visas for 14 members of your party. Let us know 
1. Our embassy in Washington is advised to 

| the number of flight they take for Moscow. 

2. Morris Childs arrived in Moscow on October 25," 

Re first part of message, see NY airtel, 10/27/65 
captioned as above, reflécting names of CP functionaries 
scheduled to go to Moscow on 11/2/65. 

τ 3-Bureau (RM) , 
\eicprburean (FN) sub 3} RM 

1-New York. (134-91) (INV) (4 | 
1-New York (105~-14931-sub C)(NIKOLAI M. TALANOV){ 341) 
leNew York .. . 

igen wen /00-4DfO9/)SIS13 
Pal 

6 Nov.8 _ 1985 Eis “ΕΝ 
a, S| 

ἸῸΝ 
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FD-36 Rew “eee . QO 
ῶ 

ROUTE, ΓΝ ἘΝ. “LOPE! 
Date: 10/26/65 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

Via — AIRTEL . __ REGISTERED NAIL 
oo " " ; : {Priority} — 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

fl = 
"| Dp ' -Ὁ 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and. for the New York Office one copy of an informant's 
statement captioned, “ROBERT LUMER.” 

The information set forth in the enclosed informant's 
statement wasorally furnished on 10/14/65 by CG 5824-S*, who 
has furnished reliable. information in the past, to SAs WALTER 
A, BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN, 

_ Dissemination. of the information sét forth in the 
enc losed informant's. statement is being made by separate 
communication under i dividual case caption with proper [ 
cautionary statéhie mA 

! [-- 515 Ὁ Δ wih | 
! \ (3)Bureau. (En ) (RM) 

{ i-New York (100-134637)(Ene. 1) (Info) (RM) 
2-Chicago * 

(1 ~ A) 134-48 Sub Β--76) 

eg (90 Τα σι 
ΙΝ 6 Novn8_ i965 

ἣν Inne 
πεν οῶ 

Sent . EM Ρεὶ gare =e 



ROBERT. LUUER .. οὖ. τσ ; -τ' 

- In early Octoker, 1065, GUS HALL, Goneral sccrotary ̓ 
Communist Party, USA (OP, USA), instructed that the Socialist 
Unity Party of Germany (SUPG) in the Gorman Democratic Republic 
(GDR), in line with- previous arrangerionts, be told that RGBERT 
LUMER. will be leaving the U.S. in. late February or carly -Harch, 
1966, τὸ attend the Brecht School in Fast Borlin. [15 line with 
HALL 8 instructions, the following communication was prepared 
for delivory to the 5UPG by a representative of the CP, USA, 
who was achoduled to fravol abroad in: nid-Octobor’, 1965; 

"Gontral Conmittes 
Soc ialiat Unity. Party: ὋΣ αρέπηιν 

- "Dear Comradéa: , ΝΕ 

, "On tho basis of a piey ious ‘underatanding, τος 
‘Convade Robert (Bob) Lucor is coning τό the German ΝΕ 
Domocratic Republic. Comrade iy Lurer says his: 

“-goh will leave for the Gérman Denécratic Republic . 
-in late February or carly March, 1906, As.you =-  .. - 
knoy, he is coming to. ‘study. and to, work with the = ς -- 
Brecht Theater, Ww " 



PDS (RGy, 9529-64)4 
4 

1b 

Transmit the following in. 

: #2 
ee are te ee ee re Se re ee rn me ee ee is a as a eo ee “τὰ τῶν er ee 9. eee 

“πε - ὑπ os = 7 
1 

Oo 
ROUTE IN EX. SLOBE Ι 

i ; 

Ν ᾿ Date: 10/26/65 Ι 
I 
{ 

‘(Type in plaintext or cade? 

REGISTERED MAIL | AIRTEL 
᾿ : " (Priority) ᾿ ᾿ Ι 

“= 

TO :. DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) πω 

“PROM: SAC,- CHICAGO (234-46 Sub BY 

(sor) : | ty ey at 
15. τὺ 5 ΔΝ aft 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and, for the New York Office one copy of an informant's state- 
ment captioned, "LOUIS WEINSTOCK,” 

The information appearing in the enclosed informant’ s.) 
statement was furnished on October 14, 1965, by σα 5824-S*, who 
has furnished reliable. information in the past, to SAs WALTER 
A. BOYLE and. RICHARD W. HANSEN. 

Dissemination of the information set. forth in the 
enclosed informant's Statement is being made by separate 
communication under individual case caption with proper 
cautionary statement; 

G1EQ% adh 4 
Gant (Enc, ) " 

1-νὸν York (103-134637) (πο. 1) (Info)(RM) 
2. ~Chicago | Ly 

1 = A)134-46 Sub B-77 nt 
me ee -/DO-4 REET /- RWH: MDW | ee eee eke 

(6) : _ 
- 6 Nov 4 1985 

or  βρῃχωνον 

Sent MO Ρος 



- vag 

LOUIS WEINSTOCK 

Prior to the és Pature of LOUIS WEINSTOCK and his. ; 
wife from the U.S. coveral nonths ago for permanent residence 
in Lungary, he allegedly turned over cortain property and 
money to the Comiunist-Party, UGA (CP, USA), WEINSTOCK 
hoped that for this gesturé on his part in turning over 
this property to thé CP, USA, that the Party might cuggest 
to the Eungarian Socidlist Workers Party (USP) that he be. 
réimbursed in part or total upon his arrival in Tungary. 
τὰ τᾶν felt that if the Hungarians in gome way reimbursed 
WEINSTOCK for his contribution, the _ Honey and ptoperty that 
WRINSTOCK had turned over in the U.S. would then be considered © 
(as direct material ald from the ESWP to the CP, USA. After ὁ 
arrival in Hurigary, LOUIS WEINSTOCK was in com:unication 
with the CP, USA and Yroguested that some docuacnt relating 
to the above, be sont to the ἘΠῚ. In line with the foreroing 
rotuest of WEINSTOCK, the following communication was propared 
and was to be doliverod by a representative of the CP, USA 
Who Wag‘ planning to travel abroad in mid-October , 1965: ; 

"Central Comaittce 
Tungarian Socialist Workers Party 

+ 

“Doar Convades: 

"Undoubtedly Couitade Louis Woinstotk bad 
shown you 4. letter from Comrade Gis Hall indi- 
cating that beforn his departure he had given our | 
Party $5,000, This s¢lfless contribution was of ΄- 
great. help in our work, es specially at the present 
time when our Party once again is faced with attacks - 
on the part of the Bovornncat. 

. ΒΞ 

Nie: hope that you will gee your way clear to 
five ts some adsistatice by rendering an exchange 
to Comrade Woinstock in the form of rints.. We — 
would consider this as material fraternal aid to 
our Party. ᾿ 

: "With Warr fraternal greetings, 

"Comradoly yours, . 

᾿ ᾿ "Gus Yall | ΝΕ 
" 7 a τ - . October 15, 1065 | τν if s fo an 

of a ς΄ 
“der 



OPTIONAL FORM NOT Τὸ 1510-106 
᾿ MAY 1962 EDITION 

τ: GUA σεν REG, NOT 1} Tolsen 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Βοϊπιοτεὶ τσ 

Memorandum ROUTEIN ENVELOPE = 
Conrad mee 
Pelt ee 
an TO 7) Mg Conrad DATE: November 2, 1965 , ἤθη. νας iP je . 

ι» υ 4 Tavel —___.. 
Ai Trotter - 

: . Tele. Room , . 
FROM . @&. Ἐς Downing Holes ——ae———- 
ζ 4 Gendy — 

INTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ _ os 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi- 
cations transmitted to-hmby radio. 

On 11/2/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at which time a message, NR 556 GR 40, 
was intercepted, 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: ΄ 

For information. 

REC- 

/00-4A.§09) & '96 

. a 6 Noy 5 1965 
Enclosure ΕΝ αν ΜΝ 

1 - Mr. Conrad ἮΝ 
2 - Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A, Sizoo, Mr. R. C. Putnam) 
1 - Mr. Downing ~~ 
1 - Mr. Newpher 
i —- Mr. Paddock | “ 

i HS:dek ᾿ 
(7) Vc 

ὟΝ ΒΌΝΟΥ 12 196 



Jeu 
~ * 6) Οὐ 5 

NR 566 GR 40 41, 2/65 

58761 89335 78303 05551 42049 21495 36267 16170 17339 05358 

Ὁ 214845 46488 27176 17716 54645 415037 71072 85582.'°77515 50446. . 

726483 62967 00742 97623 31042 53000 18516 156259::94577 45734 

56478 80396 47202 24419 4047: 07854. 85444-97540 157498.-43829 

PHONE ORNOVENBER|-bECENBER| S¥7449200s0NF IRMTODAYAT 

> #7 0sepebyp Tat sPwONEp ADV | SepNBUr TABLE MEF OFTUR? OF 

EXtVEAR|| S598 

Υ 

- 

") 

O 
' 

i> 
ΞΕ PATENTED 8Y N,C.R. OO." PRINTED ΒΥ DATAFOLD Ft , 

ΕἼ 



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) ΝΣ | ! 
aa a τ ὦ ᾿ @ ΒΝ : ® wee ae | Le , a ROUTE IN EN v.u0PE 

oe, : | ἢ Date: 10/27/65 | 

| 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code). 

| AIRTEL REGISTERED | 
10 : 

ει 

| | (Priartty} Ν 

: ee 
ee ay OT 

(fC; τὸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-426091) 0 Ά ὌΡΗ 5 

Ι : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 6 ay th 7 “ 

| On 10/26/65, NY 694-S* transmitted to the soviet Δ" | 

through the secondary channel, ISIDORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN, three 4 | | 

partially-coded messages, the plain texts of which are as ) ye | 

follows: 

"CCCPSU: Important ΄΄. ΝΕ ?. ar 

: "In view of MORRIS CHILDS! arrivai in Moscow, Sie // 
had expected confirmation by radio yesterday regarding 
availability of visas for our CPUSA Delegation to the 5.U. 
which will depart from NYC on November 2nd and will arrive 
in Moscow on November 3rd or-4th. (Delegation going transit 
directly through Czechoslovakia) On this Thursday, October 28, 

LEM HARRIS will go to USSR Embassy in Washington, Ὁ. €., to 

get visas for our CPUSA Delegation. Please grant LEM HARRIS 

every courtesy in expediting this request. The names of ᾿ 

Delegation to which visas are to be given are: TOM DENNIS, 

ELLEN DENNIS, BEN LEVINE, ROSE LEVINE, RALPH NELSON, | 

MOLLIE GOLD, NATALIE_MEYERS, BETTY DUIMOVICH, MILDRED 
MC ADORY EDELMAN, PHILIP BRUNS, Mrs. Ri.BRUNS, FRED BLAIR, - fy 
MARY BLAIR, ISHMAEL FLORY, SADIE DOROSHKIN. | | ae 

#- Bureau cen "ς ) (AM RM) pe | S/S 

- Chicago (134-40-Sub B RM). 47 ἔρις f— J 

1» ΝΥ 134-91 (INV)(41) ὍΝ REC. 90 0 1). ξ0 92 
1 ~ ΝΥ 105-14931~Sub Ο (NIKOLAI M, ΤΑΙΑΝΟΨ) (381) 
1 - ΝΥ 100-134637 (41) ρα meats) SS 

ACB:msb : : we G % 1905 
. (8). | NOV 

τος 
eee eared 

Approved: «φΤν᾽᾿.᾽ oS Sent . " Μ᾿ Per 
| BS NOV 19 Sot Agent in Charge 



om 100-138637 
- 

WORE CHILDS; who is now in’ “Moscow, has: similar. 
meres with him, Also, the ba¢keround and details of each 

oo» “delegate.. , Advising you7and MORRIS ‘CHILDS that TOM DENNIS, © 
: oS we be ‘the Chairman: of this Delegation. _ 

" ἊΝ "aus HALL" a 

NY ΓΝ advised ‘that: the naine- of, MOLLY @oLD ὋΣ. 
“Chicago. is being furnished to. the Bussians as one of the ho 

“> .delegatés to. Moscow because it is possible that NATALIE - 
MEYERS; who is. ‘Scheduled ‘to go, may not be able todo so ‘owing - 

. ‘to illness. “In. that event, ‘MORRIS GOLD will go in her “plate. 

Ὁ). MOCOPSU: “Important © 

ΕΝ advise MORRIS ‘CHILDS: that. ‘elosed | 
pig National Board: meeting will bé-heldin New. York . 

Θ᾽ “Important. ὑπο: EE 

ον ὀρριαοῤ ue. individual: captions. with instructions to handle °- 

oe “jo levee: 12, 33, ΕΝ his is. only. for MORRIS. CHILDS. 

ongus HALE": 

po “with “regard ‘to. ‘the. above mésdage, - NY οι δὲς advised τς 
that: there is no such meeting scheduled, but. that- by. agreement oe 
with .CG. 5624.5%; ne-is. sending: this: message - an order:that-.  _ 

. - OG 582k=S%, | Af. he 80° chooses, may αν Θ΄ δὴ “excuse. sto: leave a 
‘Moscow: before November: ‘Leth. οὖς ΟΣ 

See Sister ANN on. ‘ednesday, November ΠΝ 

‘the above refers to. ‘the next scheduled. atop. 

᾿ ‘The information above will: be. fiirnished interested’: 

δον an accordance. with current. instructions . ; relating to foreign | nr 
| ‘travel by. security subjects. ee 

ΝΝ . 1 a μον 

no τι ὐ ἦς ἢν ᾿ ' ᾿ cos wll . ἐν θα. ον ΤΠ 

: δε woe . 
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ROUTE IN ΝΎ ΟΡΕ 

i 

I 
\ 

Ι 

Date: 11/2/65. 

Transmit the following in 
-" {{ὺρς in plaintext or code? 

για... AIRTEL .~ REGISTERED 
(Priority) 

one He Di eo ees 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) | 
; DAA FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) rhs Nh | 

5 susizcr { oto ᾿ $7 
Ἵ' , S-C. "ἢ 

On 11/2/65 there was received from the Soviets, 
via radio, a partially~coded message, the plain text of 
which is as follows: 

Phone for November~December is 74-9200. 
Confirm today at 7:05 PM by. this phone. 
Advise on suitable. time for radio for next 

-year.! 

The phone 744-9200 is a public telephone located 
in the Cody Pharmacy, 1252 Lexington Avenue, New York, ΝΥ. 

᾿" | ἂν | lal 
rn “1 - ἜΣ ΠΤ, B) (AM 

1 - NY 134- 
1 - ΝΥ 105-1931-sup σ΄ (TALANOV) (342 al G Α τ Listes oe Ὁ Θιωοησ) γ0- (2497). σφ Ὁ 
JDO:méb 
(8) £58 Nov: "8. δ 

eA 7 Sr ph oe 

Approved: : a Sent .-.-. μ Per  -οὦἰὦᾧἪἃὮὮὦἢὦὋὮὁὮὁἪἝἪἝἪἪἝ 
δῦ ΝΟΥ 12 ne oe At in. Charge 
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tba é ἴδον. sate δον 6 

ROUTE IN EN νυ, PE 
FBI 

- Date: 11/1/65 
+ 

Transmit the following in- 
(Type in plaintext or cade) 

για. ΑἸ ἈἘΒΕΟΊΙΒΤΕΒΕΝ. MAIL . 5655: 
ΝΣ ; eB i ority) - ἦς 1: 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (400-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub 8). ὁ τ᾽ 
; : Ἢ - ~ ᾿ 

we ' sora» cS 
Is τῷ , 

“Recete1 call NY 10/29/65. 

On 10/29/65 the Chicago Office received through 
ἃ drop maintained for CG 5824-S* a communication from that 
source postmarked Pragué, Czechoslovakia, 10/24/65. The 
text of this. communication, ‘together with the Chicago 
Office's interpretation of portions. thereof which . “appears 
in. parentheses; 15 as follows: 

, "10/23/65 

RECS = /og- 42 0 Φ] -)ς 
"How. are you?) Just a few. words, ‘on the fly' “56, to 

say, My -business negotiations (individual meetings and 
participation in joint Communist phos Czechoslovakia 
and 'World Marxist Review sympos ook longer in this 
city (Prague, Czechoslovakia) than expected, ‘In fact I 
got involved in all kinds. of conferences and LUNCHE DNS», wonmmes η 
ete. (meetings and discussions) . 

"Dear Norma: (Chicago drop) 

=e ee a lene ~ 

ΣΝ 8 1985 - "But most important=-tell Mr, Broadman (GUS HALL 
that I got. to talk to the boss (Editor-in-Chiéf) ofthe sie 
entire ‘brewing industry -here (‘World Marxist Review’). 
Their thinking about ΓῊ Kulginess matters run exactly 
in the same channels ‘(ao FGUSILH i 's)., He believes that 
many things unclear now, regarding patent rights, distribu- | 
tion, etc., can be » bo pias Sitar ag that the individuals 
CG 5824-s* spoke to con wit L's ideas re Vietnam on 
matter of negotiations and sottlesent via the reconvening | ‘of 

) AG New York (100- is4687) into) G (RM) 
Approved: Chicago 5. 

GEN Nein 



FD-36 (Rey, $-24-64) 

x! . ie 
[ . ὼ i) 

“ROUTE IN ENv.SLOP 
Fel 

Date: 10/29/65 

ἣν ' 

a 

' 

ΝΟ 

3 

Transmit the following in 
= 

{Type in plaintext or code} 

vig AIRTEL τ΄ REGISTERED — - ἢ 
(Priority) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI τ (1004 428091) 

NEW YORK (100-134637) Oates 
σ΄. 
φ Vp 

Re NY airtels, 10/27/65 and 10/28/65, concerning 
a, ΣΝ of CPUSA functionaries scheduled to be in Moscow on 

11/7/05. 

ff 

On 10/28/65y. NY 694-S* advised that, according to 
HELEN WINTER, the following individuals will leave Kennedy: 
International Airport, New York, at 7:30 PM on 11/2/65 via 
Scandinavian Airlines Flight #912 for Copenhagen, and that Κι ᾿ 4) 
upon arrival in Copenhagen, they will go directly to Moscow, de 
via Aeroflot Flight foal: 

we 
THOMAS DENNIS ν΄ BETTY DUIMOVICH -, lA 

_ELLEN DENNIS “ MILDRED MC ADORY EDELMAN 5.4. 
BEN LEVINE | FRED BLAIR Ui 
ROSE LEVINE MARY BLAIR : 

Further, according to HELEN WINTER, the following 
individuals will leave Kennedy International. Airport, New York, 
at 7:00 PM on 11/3/65, via Air France Flight #12 for Paris, 
fzxmm whence they will go directly to Moscow via Aeroflot an 

* Flight HOTA: gr 

por ἢ, 
¢ >! Lee reane (RM): 
πος Chicago (1G Bu B) (AM RM) 5 5 

- - ὃ Lf J ἘΠ RER ROR) ee 100-8077 τ 
werner, mente τιϑααπαιι τὶ 

KCB :msb | . | Ϊ- | 6 Nov 5_ 1985 | ” 
(7) | 

Approved: ——. Sad a Ν 

gs NOV 12 SAYG Ie gent in Charge, ΔΞΈΞΈΘΕΟ | 



NY 100-134637 

RALPH NELSON | ISHMAEL FLORY PHILLIP. BRUNS MOLLY GOLD “ ROSE BRUNS _ SADIE DOROSHKIN 
HELEN WINTER further advised the informant that, as expected, NATALIE MEYERS of Chicago, by reason of illness, Will not be able to go to Moscow, and that MOLLY GOLD of | Chicago τοί oo instead. 

offices under individual captions with instructions to handle 

The information abové will bé furnished interested 
in accordance with current instructions relating to foreign travel by sécurity subjects. . 

. New York will verify departures and will advise | interested offices by airtels of verification. 

wDa 
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ROUTE IN HAN PE 

Date: 10/27/65 

—— a, ee PN J Transmit the following in 
— (Type in plaintext or code) 

REGISTERED MAIL ——— 
ΝΕ (Priori iy? 

TO. : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
A i Υ̓ 

is - 

ReCGairtel dated 9/16/65 and enclosed informant's 
statement captioned, "Communication from Diamond Kimm, Former 
American Now in Péople's Republic. ofNorth Korea, and Recom- 
mendation of Gus Hall in Regard Thereto." 

On 10/15/65 CG 5824-S* advised SAS WALTER A, BOYLE 
and RICHARD W. HANSEN that on GUS HALL's instruction a com- 
munication. had ‘been drawn. up aS a résponse to the KIMM document 
noted above. -This communication was addressed to the Central 
Committee, Korean Party of ‘Labor, and was to be carried abroad 
and turned over to.a representative of the Korean Party of 
Labor in Moscow by a representative of the CP, USA. . The text 

_ of this communication was as follows: 

"Central Committee 
"Korean Party of Labor 

"Dear Comrades: 

*Comrades' Diamond Kimm and wife, Fania, were deported | 
from the U.S. in 1962 for their revolutionary activity. Would 
σοῦ pléase considér this communication as a verifiéation for 
their trénster from our: Party. Both Comrades were active in the 

λ Ge ean Crap ir | wo -_ iNew York | (100-13 4637) (Info) ΜᾺ] WA Q- Heel A i S/S 
1~Chicago ' 

Mae TR aes, 

RWH: MDW . ΓΝ 
(5) - ° Noy 5 1255 

τὰς iy ro a ata 

Approved: : wa . Sent eM Per ee 
65 Bs, ΝΟΥ 12 13 Kgent‘in Charge 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

‘American Committee for Protection of Foreign Born and in 
Korean Independence. Both had been fighting for peace and 
fighting against imperialist aggression. - 

"They were members of our Party in, California. 
Diamond. Kimm joined in 1938 and his wife joined in 1961, 
We consider their activities very good and they always 
carried through their Party .tasks. The head of the Party 
in Los Angeles, Dorothy Healey, verifies these recommenda-~ 
tions, 

1 
- 

* _ "With warm fraternal greetings, 

"Comradely yours, 
= 

- , ᾿ = 
¥ 

- - 4 L τς "Gus Hall 
October 15, 1965" 

κ' 
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FROM 

SUBJECT & 

: Mr. Conrad 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 H1e-106 
MAY 1462 EDITION ᾿ 
GSA ΟἿΉ, REG, νῷ, 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT es 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE === 

C ownin ΝΣ . eu wning ᾿ 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 
.* 

On 11/5/65, the New York | Office furnished the text 
of a message the informant desired to send ‘and requested 
that it be enciphered. The. cipher. ‘text: was furnished to 
New York on the same day. a ine 

The plain text and- cipher text are ‘attached. 
—__ - vee 

ACTION: 

For information. 

NY 

1 - Mr. Conrad 
2 - Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. R. C. Putnam) 
1 - Mr. Downing S 
1 - Mr. Newpher : 
1 - Mr. Paddock | 

he --- 
ib mas RES yy φρο. S162 

Moat Sl TRS NAR 

oe 6 10 1985 
t ΙΗ . ἐλ Nov 20 Ὁ ἢ , 

a 

gas 

Bi NOV 16 1965 



oy 

d 

= 

‘* 11/5/65 

IJAMREADYITORECE I VE[COLOURPRINTDEL I VERYBEF ORENOVEMBER 

OQ #204),[SPRING 

πο Lh nat τρια meme me a a em a Sarde ete 

“ 

62404 87040 86338 76745 56164 36499 02900 50971 82440 92599 

€ 53547 83299 59948 03579 17648 09930 59879 02256 57605 99566 

63858 

Ω 

5 
DATAICKO TORME, INC, 7001 10. CALUMIT ἀντὶ CHICAGO, AL 

) 

3 ENCLOSURE 2. 

- .οο-- LEO — 5 16 
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: 

KK: ἀλῳος ONAL FORM νον 16 
MAY 1182 EOITION 

. UNITED "STATES GOVER > ovr ROUTE IN E 

Memorandum 
TO >: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 10/25/65 

ay : SAC, CHICAGO (134~46 Sub B) 2 fli” 

ye Sg 
In connection with preparations for his copartur if 

on the 19th Solo Mission, which occurred on October 19, 19 ᾿ 
CG 5824-5 was provided by MAX WEINSTEIN of Chicago on 
October 16, 1965, with a number of documents. All of these © 
documents of WEINSTEIN related to business and similar activi- 
ties with socialist countries in which WEINSTEIN was involved. 
The documents provided by WEINSTEIN were as follows: 

1) A two-page letter dated 10/15/65 addréssed to 
- LOUIS (WEINSTOCK, who is now a permanent resident 

of Budapest, Hungary) 

2) A letter dated 9/20/65 addressed to Hungarotex, 
. Budapest, Hungary, and an enclosure to item #1 

3) A letter dated 10/15/65 addressed to Nikex, 
. Budapest, Hungary, also an enclosure to item 

#1 

4) A two-page document captioned "HUNGARY" and dated 
~ 10/15/65 . . 

5) A two-page document captioned "CZECHOSLOVAKIA" dated 
- 10/ 15/6 . 

6) <A one-p SPrcunent ‘captioned "U.5.5.R," dated 
. 10/14/6 ’ . . 

[-* BR 
Bureau (Eng ) CRM) 

i-New York (1T00-134637) (Enc. 6) (Info) (RM) 

τ ΡῈ 46 Sub B- 75) REC-6 LOE. ὄ - -22 72 7 / ~~ $16? 

RWH: MDW 
(5) EX LOL 6 Nov 20 $985 

mig, 3 i ee emai 
fy 

ν ” μὲ ed Δ ΕΤΙ ὁ 

τὸν ἢ 8 Sh, U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

All of the foregoing documerits. were made available 
‘by cg 5824~S* to SA RICHARD W, HANSEN on October 18, 1965, 
and Xerox copies were made thereof. Ohe Xerox copy of each: 
of the above-noted documents is being enclosed herewith for-- 
the Bureau and the New York Office. “In addition, pertinent 
information which appears in these documents is being dis- 
‘séninated under ‘separate cover in individual case captions.. 
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ENCLOSURES (6) TO BUREAU FROM CHICAGO 

6 documents re business ® similar activitied 

with socialist countries in which MAX WEIN- | 
STEIN of CG was involved 

RE: SOLO awe 
Is-C 4 

Bufile 100-428091 i 
CGfile 134-46 Sub B ‘ 

Transmitted via CGlet to Bureau 10/25/65. 
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suis October 15, 1965“ ἦι . 
Nace ptm tn het ᾿ : i “ sear Louie 2** Ba Seip te Be upest ἦν ἀλασορα the passiidlitdar af wy represent ing _ ᾿ 
Yre, ta. fe Rn ἐν ra deve δέῃ, After aba fone meetings wht τ ων 
ΜΕΝ am’ assuming you-and ‘your wife are’ settled: injnew and: thatiyou-are both, well ᾿ y2nd, happy.’ ΝΥ very best wishes “to both™of’ yoi sora {iin preonoe 28 ee 

. ἀρὴν κι oe - oP TAR Oe. ey Ὁ Phe ogg irene Berges faye " 
τς  ¢ Louds, there are several matters of' business in Budapest ‘in whichi:T:am-involved “ 
/ * qg but hich ‘seem ‘to have reached Ἔ stalenate.- My: lettors havo- other not been, ΝΣ 
_" , Skewered, or nheh ansvered ‘so: evasive it‘ is'.difficult' for: me‘to:figure-themroute 
7 ἃ am most anxious to keep'-these-matters alive and’ am asking your Hhelprby locking 

‘Into the following formes: 222% ᾿ "»" 
. .-, nf τῳ ΕΙ -" ΝΣ 

‘ . " mt rm ¥ PG the ee 
ie Wh tee ~~ 4 Tretia "ior. rite ge ὅς +A. ~ το *, “ ᾿ ᾿ . “ a 77 τ de, ; HUNGAROTEX, ‘Tritotex Division; Messrs x: Kranmer? and” Szende:asry mana fagturing.a,. ὡς 

a 1 1 5 - . ἢ ΟἹ é - 

κὶ 
vw 

nit is ὌΝ AY thee bade te da ἀοδλορ garvan of more outings ΣΟ" οὐ Up tothe present’ writing; rieither’ Mid-Continent ‘Trading (my company) nor ι τ 
; ~_Tarmon Mes and Sportswear (working with me on this particular deal) have heard”. - - 

grrom them in answer ‘to ‘otr'“correspondence: and cable: assuring :them that their ~ ; 
. “prices as‘ originally quoted are.acceptable, and urging them to submit new ᾿. -- 

' , Samples, in accordance with specifications and samples of U.S. knitwear Ὁ τὶ εἰν 
2 submitted to them by Tarnong 27kicuows a cae aad She oles ἐβχαν Sonan μόδα gutb Ὁ 

. wen aw See yaw heane Pc asghk eth nel eaten moh De wfteg 7 mais nines my a 
‘Enclosed “is a copy of my last letter to Hungarotex, dated September 20, ~~ - 

” fo Yaa at 4 ΜΝ “,ος νος « ᾿ . ᾿ ~ 7 

pus "to"thedr laxity (or }perhaps,; disinterest) “in‘not ‘sending: new samples SMB: 
4. Mere ‘not ‘able ‘to’ display‘at’ an important ‘knitwear showin New Lork. vgetiw avg” Ν 

ἢ ς ἦν 4 aM - aie ἐς 

Ἢ Τὺ is important for us to know if they are interested in doing business with the 
“United States ,-and if*so,“that “they answeriow mail:and;inform:me,er Tarmon: . . 

.. » Whether wo should continue our efforts. We have tentative orders 10,000, dozens! wags" 
_ {fof different pieces, -only: awaiting new ‘samples from Hungery,-to,finalize thes, * 

gales-with such ubtfits as Ketvette,; ‘Klein's, ‘ote. es ya, ek ky ᾿ 

: : on, deg απᾷᾶδξο + 
ft is disgraceful: that we cannot get better aooperation from Hungaretex. " ey Best regards us tay noth off : nag 

‘ @e TANNINPEX ~- Mr. Gemes τ ἐν τον 

When I was in Budapest, during my last bysiness trip, I aelected some samples’ | 
of leather brief cases, and on my return to the States, on August 6th IT meiled τς 
them a check for $52.10 to cover theixy proforma inveice for this merchandise. .° *. °° 
It is now October 16th and stili I have neither the merchandise nor a letter <i 
from them acknowledging receipt of my check. Can you cheok ihto this for me. δικά δος 
Thank σοῖς ΝΕ ᾿ : Ν 

vu» 3. NIKEX == Dr. A. Szamesvolgyi , . os ΝΕ ἜΣ oe ' ΕΣ ἫΝ ΠΝ 
ἴο, give you some idea of my involvement here, I'11 try and brief you on what. ᾽ς 5: 
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ἧς Nikex invented a cutting process which they call: "Tasteless Preductions ef "- s 
Intermediates for the Gold Flow Procesat, and ran an article about it in their. - 
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P When the writer read an article in the Hungarian Heavy Industries Magazine about 
~ethe | new process, “Wasteless Productions of Intermediates for the Cold Flow. Precess," 
a “he made a special trip te Budapest to disouss with Nikex the ‘possibilities | oo, 
> representing them in the ‘United States as, their’ ‘saloa agent fer the sale. of 

elther the liconse or the processe - 

Meer ἐν 

Satter “about “four neetings. “with Dr. szenosvolgyi and "the ‘head , <8, “the Srofeat; te ‘aon 
Wand two visits to ‘factories where thé proness is in operation, ‘ne were informed and 
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FERROMET — rhe OBE 

ἢ ruts 

Nails Department .". es ey ιν Lote ewted ἐπι tg Σὰν Καλὸ Σ : aa 
ἜΝ ΞΕ. , ΕΣ OTA eat thes LA vf ae 

ΤᾺ Cape, of Ferronet, visited Chicago in Yay 1965, and among other business matters “ἃ, 
‘we discussed, he specifically requested us to investigate for him' equipment for 
concrete coating of nails, :As ‘this is a highly’ speolalized field, ‘we' spent’ πτερά, this” 
time and made long-distance calls to acquire this information,®:We did’ contact” * vie wits. ἃ: 

᾿ς, ons of the ;erge firns~that-make-this equipment, *and ‘when the: Witerovinited Priigite yea 

-, Pecently, ‘he brought with him-thé~information and \datalogués’ Sevaring thin lig Vek dasy | iy? 

~~? 
ῃ 

“ equipment andsturned:dt all-ever ‘to Foxromet. Log nan Set 

_ © Up to now, we:have had=neo:word from.Ferromet avout? theistaablatbiron'thiapiaée’ ‘ee? at fa 

machinery. ny 2.005% wits a Clon in tha Undine Sbajes far tho rats. of thear guas ba "e yee 

meinilons, ἰώ’ ΟὝΣ, they gro nex satisfied with the rowihhs frou thie ΕἾΕΝ if a a 

- Sind det ne one pebbiag results troy piacanent in gun alubs, we will thon daseuce ἜΗΝ 

Wire Rode Department branahing out ante dune ΔῈ erdor ΓΤ ᾿ “ἐπ 

In May 1965, wo:received:a ‘letterfromYerromet ἢ offering’ us wire "rods ΟΣ gale “in thes wee 

United States, with a notation:that a‘copy of thid letter went to Enjay Produotes et 

ef New York, This aot, in our opinion, established Enjay as agent in tho United ᾿ 

States .fer wire 'rode.vrilew?s nowin “2 fae ehelitg YE ROTA Lo krah PVR ΤῊΣ Od. axagted © 

a, yet eines mexh | feta! τ ἢ ta ἢ . ‘Sate pet ee heats east ἜΡΩΣ tant ΣΝ τὶ τὴς 7 
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ν᾿ 

a 

During ‘a visit ‘te New ‘York, ‘wesnere in‘toudh! with Mrs: ‘Jacbbs, of ‘Enjay, ‘and’ he confirmed ; 

our opinion that they were the agents" on: ‘wire rods, ᾿ During‘ our conversation “4th ‘bre. ᾿ ̓  

Jacobs, he-asked..us information. about prevailing prices in the United States on wire ὦ." ΕΣ 

rods and the right market for them ‘feta CS 

ἫΝ pe anh, ee ee: cs tevin ahh sane Geer 2 a. i “gle ἘΞ eh "ba ra mais 2 and Ee Ν 2 

"We deaided : not +o :pursue ‘any:;business ‘on wire*rods bocausé‘ef Enijay's role"in any”? (p80... 
’ business: we might. ‘obtain;<as ‘we teo ‘Srevonly interested in ‘Being brokers. ΠΩΣ 

. When: ‘the writer ‘was in Praguo, He'sspoke “to Μὸν Veverka’ who inférnad hin’ ‘that’ sige Prine 

was; not.a:broker:for them: or: the: wire’ réds,‘ that the- offering to any ‘one’ ‘inthe “et "50 ge 
Yad ow 
a ‘ 

_ United: ‘States .was: premature, as they were not dn ‘production to meat U. 8. standardse.° ΠΝ 
Mat ἀν! 
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“tits Veverka then approached me on the possibilities of selling reinforced steol. & se era “*, 4 
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ΟΜΝΤΡΟΙ, ΝΣ τω a ΣῊΝ 

shoativg rena ek contacts yee United States who are interested in rifles for skeet τ ee 
ey have asked us te Look into th 4lit ne Se 

fren ceechosloveytes 0 ο the possibilities of bringing them in oe 

wen the writer was: in Prague recently, he visited the Onnipol effices and discussed thie: A with Ing. Rernhardt, who expressed interest in'selling us rifles, After several visits...” with him; 1+ was decided that, for the present, wa should concentrate on gun clubs ’ pest See in the United States and, to be in with, th wld Shee 
for which we would reimburse thea, ᾿ ΤῊΣ We send us two δχοοὺ shooting rifles, ea evel. F “s teases Ty ‘ 

+ a a " 

The yeason Onnipol. asked us to specialize in gua clubs at this time is bécause they “2a have an arrangoment with a firm in the United States for the sale of their guns to jab: 
retailers, However, they are not satisfied with tha results fron this firm, Ἢ || 2s Wo find that we are getting results from placement in gun clubs, we will then disouss λέ ἢν" the possibilities of branching out into the mail order houses, " ᾿ ° eee ος 

In turn, Mr. Bernhardt asked us to send him information from here on ἃ ΟΝ ὶ pooming gun shows τ μὲς in the United States, the dates and places of exhibition. . αν 
a τὴ, x vy ε 

“ low "ιν 

ἌΣ τ αν Immediately upon the writer's return to the States, we were in touch with the interested τ- “Ὁ organizations and forwarded to Onnipol information about the most important sporting © tii. <H: 
: ' aye habe» goods show, which includes a large seoter on guns, that will be taking place, Several δ τὸν ‘- 

* “ τ κὴ αἷς " weeks later, τὸ supplied them with ‘infermation about the scheduled convention of the dst? ae 
wt ye a ate National Rifle Asseodation of America, ι ᾿ ΡΝ " ᾿ : ws a Bae ts Bais τὰ 

. ' my he te ΛΝ nf - 
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October 14. 1965 
ὕ.5.85.ἢς: 

STANKODPORT 

During the writerts visit to Moscow in November 1963, he met with Mr. Ignatiev, of 
Stankoimport, and they discussed the various pieces of American made machinery in 
which Stankoimport was interested in purchasing, 

Mr. Ignatiey indicated his interest in having us investigate for him the possibilities 
of purchasing these pieces, as Stankoimport had not been successful, up to that time, 
a interesting the American firms that made this machinery in going business with 

OMe 

Upon the writer's return to the United States, we immediately set about contacting 
these particular companies, as well as many others that manufactured similar equipment. ἡ 

_ Much time, money and effort went into these investigations but we were suocessful . 
| dn evoking the interest of some of-these firms in considering the possibilities of — Ν 
. dealing with the Πι5..5.ἢο 

In particular, we paid special attention to the strapping equipment needs of Stankoimport, 
and made contact with several U. S. manufacturers, among them was the SIGNQDE CO. 
Although at that time the Signode Company policy did not permit sales to socialist 
countries, we noted in a letter to Stankoimport thet we had been in touch with 
Signode and that we were fairly confident that their policy on sales to the 
socialist countries would no doubt change in a comparatively short time. Tie 
sent them particulars about the specifio machinery they had asked us to look into, 
and included descriptive literature, 

About two months later, we sent a follow-up letter to Stankoimport informing them that. . 
Signede was noWeonsidering a change in policy toward East Europea and that the time ." ᾿ 
might be right for us to appreach them again on the strapping équipment. We never 
received a reply te this letter, . 

‘ Tt has now come to our attention that at the end of last year, .or the beginning of . 
this year, the Soviet Union purchased strapping equipment from Signode, without - 

. informing us of their intentions. a | 

. We would like to point out, if the saving of money was a factor in going directly to ““ς 
Signode, the Soviet Union did not, in facd, make any savings by bypassing us, as τὸς 
Signode would have paid us a commission, without affecting the purchase price. 

We would also like to point out that our firm can offer many services not available . 

when purchases are made directly. As an example, we are in the position of being - 

- able to check on production capabilities of the same types of equipment set up in 
various factories but manufactured by different companies. We also have the ἘΣ 

opportunity to compare down time, weaknesses of equipment and other factors that 

are important in production, such as ease of repair, etc. In addition to this, . 
we are available for other services, without any cost to the Soviet Union, such . 

δ as keeping them informed of new equipment on the market, new methods of manufacturing, 

etc. All of these services come to them without any additional coste. ᾿ 
« ἢ . " - " } 
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ROUTE IN ENVZLOPE 
Date: 11/5/65 

, 
Se ee eee ee ee τῖσαι 4 Transmit the following in : 5 : -: _ 

. (Type in plaintext or code) . ~ ° 

RTEL REGISTERED 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI .(100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

fi supseon: (Coox0> ΝΕ a . ξ 

On 11/5/65,-there were received from the Soviets, 

via radio, three ciphered, partially-coded messages, the 

plain texts of which are as follows: 

1) "GUS HALL's greetings received." 

2) "po GUS HALL 

"your remarks last National Board meeting were 

received OK. However if intention is to publish hold 

phrases regarding ‘negotiations! until we see each other 

sometimes by end of next week. 

IMORRIS CHILDS" 

3) "to JACK BROOKS 

"We plan money delivery before November 20, 

Next week we will give you time and place. Advise us 

if you are ready. ΄Ν 
eee 

γ}- Ὁ 8 
ἿΖΩ Bureau (RM) . 

1 - Chicago (134-46-~Sub B)(AM RM) | 
1 - ΝΥ 1399]. (INV)( 41) | 
1 ~ NY LO5~14931-Sup Ὁ (TALANOV) (341) 
1 = N¥ 100-134637 (42) REC-6 | 29:2 107 .Υ ἢ b i 
ὭΣ Ν Ἵ ὌΝ 

ΞΕ 6 NOV 10 1985 
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πὸ πᾳ - Η -Ξ i καὶ ee κ ἧς "πον ere πὰ π ἀπ she “-- τὰ ae Boe ee ve DT a 

or Aen δον Ho. 10 
MAY 188 
Gh ΜΗ ἔπε ΠΝ Wi=1hé 

UNITED STATES so yrazrr O. vr ΑΔ sa Memorandum ROUTE IN ΕΝ γε, ὁ ἢ 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pare; 12,265 

/ 
FROM ἐν SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637A) 

SUBJECT: (Osoro > 
=C tg” 

gr Remylet 10/5/65. τί 

The records of the NYO reflect the following 
transactions regarding SOLO Funds during the month of 
October 1965: 

CREDITS 

10/1/65 On Hand $846,533.78 

DEBITS 

10/26/65 To GUS HALL for CPUSA 
Real Estate investment $5000.00 
and for CPUSA National 
Office expenses 1000.00 

10/28/65 To HELEN WINTER for CPUSA 
Stock Investment 4000.00 
and for CPUSA travel 
delegations expenses 6000.00 16, 000,00 

BALANCE $830,533.78 

σφ... Bureau 
1 - Chicago ( gk6. Sub Β) (ΒΜ) 
1 - ΝΥ 13 INV) (41) 
1 =~ NY 100- 738 61-Sub B (CPUSA, RESERVE FUNDS ) (42) I 

1 ~ NY 100-134637A (At) 

“eye 

geet fren, 
nef - τὴ ΓΡ pay 

ἌΦΕΣ 

τὰς (ἢ 
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ROUTE AN τῆν... ΡῈ 
Date: 11/8/65 

l 
{ 
[ 
| 
I 
I 
| 
Ι 
| 
| 
I 
Ι Transmit the following in 

(Type in plain text or code) 

Via AIRTEL 
. (Priority) 

: - oa | . 

- - 4 * 

f TO  : DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) a 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) , [ΩΡ ( 17, B 
q wr SUBJECT: OLOQ 

ISs<+C 

On 11/8/65, NY 694-s* transmitted th the Soviets 
through the secoridary channel - ISADORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN — 
a ciphered-partially coded message, the plain text of 
which is as follows; 

"I am ready to receive money delivery before 
November 20th, 

Jack Brooks" 

Re above, see NY airtel 11/5/65, message 3, 
reflecting that the Soviets plan to deliver money to 
NY 694=s* before November 20th and reflecting further 
their inquiry whether he was ready to receive the said 
money. 

wv é 

[ -s13R ὃ " ΄ι 
\3-Bureau (100428091) (RM) itu /Q0- ¥2 f G //- Sy 6 © 

“chica 0 (tei Sub B) (AM RM) ~ 
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L-NY 100-134637 ε(}1} | 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

11/12/65 

TELETYPE 

ft TO SAC BOSTON 

FROM. DIRECTOR FBI -(100~428091) 
1 5 ᾿ 

: κα 

ae ~~ 
‘en: 
i 

© δοιαάμι,, ὦ 

Sullivan —— 
_ Tavel: 

Trotter 
Tele. “Roo. 
Holmes -----. 

i ay 
] 
-NOTE: 
————— 

νυ 

chicago ZU 

St vol 

G2 

ah Tpformant arrives Boston 11/12/65,. 
“to commence debriefing, 
to ‘be, “formed in Spring. 

SS. 

62S TELETYPE unit ΓΣ 

"GEN NOV ἰδ 1965 

_BOLO,) INTERNAL SECURITY - τ, 

INSTRUCT CONTACTING AGENTS ἘῸΝ Οὗ FIVE EIGHT TWO FOUR. DASH 

wer ds ἈΠῈ 

1 = R, Putnam. 

<3" ASTERISK TO IMMEDIATELY | DETERMINE: ALL INFORMATION INFORMANT 

IN MOSCOW OR PEKING -AND slim, . “A COPY 
= 
- 

i ee } 

eou 

Chicago agents ‘On scene 
Press releases indicate new comintern. 
We must Sarit! determine 77 facts. 

» (20 οὅτᾧ δοφ!. δ 67 Mi 
” Nov 15 t9R5 athe 

fe Vie” 

APPRGGED BY ¢)iaeer- 
4 TYPED ΒΥ .΄ 



Dro, PBL (16540518). | ᾿χιᾶγδο 

SAG, NIV YORK (105. 2.951). 

| NTEOLAT #, TALANOy |” lo Bear 7. | 
δῆς 

(SER ~ KGB) 

Foo the Informititn of the Eurcay, in connodticn 
with the COLO overation, NY CO-+G* rdcecived a radio: méasace 
from the Soviets on 11/2/65 alvising. the Informant that - 

_ the signal telethone for Noycnber ~ December in 744.9200, 
HY -G94-5* vas. instructed to confirm this mossage at 7:5 PM 
on 11/2/65 by calling the abeve fumber, It io noted tot 
this phone ad a public telepste loeated in the Cody: | 

acy, LE50 Lexington ἔνθ, Tc. 7 Loy a 

| Oe 8 11/2/65, by moans, of an off-stréet obseryation,. 
a highly dirercok survedllonse vias ecnducted dn thé 0 
vicinity of 1252 Lexington fva. £¢ determing the identity 
of the Soviet who would coyer the signal aroa. At 6:55 PM 
Subject and his wife, EMILIVA, wore observed. walking couth 
on Lexinztoh Aves near EB, Sth ff. Thoy eoritinued couth 
toward ὅν St. and wont ouk of view, Ab 7:03 Pil cubsost 
end his wife wore. observed walking north on Lexington prc. 
They atopred ok looked in tha window of the Cody . 
Pharmacy for ceveral minutes ind at approximately 7:03 Pir 
they continied yalline north on Lexinnten Ave,. ond were hot: 
further. obzorved, : ; 

- . ἐς fe is further pointed οὐδ that in ccnnosticn with - 
the SOLO Operations NY 604-5% yng schedulcd to. £11k a drop 
on 11/2/65 δὺς Parks Dar and nestaurant, 631 6th Ave, UG; | 
and ‘this drop was toe be cleared by the Soviets during tha ~ 
aftornocn of 11/3/55. fn off-street observaticn post vas” 
obtained in the vicinity of tho above bar and at 2:5 PH ~ 
on 11/3/C5 subsent, acegmoanied by hia wife, wad observed 

- Walking couth cn 6th Ave. from Sted St. Subject ond his — - 
wife, wore observed winddéwohospins in the ares and ὧδ 3:01 PI 

Be Raroae (πὸ. 
5: π΄ (A= 160426091) (50 10} ἐν «Ὁ 222} - 
1 - &. Yoxt: (ieocishes7) | ἐυ)- Ὁ 70 7) _ 
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; νι τον ΠΕ ᾿ bow 
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᾿ a one 

τ ‘subject entered ‘Parks Bar while his wife continued, τὸ | 
J. (windowshop in. the vicinity. “At 3:04 PM subject vas. cbeerved. 

o.. . leaving the bar‘and he rejoined his wife. “and. ey, were last — 
᾿ Ὁ Sobserved: walking: north on 6th Ave. | 

ee ὌΝ The. above” is ‘being brought to. the. attention, of. 
ἦν the: Bureau τό indicate. that. TALANOV πὰρ ‘been ‘accompanied by | 

<: τς bis wife during the course of. these intelligence activities, 
εὐ “Subject, during a recent. test of electronic equipment with. . 
"ONY 694-84, which was conducted in Goldsmith's Dept. Store 

7 te an N¥e,- was algo accompanied by his wife, Subject hae. been 
ες σεν, “observed with his wife. apparently. Shopping in Alexander' Β.: : 
" _ +. Dept. Store and Bloomingdale's Dept. Store οὐ several: 
/ ἡ ten asea@eions,. -The subject’ hag also. been observed-on aimost. a. Ε 
| ~ |. dafly basis taking a morning walk of between.10 and 36 : ° °°) 

| lao Manutes and he ts accomp wife on. same of these —. 
πον ἐς ΔΘ." Ἐ is noted that when asked about these. 
oo. morning walks which TALANOV takes, advised that, he believed. 
“that TALANOV was probably attempting to determine af he ye 
“; |" under. gurvedllanca on that particular day andl 

-. stated that. it was his opinion. Bhat ΦΆΣΓΑΝΟΝ probably ἢ had 
meet seheduled ‘an, these Gays. ἢ on | : 

7 ΕΝ “dhe: NYO does. not’ feel. ‘that, TALANOY de’ having daily. ΝΕ 
ΤΟ} pects with illegal agents, but: since he has ‘used ‘electronica . 

if. devices tr or “electronic meets" with hig agents «ss 
| 1}. and. dines has recently advised that TALANOV . an “TD ee 
.. τ reeedved q large amount of electronic equipment recently, " 

τ dt 49 felt thet TALANOV.on any given day could be condicte- 
| ing electronic meets with his agents, It is felt that - : 

_ these meets could’ be affected through: the use of a. transe. "Ὁ 
τ ; mitter and tapé recerder receiver which he used with NY 

| 69445*, or other equipment which ne be received,’ It is. 
... further felt that these meets cowld be, taking plade. during 

τὴν τῳ ον το dais apparent shopping tripa with his Wife: or his moming - 
“i; Walk “in the vicinity of the SMUN! It 15 further pointed out 

εν that it would. be impossible to determine if subject 1s.” 
οὐ ‘gondueting such. activities without the benefit of & monde τος 

δ τος toring: devise whereby discreet: ‘survelllance of the subject - 
πο τς eould be conducted and any electroni¢ transmission that. he. 

cv might: make could. be recorded by the device which would be 
An POSBeARION of the Pagar. BBSHES: ΝΞ 
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= NY" 105-1931 

“a 

a The WYO at the present time is continuing to 
develop definite patterns conterning the subject's. 
activities at .outlined above, and in the near futute a - 

; letter will be- cubmitted to tha FRI Lab setting forth the 
τ ‘needs, of the NYO In +his matter ard will at that tine 
_ _ determine ir it would be pédsiblé for the Lab to firnich 

‘or develop. any such equipment, 

We 
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ROUTE IN ENVULOPE 

μας 11/4/65 
* © _ 

Transmit the following in 

(Type in plaintext or code} 
——= | . 

Via AIRTEL 
REGISTERED 

| | 

{Priority} 
—— τῖσαι et Se re Ode re a, et eee ee στα ee ee ee eee iy τον να πο 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

ty NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: Coro 

On 11/3/65, NY 694-S* transmitted to the Soviets, ( a} 
via a New York City drop, a number of coded: and partially- A ᾿ 
coded messages, the plain texts of which ares. as follows: 

1) "Important 

"Because of limited time this is being 
rushed to you: Pleasé acknowledge by radio ‘that 
all is OK with the following message to 
LEONID ILYICH BREZHNEV. 

"JAGK BROOKS" 

Are yy | 
W3 Bureau (RM ) * 

- Chicago (I34- ἘΝ B)(AM ἘΜ) 
1 - NY 134-91 {τὰν 
1 =~ ΝΥ 105-293] «500 Ὁ (TALANOV) (341 
1.-- NY NY 100-13 257 (yo se) 2926 - 422 -7,.-81 1g 

ee eg 

ACB:msb —~ REC--49 

8 ΕΣ τς 6 Noy LB 1965 
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a 

Approved: Sent MOP 
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Dear Comrade L. Brezhnev, - ᾿ 

First Secretary of the C.P. U.S,S.R, 

Allow me to express to you, to the members of the Secretariat and the 
* 

Central ‘Committee, and through you, to the glorious stormers and builders of the 

᾿ first Socialist beachhead of world Communism, the people of the Soviet Union, 

our warmest comradely. greetings and congratulations on this , the 48th Anniversary 

- ΟΕ the Bolshevik Revolution -- the asth Anniversary of the establishment of a 

beachhead that has become the bulwark of the world revolutionary process: a 
* 

" revolutionary process that ultimately ‘leads to a newarid higher stage of civilization -- 

“Sto a Communist society; a revolutionary process that,, like a magnate, gathers to 

itself all that is healthy and progressive in society; ἃ revolutionary process “that in 

tts wake sweeps away and clears up the. filth and debris left by capitalism, such 85". 

colonialism, racism, and all the evils of imperialism. This revo}utionary proves is 

the greatest cleansing,: revitalizing,. humanizing ͵ ; rebuilding sweep in all of history. 

Allow us to express one thought on the question. of the struggle., for unity ς΄ 

within the world Communist movernent. _ Historians of this: day may well reéord that 

the most important development of this year was the fact that the process that will ; ν 

, ‘léad to a new unity. of the world Communist movement ‘took root; that the firm hand 

‘of experience, the experiences of the realities of‘the.class struggle began to exert 
ΓΝ al 

a i 
τ 

ἐξα influence. . τ - ᾿ ᾿ ΝΞ Ξ Ξ 
- 

As you so well know, because you ‘have carried the full weight-of-the 

attack, the damage caused by the political insanity expressed by the policies of 

the Communist Party of China is beyond the scope of estimation. - That the peak of 

the tide of this, history's most serious wave of petty-bourgeois radicalism, has 

| δι : A 
Ι 



NY 100-134637 

2) cCcCcPsU 

"I wish to thank you for the courtesy and promptness 
you gave to LEM HARRTS when he applied at your Washington, D.C., 
Embassy for the visas of our delegates going to the USSR. 
Thank you too for helping us in the correction of the error 
in the ABRAM TOMKINS omission and the correction of their 
names, 

"To this date RALPH NELSON still has not received 
his passport, and though he may be late in getting to the 
USSR, and perhaps may not be with our delegation at the time, 
we are determined that he wait and fight for this passport 
so. that he may go to the USSR. Please make sure that he is 
met in Moscow whenever he gets there (as yet we have no 
geparture or arrival date for him). Also may I call to your 
attention that in this delegation there are the. following 
CGPUSA National Committee members: They are RALPH NELSON ,. 
FRED BLAIR, MILDRED MC ADORY EDELMAN, and, of course, the. 
chairman of this delegation, THOMAS DENNIS. I know thet: 
you will utilize the capabilities of THOMAS DENNIS of whom 
we are so proud, 4s well as those of the other National 
Committee members . In all this, you will find them to be 
8 good delegation. Please cooperate in helping THOMAS DENNIS 
to contact the Embassies of such CP countries. as Bulgaria, 
Hungary, Poland and East Germany, “in which parts or all of this 
delegation can visit. for a few days each. This should take 
place on their return to the USA, 

"Again my thanks and fraternal wishes. 

. "GUS HALL 

᾿ National Committee - CPUSA" 

- He reférence in paragraph one above to ABRAM TOMKINS 
and the correction of names has the. following meaning; When 
LEM HARRIS went to the Soviet Embassy in Washington, D. Ὁ. 
he arranged that the husband of SADIE DOROSHKIN of Los Angeles 
also be included in the delegation. At. the time LEM HARRIS 
explained to the Soviets that the correct name of the 
POR SNS is "TOMKINS" and that the husband's first name 
s "ABRAM,’ 

μὰς 
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ΝῊ 100-134637 

3) "We are, you will note, still utilizing the ISIDORE 
GIBBY NEEDLEMAN channel. Due to a condition which 

arose lately, and other circumstances, we must con piny to use this 
source. One of these reasons has been a health f fete: on my 
part as a result of which L have been undergoing tr Stment to 
postpone surgery-for an ailment of long standing. I "reel 
that this postponement is justified because of these serious 
times » end not. knowing. when perhaps an emergency would arise 
requiring contact with you without loss of timé: All this 
fits into t e proper channels and security of our closed 
channel. hink that once the final 1965 mohéy. delivery 
is made; and 811, schedules for 1966 approved, I will then 
be able’ to have this ailment. corrected by surgery (it is not 
Serious but painful). This will bé done without a ‘fecting | 
our contacts from either direction, plus radio, of course. 
GUS HALL and MORRIS CHILDS have agreed to this. Therefore 
this is one of the reasons for utilizing the NEEDLEMAN 
channel for 3 to 4 months of 1966. This will mean utilizing 
it only océasionally when urgently néeded. 

JACK BROOKS" 

dp) itt would be best if walkie-talkie signals be sent 
at night instead of day. The hours of day which are 

tT: 50 to 8:00 AM are infested with police and police atrol 
cars that are going to their assigned posts for the. 8:00 AM: to 
the 4:00 PM shift. Am constantly in their sight when, driving 
and trying to. avoid them. I will test night-time résults on 
Tuesday November 9th - Listen for my walkie-talkie at 7:50 PM to 

- 8:00 PM and acknowledge ‘Dy repéating sarie signals. - _ REMEMBER 
‘THIS ts A TEST," 

5) -  ‘lonig will affirn that permission is. granted ‘by the 
GP. of .Northern California and by the National Office 

CPUSA for CLARA SILBERSTEIN, age 70, who has béen a most 
active member of the American Russian, Institute, to. live with 
her sisters in the USSR. MORRIS CHILDS gave youboth verbal 
and official permission of this also. 

aus HALL 



NY 100-134637 

Re above; see NY airtel 8/17/65, page 2, 
reflecting that the Soviets had advised the CPUSA that 

CLARA SILBERSTEIN had requested Soviet permission, to 

réside permanently in Kiev, USSR, and that the Soviets 

requested the CPUSA's opinion regarding this. matter. 

- δ) “Tt is. regretable that it was hard. to understand 

the micro-transceiver message from- Goldsmiths 

Department Store. Perhaps. we were trying: to cram. in 

ῥοῦ much too fast; therefore the results may not 

have been tod: distinct. Soon our walkie-talkie 

will signal the next micro-transceiver message (Wooly) 

ἃ this: time it will be in cipher (numbers). 

We fear though that in this we will be limited | 

since only twéhty (20) or more groups can be given 
in, that. limitéd time.” ᾿ - 

Re above, see NY airtel 10/11/65; page 2: 

7) "NOTE! 

| ttn our next drop I will send to. you 2 locations 
for personal coritact - Meanwhile am sending. you more drops 

for your approval.” . : 

8) "There. are two HIGH RISE buildings in the midtown 
area which may be good and suggest that you also look 

them over. If approved they inay be put into the category of 

drops. Sisters HATTIE arid Sister IDA respectively. τς 

ἬΘΊΘΡΕΕ HATTIE: 

4 the Sperry Hutchinson Building 

"This is a newly -constructed puilding located on the 

northwest corner of Madison Ave. and 42nd Street. It has 

three (3) entrances (and exits) 1; Madison Ave., ὃ: 4end 
Street and 3; 43rd Street. It is best to use the ocal~stop 

automatic elevators that. stop from the [st to loth floor. 

This I found to be the best since there are no elevator starters 

there and itis located best for the exit stair cases which lead 

=6- 



NY 100-134637 

"pack to the street level and nearest to the streets. 
Get off at any floor except for 3rd floor and then ride 
down back to the floor you choose when leaving the elevators; 
going up, first walk EAST, then turn Right and again Right. 
You will notice the RBD light which is the stair case. The 
staircases are constructed of cement and as one walks down 
you will sée large drainage pipes painted RED (about 6 or 
more inches in diameter). Magnet can be placed at any 
level away from any view. Here I would suggest that 
magnet be placed behind pipe on 2nd floor on the staircase 
which I suggested above (SW corner of building)----This is 
& new building and ore that is, and will be, well traversed. ᾿ 
There are many tenants and many public offices, particularly 
brokerage houses, several of which are on the 2nd floor. 
This drop can be only oncé, or more times if you will so 
wish. Let me know your opinion of this. 

"SISTER IDA: 

"Architects Building 
1OL. Park Ave. (NE 40th Str.) 

"This is a public high rise building in which manufacturers! 
exhibits are located on the ground floor, and people walk in 
at all times and all hours during the day. Take any elevator 
to any floor and then ridé down back to the 3rd.floor. Use 
the center exit (Park Ave. side); this staircase goes dow 
to the ground floor (one can go in and out of this staircase 
without anyone noticing). When walking down, you will notice 
2 pipes, 1 large and 1 small. A magnet can be placed quite 
safely out of view. This drop can be used once or more times _ 
if you so wish. Please let me know your opinion.. 

"Please note: ‘There are many high rise buildings. throughout. the 
city, but it's difficult to find one which does not have 
elevator starters, particularly when they are on duty all day 
long. Some even have a closed TV ¢gircuit (Pan Am = 90 Park - 
Lincoln, ete.) Many exits do now have ivon steps or pipes-- 
many too do not. as yet have full installation of automatic 
elevators--" - 

ωἦω 
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9) . “RHE: BOW=BOW DRIVE IN. RESTAURANT: 
. "The Bow-Bow Drive: In Restaurant is located in 

Queens, at the Northwest corner of CROSS BAY BOULEVARD 
and 163rd Ave: (West Side): ---The réstaurant (snack bars. 
i§ Completely stirrounded by parking lots on three (sides 

and fas exits and entrances leading from and to these lots. 
7 The men's room is. located at the north end and is easily . " 
‘ accessible. All food is self service. PLACE MAGNET UNDER 
: RIGHT SIDE OF WASH BASIN IN MEN'S ROOM. IF YOU.APPROVE, __ 
| THIS CAN BE. A DROP. FOR ONE (1) or more timés, in either daylight 

or evening hours. May I have your opinion on this?! 

10) ° ““PANAR'S' SELF SERVICE RESTAURANT: 

-. “fhe Panatts self setyice restaurant is located on the 
EAST SIDE. of Ciosg, Bay Botlevard and. 159th Ave. Parking is 

- accessible on two (2) sides. as. well as from the curb. 
Entrances and exits can δὲ made from all sides (three), == 
Ments Room is. located in center across from thé snack bar 
counters. Here too.all.is sélf service. Place magnet under 
en's wash basin; LEFT SIDE in ments washroom. If you-approve,, 
‘this too can δά a drop for a one -(1) or more timé use, May 
tohave your opinion on this?" ἘΞ ΝΞ 

Microfilmed photos.-6f thé above-described locations 
were also furnished to the Soviets by NY 694.5%. 

11) "Please: change immediately mailing address for 
“ΜΕ following. publications subsctibéd to by MORRIS 
CHILDS under name SHIELDS. or SHOULDERS from 56 East. Chicago 
Avenué, Chicago; IkTinois 60611, to-6624 North Shéridan Ὁ 

~ Road; Chicago,. Ellinois 60626: -. a : | 

"Novosti ; 
Pravda - ; 
Konmnuni'st 

| New Times 
i . Moscow: News | ; 

. International Affairs oe 
World Economic Situation, and International Affairs 
Soviet Literature . 
Soviet Union ἘΝ 

- Culture and Life 

MORRIS CHILDS" 

~B- 
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12) "Tested below are, the suggested days and. ‘tanes 
for the radio for 1966. Evety consideration and 

thought ‘was~put into this such as USA national holidays, etc. 
For ideal reception and for every precaution and sécurity,. 
L suggest the following: 

"12.15 to 13.15 GMT for January ‘through April and also 
“for Novenber end December, 19 

"From May through. October 1966, 11. 15 to 12,15. GMI. 

"Suggested days are as follows: 

: "JANUARY. . ... . « » «TUESDAY AND FRIDAY 
. FEBRUARY. . se « » » « WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY 

ἦς MARCH 2... 0% + « e. TUESDAY AND: THURSDAY 
APRIL. 22. « « « « MONDAY AND "THURSDAY . 

. MAY 6 6 8 ew wae Glo SUESDAY AND FRIDAY 
JUNE. . «.«. « . . TUESDAY AND THURSDAY ° . 

᾿ JULY « i . » ¢ + 4 » τ ΔΌΕΘΡΑΥ AND THURSDAY, 
AUGUST . . 2... «4 « TUESDAY AND FRIDAY | 

. SEPTEMBER «0 τ . « » « WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY - 
OCTOBER. μος +3 . .-+ TUESDAY AND THURSDAY 
NOVEMBER . .. . νον TUESDAY AND- FRIDAY. 
DECEMBER 4... +. . « TUESDAY AND: WEDNESDAY 

Please note: 

‘that the months of May through Octobér are | 
DAYLIGHT saving time, which is one (1) hour éarlie? than 
Standard time. 

+ * 43) "SEster Beth is Nexta" Ι 

Above reference is to a drops 

144). —— | Spin 48th YEAR 
ὮΝ NOVEMBER 1965 

“Po ty Dear Comradés: | 

-ς "Accept ‘my heartfelt and déep fraternal ‘wishes on. - 
. this, great occasion, the K8th ‘Anniversary of the great. 

October Revoiution-=-LONG LIFE, TO THE FIRST TDAND ‘OF’ SOCTAGIAME EDEL 

JACK BROOKS" 



NY 100+134637 

The information herein with respect to ABRAM 
TOMKINS going to Moscow has been furnished to the 
Los Angeles Office with instructions to handle in 
accordance with current instructions relating to foreign 
travel by security subjects. | 

~10- 
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Tolson —_ 

Boe TOME wpaeeeernen UNITED STATES GOV (ERNMENT Mobt 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE —— 
ORIG? essere 

Felt . Ἂ 

τος gs ἘΠ᾿»: |. pares November 9, 1965 = 
" ᾿ - avel —— 

Trotter ——— 
° Le . Tele. Reon - 

FROM“ SC, F. Downing Holmes ——— 
Gandy — 

SUBJECT: ( SOLO J Μῇ 

! / INTERNAL SECURITY-C 

On 11/9/65, the New York Office furnished the text of 
a message the informant desired to send and requested that it be en- 
ciphered. The cipher text was furnished to New York on the same 
day. 

f 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

ACTION: 
I 

For information. 

Enclosure ds 

1-Mr. Conrad 

δα. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. R. C. Putnam) 
- 1-Mr. Downing _ 
1-Mr. Newpher Oo τ ΠΝ 
1-Mr. Paddock REC- 49 

τον, 7οό- 2 ρσ,. BI OF 
Mt HS:pbs Ns) x TON eae 
wh w/ 8. Nov 15 1985 

SNOVI61965 ὁ 6 
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© EVENTHFLOOR||ACKNOWL ΕΡΘΕΪΓΗ SB yiTUG),| 

— — ee ee ττὦ,...ὕὔϑ......... 

ee ----- "ας τὸ -α. 

92341 17373 70434 88919 88784 68853 27935 37202 48604 72299 

C) 32944 89564 04680 90655 31646 48182 95643 09991 78018 68725 

68868 32837 11052 75042 76156 19948 22138 
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MAY 1942 EDITION 
GSA GIN, 216, NO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE === 
Conrad 

Felt — Wee 

TO : Mr. conned Yue, pare: November 9, 1965 ef eae "κα 
εν Ce na aunmmienandia 

ane 
Tele. Room — 

. F, Downing . . | ᾿ . Holmes 
fP . ἮΝ Gendy ,.5.....-..... 

fo εκ ὅν | - f 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

Captioned case. involves the Bureau' s highly 
valuable confidential informant NY 694-S*- ‘who has been 
receiving communications transmitted to him: by- radio. 

" ἢ i 

On 11/9/65, transmissions were heard wy 4nd 
Bureau's radio station at Midland at which ‘time a Message, 

NR 216 GR 132, was intercépted.” - "πὰ 

--- 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

δ  /00-4 "VEO pis | 70 
ὡς ΝΣ 

EX101 = Mev ὶς 1985 Ἢ 
Enclosure’ Peay 

1 - Mr. Conrad 
2- Mr, Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J, A. Sizoo, Mr. R. C. Putnam) 

-.ἃ - Mr.. Downing ; 
lL - Mr. Newpher . - 
1 - Mr. Paddock 

2 

HS :dek og 
δ ὦ Νὰ 
Ww we 

Qaw’ 

GS NOV 16 1969 



NR 216 GR 18 

97057 82162 

54505 95244_ 

82972 94806 

78353 46273 

02234 54834 

90726 44035 

57242 64297 

77945 40232 

τὴν 67905 28154 
oO 

£31206 37795 

“OD 37448 42282: 

990317 59594. 

396143 15847 

, © 289866 03360 

NR 216 GR 18 

O 

69153 00850 

60364 76168 

03084 33627 

46357 11539 

93752 81056 

93399 99382 

66258 94272 

09736 60412 

73016 27457 

81958 75452 

28288 92565 

47767 34323. 

94426 21420 

5 

2 

86368 36888 

31299 16882 

17896 90256 

30668 74555 

48538 87006 

06451 37858 

18024 82210 

92542 96657 

59428 62261 

91080 38866 

26604 42229 

26806. 15399 

43845. 47278 

41/ 

40256 

30743 

22285 

67123 

88387 

60544 

30804 © 

12198 

36503 . 

09561 

76377 . 

87658 ° 

45602 

11, 9/65. 

9/65 

96085 

38690 

30797 

23267 

44168 

42250 

75434 

49084 

45125 

69930 

81973 

22008 

96220 
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bP 
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ROUTE IN EN. LOPE 
FBI 

Date; 11/8/65 

4 -- -- Transmit'the following in 
“(Type in plaintext or code) 

4 

για. ΑΥἸἯΤΕῚ.. ὀ ὀ  ἘΕΟΙΒΊΤΕΒΕΡ MAIL ΜΕ : 
τ (Priority) ΝΞ ΞΕ 

SS SS Se ῦϑ τ0ὕ......ῦϑὅξ -.- ὦ... τὦ .... ὦ i tee em in, ὦν... “ὦ pe eee ee ee we ee ee κα — . ᾿Ξ ! teal . - - 

ae 

" ΠΣ DIRECTOR, FBI (200- 428091). 

p | FROM: SAC, " CHICAGO! ΠΣ Sub Ve 
+t 

ΠῚ “ a 

= " had XX 
ᾧ 

τ On V4 5/65 the New York Office telephonically 
3 adviséd the Chicago Office that NY 694-S¥ had recéived 

a radid message from the cP of the Soviet Union. to the 
ΐ following effect? 

a "To Gus Hali:” 

. meeting were received OK: However, if inten- ς 
ἐ tion is to publish hold phrases régarding. ' 

‘hegotiation.' until we see each other sometime 
ὶ ̓ by end, of next weék.” t 

iS oe ' “Your remarks at last National Board 
oN 

- From the contents of this message it is apparent 
that CG 5824-S* expects to return from the 19th. Solo Mission 
in the near future, probably sometime during the period 
11/11-14/65, It can also. be seen that the’ leadership of 

. . the CP, USA in the person of GUS. HALL is aware of ‘the ᾿ 
' approximate date of returh of CG 5824-S* and. will undoubtedly - 
' expect to hold, immediate conferences to. discuss the results 

of this trip. and the content of the informant's ‘discussions 
with leaders of the interantionsl communist movement. 

| ἀξ fe ROM eae, yelp A Dparean (αι " ae a LOb — Yeo 9, ~51 7; 
-Chicago 

WAB : MDW oO Cay τ egy 15 0% 
(A) . ἀμ 101 4 

Approved: 

be ΝΟ
Υ Τ

ΩΣ ‘
Agent i Phar

ge : | Sent MO -Per 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

As a result of these circumstances, it will be 
essential that immediately upon the informant's arrival 
in the U.S. intensive debriefing. of the source be begun 
so as to insure that the Bureau and the Government ‘has 

first access to any important, pertinent information 
prior to any contact by CG 5824=-S* with the leadership 
of the ΟΡ, USA. Should the dehriefing be delayed until 
after the informant has contacted, GUS. HALL, there 
undoubtedly would be an extensive delay in obtaining 
this important information by reason of the demands of _ 
GUS HALL, Furthermore, debriefing by two agents is con- 
sidered necessary in order to insure absolute complete— 

- ness and accuracy of all information xréceived from 

City prior to and during the period the informant reports to | 

Recommendation 

CG 5824-s* Sirice it is réceived totally on an oral basis. 
In addition, debriefing by this means expedites: the handling 
and dissemination of this information in a manner most 
advantagéous tothe Governient. 

Therefore, the agents nesponsible for the handling 
Of CG 5824-~S* have been alérted and are prepared to take 
the nécessary ac.tion essential for the initiation of immediate 
debriefing of the Source. It is our view that the most likely: 
point of entry to.be used by CG 5824-S* would be at Boston, 
Massachusetts. Jt is éxpected that after a brief stop at 
Zoston,..Massachusetts, the informant will then have to proceed 
to New York City for conferences. with GUS. HALL. Tf thesé 
agents can proceed to the informant's point of arrival in the 
U.S., discreet and secure contact can be made thus enabling 
immediate debriefing and expeditious handling of the most 
pertinent intelligence information in his, possession. This 
debriefing could then continue by ‘these agents in New York 

GUS’ HAL. 

& 

In view of the foregoing, the Chiago Office recommends: 
that: SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A, BOYLE, contacting and 

alternate agent respectively, be authorized td proceed to the 
informant's point of entry into the U.S, as soon as specific 
information is received as. to his destination. If this. travel 
is authorized the estiniated cost of the Bureau in this regard 
is as follows if the informant arrives at Boston and proceeds 
to New York City: _ | 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

Jet coach air transportation for 
two from Chicago to Boston to New 
York City and return at $107.88 
per ALENT. use neccneseetnceccvennes 9215, 76 

Per diem at $16 per day for two 
agents for approximately four 
GAYS... ciccceeeen ee ἃ καὶ Pe ae 128. 00 

Ground transportation at Chicago, ; 
Boston, New York, for twa agents... 15,00 

ΤΟΥΔῚ $358.76 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT . wet τας 
DeLoach — 

MemorandumRoute IN ENVELOPE sz 
Ν Felt —— 

me Gale 

το : Mg Conrad ao DATE: November 5, 1965 Ἔ 

Trotter 

FRoM@C, F. Downing Fee, Roos τς 
Gordy ae: 

sono zone» p 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C ι ir 

i Captioned case involves the Bureau! 's ‘highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi-~ 
cations transmitted to him by radio. : 

On 11/5/65, transmissions weré heard: by the Bureau’ 5 
radio station at Midland at. ‘which ‘time: two messages, "NR 166 
GR 9 and NR 167 GR 87, were intercepted. ¢ . 

The plain text and, cipher text, ‘are attacned. 

The New York Office is ‘aware of the contents. 
- si? : - 

my, ω 

ACTION; - ᾿ , . a a ~- . . - 

- τ - " 

For information. ΕΝ - - 

REC- 48. ἐς = 
ΤΩΝ Ι90 VP 89/5/72 

Enclosure Ferrer 
Mt ον ΟΣ 

Mr. Conrad 
Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. R. C. Putnam) 
Mr. Downing - - - - 

~ Mr. Newpher 
- Mr. Paddock 

HS: dex Ὁ 

Yee 
§ & NOV 16 1965 

Hp μα Ὁ Ε͵ὶ. 
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- 
* 
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eter ae τα 
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εἰ ~~ Ο Ο 11/5/65 

μος NR 160 GR 9 1i/ 5/65 

oO 
08029 § 82241 δι 85209 ) 28298 | 99398 49203 44558 36240 36828 

ered τῳ pipe Bei 

NR 166 GR 9 11, 5/65 

a’ 
- » : BIRCH! SIGREETINGSRECEI VD) Ν en ne 

© 

© . . 
98746 19165 21008 30003 15378 10530 06848 99365 06133 82332 

NR 267 GR 87 Lif 5/65 

© 53845 30827 64678 83553 62706 70028 75306 71457 93920 49194 

70519 93991 38594 92272 84928 87529 11221 94977 36581 99418 

47948 23114 93142 $3427 39674 14113 82620 45227 56394 03184 

© 48867 86880 15650 80044 41388 66470 05012 441905 42459 15058 

92467 41223 59479 41455 26458 33440 96795 20394 59862 95652 

84733 08400. 72921 73763 99344 48262 77631 46077 55840 19248 

ΕΞ 74007 57765 06287 84936 18837 53834 96944 44757 25069 50375 

Ce 48983 14507 02798 62950 73694 

NR 167 GR 87 1412 5765 

TOB IRCH}IYOURRENARKSLASTARRONMEETINGHELLRECEI VEOH) =. 
LC HoweveRllFINTENT I oNS|TOPUBL ISHHOLDPHRASESREGARD ING) hy 

| EGOTIATLONS|PNT ILWEBEGEACHOTHERS ONE I NESb YENDDFNEX 

THEE Hue), robeR ine, EPL ANE OL OURPRINTSpEL I VERYBEF OR 

C etovenserweosl, ΜΕχτμεεκμεμ ze tvelrout 1 nehnopLace}, ko 

VISEUSH FY OURREREADY| b= — 700 - Y LEO / —S/ 4 ς. “NCLOsu py 7 

ΓἸ 
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4-3 (Rev. 12-14-64) ᾿ QO O —— 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE — 
DECODED COPY oe 

Trotter 

CIAIRGRAM (ICABLEGRAM CIRADIO woTELETYPE ji: Holmes 

we ee en ee ee ee eee Gondy —— 

7232 PM URGENT 11-11-65 RDS Δ 
᾿ TO DIRECTOR AND CHICAGO; 4 1) ᾷ 

FROM BOSTON 112350 - sae 
(4 ” ie Cuaron 

> 

CG 582), -S* DID NOT ARRIVE BOSTON PAN AM FLIGHT 57 THIS 
DATE. PAN AM MANIFEST REVEALS CG 582); -S# NOW SCHEDULED 
SAME FLIGHT NOVEMBER 12 INSTANT. 

RECEIVED: 7:h7 PM EFH 

7 | μεὺ 36 

Se’ (0 tMfogy_§ 178 
Le ak Ay ta NOV 18.1965 

ee. ; 

ES a MOY 1 " Ἢ 
If the intelligence ‘contained i in the above message is ta be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably 
paraphrased in order ta protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems. 
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FD-36 (Rev. 10-29-63) 

- QO 
ROUTE EN ENV-WOPE 

Date: 11/10/65 

Transmit the following in 
( Type in plain text or code} 

για. ATRTEL 
᾿ “(Priority) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
f | FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) ς΄ 

BY supsect: ( Osoro : 
| μας 

Re NY airtel, 11/9/65, reflecting that ΝΥ 694~s* 
was advised by the Soviets on that date that he was to test 
the micro-transceiver on November 10th at Woolworth's 
Department Store. . 

On 11/10/65, NY 694-S* advised that on that date 
he went to the picture frame department of the Woolworth 
Department Store and observed there his. Soviet contact, 
TALANOV, who was accompanied by a lady, possibly his wife. 
Pursuant to prearranged schedule, NY 694~S* transmitted 
via the micro-transceiver the following message: 

same time, same place, on seventh floor. Acknowledgec 
"Okay for money on November 18th at Wall. Street, 

this by radio," 

a 

Ἁ 

a 

wT J-HBRD 

τ δ βυσοδὺ (100-428091) (RM) 
ἃ “Chicago (134-46 op g (AM RM) Je 

;  lmNY 134-92 (τὴν (42 ᾿ 
᾿ Y-NY'105-14931 sub Ο {ΠΆΤΙΑΝΟΥ) (341) 

ε 

ry 
ae 

- ΤῸΝ 100=134637 (42) «(01 “4 £09) 5: 74 
AcBie “ἡέῴσαι , 

ee ey, ee : 
ἦς . ; ως . _ 4 νον δῦ Ξ΄-- 

| . ὔ [ } ᾿ ᾿ ΜΝ af { Seemann it 

Approved: , i ν᾿ : Sent_. MOP er 

6 5 NOV 1 een in Charge 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

Date: 11 /9 65 

— ee ee ee ee ee i Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

Via AIRTEL 
. (Priority) ~ Ι 

᾿ Ρ̓ το: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

{5 FROM: SAC, NEW YROK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: “sor ea 
ay μα γα 

On 11/9/65, there were received from the Soviets, 
via radio, 3 ciphered-partially coded messages, the plain 
texts of which are as follows: 

‘to Jack Brooks 

1. We will listen to your walkie-talkie today at 
time givenbysyou. In future you may choose any walkie-talkie 
time convenient for you." 

Re above message, see NY airtel 11/4/65, Page 5 
thereof, reflecting that NY 694-S advised the Soviets on 
11/3/65, that he would have a test operation of the walkie- 
talkie between 7:50 PM and 8:00 PM on November 9, 

"2. Let us check micro-transceiver tomorrow, 
November 10, at Woolworth's, You may give 45-50 groups. 
If micro-transceiver is okay, it is better to use only 
micro-transceiver and radio in December and first half of 
January; During this period we will not be able to make 
personal contacts, and would prefer not to use drops.’ 

\AiGLsureau (RM) . 
+ Chicago (134-46-SUB B)-(AM) (RM) , 
1 ΝΥ 134-91 (INV) (41) (7 
1-NY 105-14931SUB Ο΄ (FALANOV) (341) 
1-NY 100-134637 

gp: ten Ripy, Ι09- 42609) 51 7L 

Ν 4 Nov 16 [885 

Approved: Wa Sent UM Per 
δ 5 NOV FP Agent in Charge 



NY 100-134637 

The Woolworth's referred to in the above message _ 
ig the Woolworth's store at 42nd Street and Third Avenue, New 
York City. 

"2, For money delivery,. we are ready to see you 
Gone November 18 at Wall Street? - If you are, confirm today." 
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Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi-~ 
cations transmitted to him by radio. 

On 11/12/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at which time two messages, NR 241 
GR 92 and NR 542 GR 232, were intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 
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rev NR 942 GR 232 44/12/65 
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8 ΒΟΟΤΙΘῚΝ ENVELOPE 
; | 11/9/65 

ΝΕ 1 ~ Beinont Airtel "1 » Sullivan 
L = ‘Baumpardner 
1 = RC Putnam 

Tos SAC, Chicd¢o (134-46 Sub B) 
be ΣΝ 3. . | 

f From: Director, FBI (100-428091) Φ722 

| SOLO 
15. 

Réurcall 11/8/65 requesting Bureau authority to 
have SAs Richard τς Hansen and Walter A. Boyle,, contacting 

Agents for CG 5824-S*, x proceed to Boston as. ae 
specific information is received as to informant's date of arvival 

in the United States. This authority was requested. ὑ in order 

that debriefing of informant ¢an commence without delay», . 
-_, . 

Authority is granted to send SAs Hansen ‘and Boyle to 

᾿ meet informant as Σ ik -a5 specific date of arrivaljin the: ndied 

United States is recelved. Debriefing-of informant, must be handle 

expeditiously and the Bureau immediately: advised ΟΣ pertinent | 

jntélligence information developed by informant while ‘on ‘the 

19th Solo Mission. 2 gt 
"S ὯΝ a 

ae ἮΝ ἢ - 

RCBigdb rf ~ Re 
) Ser 

ov = 

NOTES |] -ς = 
—— ake 2 . τ πὲ 

= See cover memorandum F, J. Baumgardner to W. C.. Sullivan, 
11/9/65, sane caption, prepared by RCPspdb. SAC Chicago called 
Mr, Bland 34/8/65, 
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M. emorandum —— oy 1 + Belmont Felt : - x eo - Gale — 

το : W. Cc. sullivan” |. , DATE: 11/9/65. * VA sullivan = ra ᾿ τς = π ΣΝ 5» Ταῦοὶ. 

mom ς ταις 42)2. Ὁ" 1 = Subidvan. τας om στ : F. J. Βαϊπρεναήθ ν΄ 1 = Baumgardner coxdy — = 
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“ἡ ' 5 ᾿ σ᾿ 4 τ΄ Putnam ° 

SUBJECT: Coro» - " - 

INTERNAL SECURITY’ - bowmunrst al ἢ τὴ 

Purpose " : on RP 

To. recommend that Special Agents Richard., . Hansen and 
Walter A. Boyle, who are contacting Agents’ “for. CG. 5824-S*, be 
authorized to proceed to informant's point 'of arrival in, the 
United States from the 19th Solo Mission in, order that debriefing 
of informant .can be. commenced without delay’. 

Background 

CG 5824-S*. departed ‘from the United States on 10/19/65 on: 
Solo Mission 19 to the Soviet Union. and Czechoslovakia in order: to 
attend ‘High-level Communist Party meetings, to contact ‘leading 
Soviet officials and to. ‘arrange for the Communist Party }USA, ‘subsidy 
for. 1966; 

Gupwett Situation 

ΝΣ _Ny. 694-S% ‘has. received: a: radio message. from the Soviets. 
directéd“to the Communist Party, USA, advising that CG 5824*S*. wilt 
arrive iti the. United States at Boston, Massachusetts ,. sometime during 

the period 11/11-13/65, se ta" . ᾿ ‘3 

Special Agent in Charge, Chicags, recommends that —~ 
Special Agents. Hansen and.-Boyle ‘be authorized to procéed, to Boston 
where discreet and secure: debriefing can ‘be. made in order’ that~we 
will have first access to what the informant considérs to besthe 
most -pertinent. intelligence information in his -possesSion, i 
Special Agent in Charge, Chicago, noted that since the Party is’ 
aware of informant’s pending :return, there will be a demand by the 

Party's leadership for CG 5824-S* to hold immediate ‘and extended ; 
conférences to discuss mattérs pertaining to the internationals ~ 
communist movement, If Sucli me £m gs’ take place prior to contact a 
Bureau representatives, there /Wh jubtedly be an extensive delay. ins 
‘commencing the debriefing of informant, Special Agent in Chat ge +; * 
Chicago, estimates cost to the Bureau by such travel on thé part f- 
contacting Agénts to ‘be $358.76, “bp μοϑε 4.4 tie OM 8117 
Enc, 

100.--458091 -. 
_RCP :pdb. (8) CONTINUED ~ OVER - 4 "νον τῇ 196 



Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
Re: SOLO 
100--428091 

+ 

Observation 

In view of the importance of the information informant 
Should bring back, it is believed prudent to have contacting Agents 
meet him, Debriefing by two Agents is considered necessary in 
order to insure absolute completeness and accuracy of all information 
received from CG 5824~S* since it must, of necessity, be received 
on a totally oral basis. These two Agents are completely familiar 
with the names, places and events in the international communist 
movement and have in the past greatly facilitated the debriefing 
of informant, They will not depart Chicago until advised of 
informant's date of arrival in Boston. Attached is an airtel to 
Chicago authorizing Special Agmts Hansen and Boyle to proceed to 
Boston when advised of informant's pending arrival in the 
United States in order to immediately commence debriefing. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

& That attached airtel be approved and sent, 

« 

3 ἢ Ὶ # 



ROUTS, IN ENVELOPE 
Date: 11/10/65 

Transmit, the following, in — 

᾿ _ ᾿ (Pypein plaintextior code) = 

AIRTEL = © —- REGISTERED Via ΟΝ ᾿- 
(Priority) * 

i ΕἸ ΗΑ, ΕΞ Ξ 
—_—e——— ce τὰ ὦ -ῖοι a ee παν ποτα ταῖν τσ τα eee “πὰ i τῷ τς ee “π΄ "πα 
NE OE eee  _—— eee Δα ΣΝ ee ee 

| TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-128091) 
' ir FROM -: SAC, NEW YORK (100+ 134637) ἢ ἊΝ 
oy supseon: (Zoo) ( 

TS=C 

On 11/9/65; there was received at a Néw York City 
mail drop a letter dated 10/25/65 from BEATRICE’ JOHNSON, 
CPUSA Liaison with the Cuban CP, to GUS HALL. The said - 
letter, which was transiiitted. to the drop. by the Canadian CP q | 
in Toronto, is as follows: 

ς Bureau (RM). | 
s Q- Chicas οἱ ἘΝ ἡδιβαῖ, a) (a a) 

wil = NY 13H of iv) ΠῚ 
on : NY 100-134 

1 ACB:insb ἝΝ νος mH | ee mom gh “ΤᾺ Ἢ od me, 

eed 4449 04-5178 
τι Vee 4 NOV 17 1955 

= 
LAIN, . = . 

| Y | 
᾿ Approvedg - 81... ΟΜ = Per 

Agent in Charge 

᾿ς δεν} Ἢ 
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ων 
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ποτ τ 1, Shank you. 596 much for the opportunity to get cured of. 
τος τς . pee 

ΝΕ parasites and have an. opportunity to meet Carl and others. FF, 
r - 

= After’ the’ ‘isolation here such contact is indispensible for ‘the: 
" id ot 

* ΩΝ a "oR . 
τ I~ . * , . ae oF ae .ὦ 
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_chatiged for the’ better.” Hore orgénizational division of ‘Labor, it “- 
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“hovever it wALL’ take time. for a systametic ‘treatment: of probdlens ᾿ 

- and. contacts with other Parties They. still seek official: velations 
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- εκ 

ες Via. Aelegations. vand semi diplomatic character, ' But fora dadly " 
‘ Fy 

" work it will have to come. ! ‘I had my first interview vith ΄ et roe 
a “νι # κα 

i “ Osahy Ctonfucgos, “head of Foreign Relations of the CPC... Doo 

, Carl and it was well received; Of course, it would’ be better’ an . 

+ 4 - ™ 

it was good tozget rid of . Revolution, ‘the absence of nany features ᾿ 

of Hoy has weakened the Ldeological | “and political character of they 

“Party press » for ‘example: ‘there ‘is no j 6ditordels: But the: paper font 
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" plated before his consideration some of ‘things discussed with ἘΔ ΤῸ ᾿ 

‘I had ‘your opinions and decisions, so thet ‘yo could get to work: ΣΈ ΩΣ ἦν 
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NY 100-134637 

"CARL" in paragraph one above refers to CARL 
WINTER, CPUSA functionary, who was recently in Cuba. 

"CHE" in paragraph three is a reference to 
ERNESTO CHE GUEVARA, former Minister. of Industries in Cuba, 
currently reported missing. 

"WINNIE" in paragraph four is a reference to 
CPUSA functionary HENRY WINSTON, whow#s recently in Chile. 

"JACK" and "MORRIS" in in pargeranh nine is a 
reference to NY 694-S* and CG 5824-S*, respectively. 

Reference NY airtel 11/4/65, page 5 thereof, 
reflecting that NY 694-S* had arranged to test the walky-talky . 
‘operation at 7:50 PM to 8:00 PM on the evening of 11/9/65. 

On 11/10/65, NY 694-S* advised that, owing to the 
chaotic condition of traffic in-New York City on the night 
of 11/9/65 when there was an electric power failure, he was 
unable to drive his automobile in thé area from which he had 
intended to send the test signal to the Soviets. 
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ROUTE IN E,. .. -JPE 41/12/65 ° 
Transmit the following in 

(Type in plain text or code) 

(Priority or Method of Maiting) | 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Ta wy 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) Ζ i) pig 

pr susszorCroro> 

Is -¢ 
(00:¢CG) 

On 11/12/65, there were received from the 
Soviets, via radio, two ciphered partially-coded messages, 
the plain texts of which are as follows: 

"1. When preparing next radio timetable we 
round) Enat time given by you for winter is not very good 
from wave permeability point. In order to check how our 
radio will work in these conditions, we would like to 
send two messages to you in conditions that are very near 
to those in winter. Listen to us on Tuesday November 16 
at 1115 on 9347, at 1135 on 10345, at 1155 on 12449, 
number 332 repeat 3R2 and on Friday November 19 at 1115 
on 9894, at 1135 on 10666, at 1155 on 12138, 46D. If 
reception is good please confirm the same day as usual, 

“3ureau (RM) 
‘I-Chicago (134-46 sub B)(RM 
i-New York (13 92) (τὴν Hy, 
1-New York (105-14931 sub C)(TALANOV) (3421) Ζ 
1.-Ν6 Ὸ York ἀπ hl 

ACB: bea Ὁ ay {0 - 726672,.. 5! 7 
(8) 

"Dp τ 4 NOV 17 1968 
mip eee — 

| ἘΝῚ Waals 

we 

Approved: A WW Sent μ Per — ὁ. 
4 Spe: M4 Agent in Charge 

— GENOV 22 196 
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NY 100-134637 

later give us description of reception on all frequencies. 
These transmissions will be for checking purpose only, 
‘but ifwe have something for you we will send it this 
time. But in order to be sure we shall repeat everything 
according to présent radio table. " 

Re above, see NY airtel 11/4/65, page 9, 
containing suggested radio schedule for 1966. 

"2, ‘Your micro-transceiver message is received . 
and, read very well, With this speed you. may send 45-50 
groups. If -you- have 20-30 groups you may read slowly. 
In 811 cases please make more distance between microphone ὁ." 
and your lips. - 

“For money we will seeyou as- agreed:.. If something 
goes wrong then Monday November 22, same place and time.” 

Re above, 866 NY airtel, 11/10/65, reflecting 
that NY 694-S* had advised the Soviets that he would be 
ready to receive money ‘on 11/18/65 at Wall Street. 



fev i~ 

Mr. Trotter _—_—- 

Tele, Room—_——- 
Miss Holmes._— FBI NEW YORK Miss Gandy 

930 PM URGENT 11/713/65 Jol 

yp? RECTOR 5 = ENCODED ms 

FROM NEW YORK 2P i? 

SOLO,)1S - C. | 

REBURAD, ELEVEN. TWELVE INSTANT TO BOSTON RELATIVE TO RE-ESTABLISH- 

MENT ORFCOM INTERN HEADQUARTERED AT MOSCOW OR PEKING. CG FIVE EIGHT Two 

Four Dag DASH S ASTERISK ADVISED ELEVEN TWELVE INSTANT THAT DISCUSSIONS 

ἢ mkt SUSLOV, BORIS PONOMAREV AND WITH POLITBURO MEMBERS OF 

conn an (CP) OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA REVEALED NO INFORMATION LEADING 

TO CONCLUSION COMINTERN BEING RE-ESTABLISHED. THREE-DAY CONFERENCE AT 

PRAGUE SPONSORED BY "WORLD MARXIST REVIEW" AND CPCZ RE THIRTIETH 

ANNIVERSARY OF SEVENTH CONGRESS COMINTERN NOT FOR SUCH PURPOSE AND 

NOT INTERPRETED AS STEP IN THAT DIRECTION. HOWEVER, AS YET UNOFFICIAL, 

[koe a t ως 

ΟΣ N70 0- 126041 - JIB Ho 
"10% 

4 4 NOV 17 Bop 

ζω: fe. latex. 

6 SNOV 22 1965 



PAGE Two 

ACCORDING TO: TIMUR TIMOFEEV, CPSU: CONSIDERING ESTABLISHMENT OF CPSU 

INNER PARTY ORGANIZATION FOR PURPOSE OF HOLDING ALL PARTIES. TOGETHER 

AND IMPROVING ALL PARTY TO PARTY RELATIONS, NOT JUST RUSSIAN TO OTHER 

PARTY RELATIONS, THIS MAY EVENTUALLY FORM BASIS FOR, SOME FUTURE 

INTERNATIONAL. ORGANIZATION, AN EMBRYO: THAT. COULD EVENTUALLY BECOME” 

NEW COMINTERN. 

END 

‘MRW. FBI WASH Dc 

» t 
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4-3 (Rev. 12-T4-64y7 QO O Tolson 
Belmont -———.._» 

Holmes, 
. Gandy . 

-Ὑππ πὰ πὰ τὰ ee eee ee eee 

TO DIRECTOR CHICAGO AND NEW YORK 

NEW YORK VIA WASHINGTON = ENCODED 

FROM BOSTON 1221|5 

or () 
Iso. IS - C. ΄. | Δ 

REMYTEL NOVEMBER 11 LAST. 

CG 5825 ARRIVED BOSTON THIS DATE AND PROCEEDING 

DIRECTLY TO NEW YORK FOR CONFERENCE WITH GUS HALL AND 

NEW YORK 694-S*. 

DEBRIEFING WILL BE EXPEDITED AT NEW YORK BY AGENTS. 

INFORMATION IN BURAD TO BOSTON NOVEMBER 12 INSTANT 

MADE AVAILABLE TO CONTACTING AGENTS. 

RECEIVED: 5:30 PM MCS fe 

REG 34 
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δ ri parap. rita protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems. 
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TELETYPE UNIT 

ENCODED MESSAGE 

FBI NEW YORK 

| 807 Pit ENT 11/13/65 ἢ VA 
| 
po” ὁ DYRECTOR 6 ~ENCODED 

Mr, Felt... 
Mr. Gale - 

ate, 
ρανεῖ... 

Mr, Trotter «2 
Tele, Room ....... 
Miss. Holmes... 
Misa Gandy—---— 

FROM NEW YORK 6P 

/) ETERNAL SEGURI TY = Com Meedtt 57. 
SOLO 15 6° 

99 
- γον 

= awed om | “Ἢ - 

« CG*FIVE EIGHT TWO FOUR DASH S ASTERISK RETURNED ΤΟ UNITED STATES 

BUF ILE NUMBER 100-42809{1 AND NY FILE 100~ 134637 

ON ELEVEN, TWELVE INSTANT FROM NINETEENTH SOLO MISSION TO CZECHSLOVAKIA 
AND USSREWHICH COMMENCED TEN NINETEEN INSTANT. SOURCES PHYSTCAL 
CONDITION VERY POOR, SUFFERING SEVERE BACK AND CHEST PAINS, WHICH 
HAS LIMITED EXTENT OF DEBRIEFING TO DATE. SOURCE ATTENDED SYMPOSIUM 
TEN TWENTY ONE-TWENTY THREE INSTANT PRAGUE CZECHOSLOVAKIA ON 
THIRTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF SEVENTH CONGRESS OF COMINTERN, HELD DISCUSSIONS 
WITH NUMEROUS LEADERS OF COMMUNIST PARTY SOVIET UNION INCLUDING .Σ 
MIKHAIL SUSLOV AND BORIS N. PONOMAREV, BOTH SECRETARIES OF CENTRAL | 
COMMITTEE ?CPSU, AND DISCUSSIONS WITH MANY LEADERS OF COMMUNIST PARTY 
END PAGE ONE wom Of SOVIET SdctabtsT REPU BhiCs Lif | 7 

Commumiag PARTY OF Soviet unin ,ρ τ OF f oc loop κα ὀδῥνιρυ may PARTY men 10 β "7.2 ζὰ 

- 31 THT Bota κι wm 18 tee. τ᾿ 
fed) 3RG-- ste 7h. ἐν nie f, 6 ΝΟὶ TRAE: . 

Foy os  catetieinimeed Canal 

t\ 
ἔχ 
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PAGE TWO 

(CP) OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA, INCLUDING ANTONIN NOVOTNY, FIRST SECRETARY 

3% CPCZ AND PRESIDENT OF CZECHOSLOVAK SOCIALIST REPUBLIC, AND VLADIMIR 

KOUCKY, SECRETARY" CCCPCZ AND MEMBER OF NATIONAL ASSEMBLY or ter. FROM 

LIMITED DISCUSSIONS WITH SOURCE THUS FAR, FOLLOWING ITEMS OBTAINED; 

13; VIET NAM. SUSLOV AND CPSU LEADERSHIP EXPRESSED AGREEMENT WITH 

LINE ESPOUSED BY GUS HALL, GENERAL SECRETARY ἜΡΙΝ THAT MILITARY τ ..΄.-- 

VICTORY BY VIET CONG IN VIET NAM NOW IMPOSSIBLE UNDER PRESENT CONDITIONS 

AND THEREFORE SETTLEMENT MUST EVENTUALLY BE ACHIEVED BY NEGOTIATIONS. 

SOURCE OBTAINED FIGURES RELATING TO EXTENT OF SOVIET AID TO NORTH VIET 

NAM AND STATEMENTS RE DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED BY USSR WITH PEOPLES 

REPUBLIC OF CHINA IN TRANSMITTING AID. DETAILS NOT YET FURNISHED BY 

SOURCE DUE TO PHYSICAL AND MENTAL EXHAUSTION. NOVOTNY ALSO IN 

PS Se as HEN 
AGREEMENT POSTION CPUSA AND VOICED GREATER CONCERN OF CSR IS WITH 

END PAGE’ TWO 

+ Communiss Pantry OF CZecHostovaK A 

KK Ceuteaa. Committee Communist Party Of CZECHS LowAKIt 

FRR CZECHOSLOVAK SocsAhyT REPUBEIC 

HERR Communnst Parry oF THE Sev Udo Μ 

KERKK Communist PARTY, VIA 



“PAGE THREE . 

» GERMAN PROBLEM. soe? apsv AND "GPCZ INDICATED Prrance TO EXPRESS 

SUCH VIEW PUBLICLY RE NEGOTIATIONS IN PVIET NAM. 

23; RUSSIAN LEADERSHIP. ACCORDING TO TIMUR TIMOFEEV, ASSISTANT 

DIRECTOR , INSTITUTE OF WORLD ECONOMY AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, 

ISSR ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, LEONID BREZHNEV, FIRST SECRETARY ἔα κκ AND 

DEPUTY oF “USss COUNCIL OF MINISTERS HAS REASSERTED HIS AUTHORITY AND 

AT PRESENT APPEARS TO BE IN CONTROL. ADVOCATES OF RETURN TO 

STALINIST HARD LINE HAVE RETREATED FROM THIS POSITION FOR POLITICAL 

REASONS AND BECAUSE OF ADVERSE REACTION OF SOVIET PEOPLE. 

TIMOFEEV INDICATED STRUGGLE FOR LEADERSHIP IS NOT OVER AND COUNSELED 

GPiSa CONTINUE TO REAFFIRM PRINCIPLES OF TWENTIETH AND TWENTY SECOND 

CONGRESSES OF cPSu IN EFFORT TO INFLUENCE CONTINUATION OF PRESENT 

LINE OF οἶδυ, EVEN SUSLOV WHOSE AUTHORITY HAS BECOME MORE DOMINANT 

HAS BECOME “LIBERAL” FOR POLITICAL REASONS. 

33 CONTEMPLATED ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW INNER PSU ORGANIZATION 

END: PAGE THREE 

Ko GommunisT Party oF THe Somer νον 

“x Commudtsr PARTY dF CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

yo Union OF SovseT SoctansT REPUBLICS 

KKK Cente. 4 Comarree Communist Paaty of THE SoKieT Ψ ΜΙ 12 

Kee eHK (ἰδργηιυκν τ PARTY, 44. 



* PAGE FQUR 
4 

ς | FOR INTERNATIONAL obey RELATIONS. ACCORDING Orrnoreev, SUSLOV 

STATED PRESIDIUM OF ébsu HAS DECIDED TO ESTABLISH NEW INNER cPsu 

ORGANIZATION FOR PURPOSE OF HOLDING ALL tes TOGETHER AND IMPROVING 

PARTY TO PARTY RELATIONS, NOT JUST RUSSIAN TO OTHER PARTY RELATIONS. 

THIS MAY EVENTUALLY FORM THE BASIS FOR SOME FUTURE INTERNATIONAL 

ORGANIZATION, AN EMBRYO THAT COULD EVENTUALLY BECOME A NEW COMINTERN. 

43 FUTURE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST MEETING. ACCORDING TO SUSLOV, 

THERE ARE NO PLANS IN FORESEEABLE FUTURE TO CALL INTERNATIONAL 

MEETING OF COMMUNIST AND WORKERS PARTIES OF WORLD. IN VIEW OF PREP- 

ARATIONS FOR CONGRESS OF Psy NOW PLANNED FOR MARCH TWENTY EIGHT NEXT, 

οὔξυ DOES NOT DESIRE ΤῸ PREOCCUPY ITSELF WITH SUCH ACTIVITY. 

2; ERNESTO CHE GUEVARA. cPsu LEADERSHIP EXPRESSED COMPLETE 

IGNORANCE. RE CURRENT STATUS AND WHEREABOUTS OF GUEVARA. SUSLOV STATED 

| END PAGE FOUR 

ἈΞ Commune PAaty OF THE Sevier ΣΟΙ 

“Communist PARTIE 5 



Ὁ PAGE FIVE . ον 

| FIDEL CASTRO HAS mom TO INFORM HIM RE severe. 
v3 

6; INDONESIA. CPSU LEADERSHIP ADVISED THEY HAVE NO INFORMATION 

RE SITUATION IN INDONESIA BEYOND WHAT HAS APPEARED IN WORLD PRESS. 

SOURCE’S INQUIRIES RE INDONESIA MERELY EVOKED TIRADE AGAINST CHINESE. 

cbusa SUBSIDY. CG FIVE EIGHTIWO FOUR DASH S ASTERISK IN 

NEGOTIATIONS WITH SUSLOV OBTAINED COMMITIMENT OF cPsu TO SUBSIDIZE 

CPuSA DURING NINETEEN SIXTY SIX 18 AMOUNT OF SEVEN HUNDRED THOUSAND 
DOLL. Se obsu EXPRESSED FEARS OVER DIRECT DELIVERY OF FUNDS AS IN 

PAST AND SUGGEST Pisa CONSIDER ALTERNATE METHODS OF INDIRECT DELIVERY 

SUCH AS THROUGH COVER BUSINESS IN SWITZERLANO, NO SUC/PLAN OR 

DECISION MADE AT THIS TIME. 

DEBRIEFING OF SOURCE CONTINUING COMMENSURATE WITH PHYSICAL 

CONDITION OF SOURCE AND NECESSITY FOR HIS CONFERENCES ὦ GUS HALL. 

ΟἿ WILL FOLLOW WHEN COMPLETE DETAILS RE ABOVE ITEMS CON BE 

on NED FROM SOURCE. 

END 

RJP FBI 

WASH, D. Cy 

x oCommunet PARTY OF THE SOvV/ET wiviod 

HE Communist PARTY, USA 

wx Lerrernhtean MEmar AN OF 
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ΕΒ Od-26-20R1 

Bureau of Intelligence and Rescarch 

TATION GUIDE 

Date: November 16,. 1965 

To: Director 

Departnént of State 

From: John Edgar Hoover; Director ᾿ 

Subject: FOREIGN PORTTICAL MATTERS = CUBA 
“ZoLo 4 

A source which has furnished reliable. information 

ot 

Ps ora 
Yo 

MAIL. noon _] TELETYPE UNIT —| 

t 

nmetibersof the Political Bureau. is Juan Almeida, Girzr 
ia Wied Winister of the Armed Forces. 

~ =. 
= The reoxganization, was a blow to the extreie 1dft. 

of Ernesto Che Guevara, former Minister of findggtries: 
in:Cuba, are not in the Communist Party of Cuba or the Govern- 
33 The new. newspaper "Granma" is a combination of the two 

; old ones, "Hoy" and "Revolution." ti 
ἢ xid of "Revolution," the absence of many features of "Moy" ns 

τορος Weakened the ideological and political character of the Party 
re arc no editorinis : 

δι 
[6}1.-8 

γι 
fier The establishment of the Commmist Party of Cuba. 

a Central Committee of 100 menbers, of which 30. 
© who wore in the mountains with Fidel Cast¥o aid 

hq Aave:military rank. Blas. Roca and Carlos Rafaol Rodriquez 
@.on tle-new Secretariat and the only “old-tiner"' ΠΗ is (δῷ 

1.- Mullins 
A. - Lisison 
1-—R; C. Putnam 

in the past has advised that the top leadership of the Com~ 
nunist Party, USA, xecently received the following information 
and opinions from a Party member currently residing in Cuba. | 

ae) The recent changes in the Cuban Government have been 
™ re ement, although the new leadership contains many 
g//ivdividuals who lack experience in’the Comminist Party an 

mich of the work is. still disorganized. 
— 

ὃ; ho 
— Ut 

Although it was good to get ὃ <) 



sate 

Director 
Bureau. of Intelligence and Résedrch 

The exodus of Cubans to the United States is 
progressing and 200,000 are expected to leave Cuba. to live _ 
in exile. The exodus is considered to be ἃ good thing because 
‘the people leaving are ἃ nuisance and soutces of gossip, rumor 
and discontent, While it is believed the exodus ‘will cleanse 
the atmosphere, it may be carried too far with many people who 
had not. originally thought of leaving doing so and the departure 
of doctors and other proféssionals will be a loss to the Cuban 
economy, ‘These departures Will cause uneasiness because things 
are tight in Cuba since the Cubans are bétween the harvest 
seasons, . Ν 

1... Director | . BY LIAISON 
Central Intelligence Agency 

Attention: Depwty Director, Plan: 

ἈΝ μὴ Ἐπ 

\ 

1 

NOTE: . ; | 
Classified “obgti since unauthorized disclosure of \ i 34.0) . , a this information could “‘revéal the identity of thé source (NY 694-S*) 

who is of continuing value and stich révelation could result in. 
serious damage to the national defendé, NY 694-S* received the 
data in a letter through a mall drop, The letter was from Beatrice 
Johnson, "Worker" reporter in Cuba, and addressed to GuS Hall, 
General Secretary of CPUSA, This matter was discussed with 
Nationalities Intelligence Section arid inforiied opinion was 
that data in letter confirms that already Known through 6thex . 
sources, but it is belieyed to be of interest to the working 
level.in State and CIA,. ἰ 

-. 2 ὦ 
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τ Domestic Intelligence Division 

INFORMATIVE. NOTE 

Date __11-14-65 

Attached teletype reports summary 
of highlights of information obtained by + 
CG 5824-S* oh Solo Mission 19 to the. Soviet 
Union and Czechoslovakia 10-19-65 to 11-13 τόδ. 
‘Upon receipt of complete details dissemina- - 
tion will expeditiously be made to top 
Government officials under ἃ " "} 
classifieation. 

RCP:skp 

wes} 
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OMTIOMAL ἔλα WO, 40 Ἐ--Ξ τς ξφδιραῖσὺ 
MAY 1962 ἘΟΙΤΙΟῊ — OSA GEN, REG, NO, 27 Tolson 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belmont τ τος - 
Mohr 

MemorandumROUTE IN ENVELOPE w= 
Callchan — 

Conrad 
Felt ———____—. 
Gale . 

TO ἐ Mr. conrad SES pate: November 16, “UY —— 

\N 4 Trotter 
ν . Tele. Room 

. owning ~ - Holmes 

(gb 
Bp “INTERNAL SECURITY -C_ ὦ ΝΞ RK f 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi- 
cations transmitted to him by radio. 

FROM 

On 11/16/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at ‘Midland at. which time a message, NR 415 GR 19, 
was intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents, 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosure 

1 - My. Conrad. - 7 
2-~- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A.-Sizoo, Mr. R. Cc. Putnam) 
1 - Mr. Downing 
1 - Mr. Newpher ub 
1 - Mr, Paddock “ih gh 

cab. δ /0 4 - ρον, Ff 
HS: dek 69 semenapaneh βυρηβαμαεὰ females | 
(7) REG. by | 

6. NOV.AB 1985 

ΠῚ cones 

\ 
δὰ 



Q 4] 12/16/65 

NR 0415 GR 019 11/16/65 

14503 29445 61187 $2383 45535 84959 77052 57371 877641 48722 

Oo 99344 42086 93551 00912 93201 46436 83693 70752 16240 

heen eeaentenen mate raha eae edie! Hamp ΡΟΝ mare aa Mente cer teat tetera eid ΘΝ, ΠΌΝΟΝ viet * ae 

_, NR 0445 GR 019 11/16/65 

Ο " | 
TOBIRCH}|TASSII SREADY|[ OE MPL OYESTERISHIELDS|I NI TSNENYOR 

© KpFFICE,Bsss¢ ὁ 
von ἃ “+ 

| fo | | 

( 
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OPTIONAL FOtM NO. 16 rt $010=106 
Mat 1942 EDIT 
οὐ δεν, MEG. HO. 27 ; 

UNITED STATES GO" ERNMENT 

Memorandum ΒΟ ΠῈΣ yy ENVEL 
DATE: November 10, 19 TO ‘Mr. Ἢ, C. Sulli 

Sulliven —- 
Tavel τος 

Belmont VA Trotter 
Tale. Room .... 

1. 

1. Sul livan Holmes 

1 — Baumgardner Gandy, — 
L.—R, C, Putnam 

FROM τὰν, F, J, Baumgardner 

0,6}. 
SUBJECKEnr Ὁ 

yt ERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST Pug 2 

My memorandum of 10/8/65 set forth in detail receipts 
and~disbursements of funds from the Soviet Union and Red China by the 
Communist Party, USA, during September, 1965; The following schedule 
Shows the present status of these funds, together with disbursements 
during October, 1965, there were no receipts during this month. 

Fanny 

SUMMARY? ̓ 

Total received from the Soviet Union 9/58 to 10.,.51765. «9. «$3, 207, 463,00 
Total received from Red China 2/60 to. 10/31/65.essecavsccie cc - 50.000,00 000,00 

Grand total received 9/58 :to LO/B1/65vesveciccccesscecderss. ‘3,257,463 ,00 
Total disbursements to -LO/S1/65is osccccvesecdacescccvacccsen 2, 277330722 

Batance of Fund. LO/B1/65..sierceservencteesseeccosesienS 986, 155, 78* - 

* $830,533.78 maintained by. NY°694=s* in New ‘York ote -ἜἈ ° 
155, 622/500 maintained: a by CG 5824-S* in Chicago. Νὰ τ 

ΕΗ 
DETAILS : Ὁ9 Σ ~ ' μον μος 

Her “oe 

Total received:from the Soviet: Union, ‘9/58: to 9/80/88\'s.600.88, 207,463.00 
Total recéived: ‘from Red China: 2/60 “to: 9/30/65.cericcacieees —— 50,000.00: 
Grand total received 9/53 ‘to 9/30/65... bc sscctcevovedcvcseis 3,257,463 .00 

Total disbursements to Θ780765, «τς ἐῶν ὁ δον κα ο κν κε δε οο δοκοῦ 2.254. 574.22 
Balance of: Bund 9/30/65. 36006063 oecissievevessccesseeadly 003, 088, 78 

DISBURSEMENTS DURING OCTOBER ies * REG: 69, SOaA- ΚΡΣΓ I gy | 
‘10/1/65. =. For: charges on stock purchased in behalf aft = 

Ὁ 
us , Hall, General Secretary of Communist Party; -  κ oo 
Us, in September, LOGS ss seiccseesselvettetecces “ 155.00 — 

10/15/65= Fo buy.wateh sent as gift from Gus Hel Noy. 9 1965 
General Secretary , of Communist Party of Chile.... 118,00 

‘ ‘| a Γ- 1 

ROP:pal f he | 

. CONTINUED~-OVER 
100-428091 - ἢ ς΄ 

65 ΝΟΥ 28 1965 



Memoranduni to Mr. ἢ, C. Sullivan 
Res | SOLO 
100-428091 

10/15/65 = To reimburse CG. .5824..5 for partial expenses for . με 
᾿ 501 19 and’expenses to purchase stock for ὁ ἜΝ 
᾿ . spies © ADOVE) see verdeeesvonsseeseecscneeed 660.00 

10/26/65 - To Gus Hall. for Party real estate investment. ΝΞ 
“ ($5, 000) and for expenses of National OFFIcesseccee 6,000.00 

10/28/65. ~ For Communist Party: investment in stock ($4, 000) 
and expenses of Party delegation en route to | . 
the Soviet UDLONs coseediccdcvccccesdsocieccecsceess 10 , 000,00 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS FOR OCTOBER, 19GB. .sasecdsedesiceeseeieees 16, ‘933. 00. 

BALANCE OF FUND. —— OCTOBER S1,, ᾿θθ6δὲ 6 sie eveeisesisecedvnes ens «8986, iss. 78 

- 

ACTION: 

None. ΤΏΔΕ memorandum ig submitted for your inforniation; 
Am upsto-date accounting of Solo funds will be brought to your 
attention each month, Details of thé. accounting of these ? funds 
2ré not to bé. disseminated;, 



. ™ pag: FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) (ἃ, Φ 

Date: 11/16/65 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

Via _ATRTEL | _ REGISTERED 
‘ : ; (Priority) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-1128091) 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

of |. supgzer! Cror) | ur Ι 

On 11/16/65, there was received from the Soviets, = 
via. radio, a ciphered and partially~coded message, the plain gc 
text of which is as follows: ¢ β β ANY 

»΄, iy ἤν} 

"To GUS, HALL ; Mey 

"Tass is ready to employ ESTHER SHIELDS hj Ωρ 
in its New York office." 

NY 69428S* advises that the above message has 
referen¢e to negotiations made by CG 5824-S* with the 
Soviets while the Chicago informant was recently in Moscow. 
CG 582e4.5*, according to NY 694-s*, wild report the details 
of this matter to the Bureau. 

ESTHER SHIELDS and her husband, ART SHIELDS, are 
"Worker" correspondents in Moscow. . 

[- §13 KB 

κὰκ. Bureau (RM) 
1 - Chicas os (apa ~Sud B) (AM RM) 

1 - ΝΥ 100- Hon [an tit τ REC- 79 » /00- 2. flo S816 | 

scpmah 8 Nov 22 1985 

ΕἸ. ᾿ Pa ew pgs | er 

om } ' a Se 3? 

O17 Approved: = Sent MS Pert 
Fe NOY aa a Sit in Charge 
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OnTGNAL foam n NO, 10 s010=106 i ᾿ MAY 196% ἘΌΠΊΟΗ , 
. GEA GEM, κει νῶν 27 

‘ 
Tolson 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT we 

M emorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE om 
Conrad 
Felt 
Gale 

TO ἊΝ Mr. Conrad-7 paTE: November 17, 1965 — Roses a jas) 3 ven 
Oey 

o ἐν , Trotier - 

FROM ὥξξο, Ἐ. Downing 

SUBJECT: Csoro 

TERNAL SECURITY ~- C 

On 11/16/65, the New York Office furnished the text of a 
message the informant desired to send and requested that it be enciphered. 
The cipher text was furnished to New York on the following day. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

om 
Enclosure 

1 - Mr. Conrad 
ἃ - Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. R. C, Putnam) 

1 - Mr. Downing . 

1 - Mr. Newpher 
1-Mr. Paddock . 

Ploeg, Ren (ee 5) (Myf "oy & NOV 88 1985 
+t = 

et “Red eerie, - 
ON 

-ὦ 

ΌΝΟΥ 9 ἢ - ΝΣ 
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Oo 0 0 0 0 0 0° Ὁ 

Dr et tc ne et re eee Μ πὰ . = . ΗΝ ω " 

oO o © ὦ ὦ ὃ ὃ 0 

υ; 

ae ναι» νου φοντντο..----.  . - ee -.- 

υ 

Ὗ» 

Ό 9 | 
11/17/68 

NR 0004 GR 110 | | 11/16/65 

REFERENCE OTUGRECEPT | ONDNTUESDAYNOVEMBEHP 2 6a.[4 Sap 2a 

[1115 9:8 Μ1ἘἘΈ0]}.|09.5 47 4lTUGk a1 Rh BUTHEAV YA THOSPRER I Ch 

NDpRup ISTURBANCES|,¥11554fsuT],F REO, μτ 0545, [TUcHUCHL ἡ 
PROVEDL ESSATMOSPHER ICD I STURBANCESANDDRY.W1155Hp0MT}| ον 

FRED) }11449¢fTUShLL6 1GNAL sPeRFECTNOhTHOSPHERIcbISTU 

RBANCEs|iopRHb {THESE IGNaL shack uarforHebeRYpestpFfTH 

e[russiinruepastl, .. 

NR 0001 GR 110 11/16/65 

23457 68661 86609 72859 79818 12138 63635 63880 99563 86165 

66208 392535 14389 21978 00807 23592 89434 62869 16182 26814 

5854 18184 82909 09638 70714 46847 55500 64342 90740 46402 

$2391 66516 92628 07310 94631 74761 31852 76892 69769 90526. 

55288 23180 64165 50145 31977 29137 67347 44812 70972 51002 

45092 77917 85229 47547 28210 76924 70427 56478 61418 38864 

22523 67704 70364 00904 15343 40505 99610 39546 53950 43616 

81354 29086 78544 15001 57807 17053 72144 87577 77828. 31737 

75945 78842 63151 04745 39657 54606 28956 44954 63438 75121 ~ - 

"34354 82199 96547 76099 05558 63829 85116 13198 44323 06697 

29612 03267 68008 77187 97406 84853 34510 19992 27656 18808 

po _ (09-492 91~ S18) 
Po  Έ ΕΕΦἉ ENCLOSHE 



| ᾿ FROM : CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) Ν , “2 a 

f | supsect¢/soio_) Wi a 

¥ 

= 5-22-64) , - dQ | * 9 

ROUSE IN L....-OFE 
Date: 11/18/65 

mt 

Transmit the following jn 
(Type.in pleintext or code} 

| 
Via AIRTEL ; 7 { 

ἢ ΜΝ ἢ (Priority) Ὁ | 

TO. : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) “6 

es 

On 11/12/65; CG 5824-S* advised SA's WALTER A. 
BOYLE and RICHARD Ἢ, HANSEN that during a discussion he held 
with MIKHAIL SUSLOV, a Secrétary of the Central Committee, 
Communist Party of. the Soviet Union (CPSU), at the Kremlin, 
Moscow, USSR, in early November, 1965, the latter provided 
CG 5824- ‘S* with a number of pages which he had just torn out ; 
of a publication he had in his possession. SUSLOV told the , 
source to read this material, but made no other comment.. 
It was found that these pages. torn from the publication were 
written in the Russian language and were part of a publica- 
tion of the Tass News Agency Bulletin which is published for 
the exclusive use of, the CPSU leadership and is not circulated 
except under appropriate security conditions. When CG 5824- S* 
reviewed this material he found it consisted of an article 
dealing with. Mr, HOOVER's annual report to Congress on the FBI. 

re STEP TIA LIEW TE eA SRL 

_ Encloséd herewith for the Bureal aS Vell as for the 

Sef £13 2D 
“BABureau (En 

aes 
fC ΜῊ £ |

 
iL aNew York 0uw134637) (Encl. 1). (RM) » 
Δ ποϑμάσαβο ᾿ 4) 

= ps “ ; /\ 
“RAH Z nm REC apf 0° 4 4 57. 

¥ . Pee. mavens carr πον». 

5 " hyo? EX. 10 SMe 
\ 4 . 4 a a 

4 fa fae Late ὟΝ “ 6 Nov 23 1965 a 
a Fee (3. ᾿ 74 re ᾿ . Ὗ 

τὴ sb aa ty Ὁ ΜΝ Ἴνα Ὅν 9 ° 
/' - BAGS 7 aur -— ΠῚ rs rll 

[= WGI ἢ 
-Approved: 

ZT DECS ἴδ 
Sent ~——M Per 

tin Charge 
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REQUEST OF THE BUREAU 

It is requested that the Cryptanalysis Section- 
Translation Unit, FBI Laboratory, prepare a verbatim trans- 
lation of the above noted and enclosed item and furnish 
copies of such translation to the New York and Chicago Offices. 
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(15) 100-4280912 
BY LIAISON 

ΚΙ - Vigzas 
1 = Liaigon — 
I ~R, Cc. Putnani, 

7 Date: November 19, 1965 ω- 
ἰ τὸ: Director 

Bureau of Intelligence ind Research. oe 
Department of State. ὦ hea ea 

From: Edgnxy Hoover, Director — 15 

; an the past I has advised that the Comiunist | ae patos eat - 
ἷ has τοσοξυοῦ ‘an invitation to send fraternal dolegates 

to a Congress to be hold by the Communist Party of 
Czechoslovakia: in Prague, Czechoslovakia, on Hay/\ 1966, 

. 1 = Director BY LIAISON Ὁ 
Central, Intelligence Agency - 

Attention: Deputy. Director, Plans | vf 

ὍΝ τ ἐν 
f τς 
[ RCPpah 

(7) 
NOTE: 

Classified "Séere$" since pnauthorizéd disclosure 
of this data could reyeal the identity of the source (CG .5824~S*) 

r Who is of continuing value and such revelation could result, in 

ersations 
bashed Aeifemn, 

* ed “aly ms-c," 

p <ssification 
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BECELAGS CATION AUTHORITY 0 eS 

FEIT JUTOM&T HEC LASSTFICATION OUIDE 

. DATE 04-28-2011 

my 

(15) 100428091 
BY LIAISON. 

. ΝΣ 1 = Wannall 
Date: November 19, 1965 1 = Liaison: 

To: Dizector " 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Departnent’ of State. 

Isom: yen Edgar Hoover, Director a, 

Subject :~7LATIN-ANERICAN ERIENDSHT ππόττνα. 
j IL, i966. ᾿ 
ἊΣ tavna( Security) 

7 _& source Which has furnished. reliable information in 
the past has supplied information indicating thate the: Communist 
Party, USA, and thé Communist Party of Canada will soon receive 
iuvitations to attend ἃ Latin-Ameriéan friendship mecting to be 
held in Aprii, 1966, 

This meeting will be a-substitute for the solidarity 
conference of Latin-American communist parties which had been 
scheduled for October or November, 1965,. in. Santiago, Chile. . 

. The latter conference: had been canceled to avold embarrassment 
to the Chilean Government. | 

__., Montevideo, Uruguay, and Santiago, Chile, are being 
considered as possible sites for the April, 3966, meeting, 
but no decision on the location for the m 
MAde. : : 5 

1 =-"Director ὀ ΒΥ LIAISON 
S Central Intelligence Agency 

᾿ x Κῶ ἢ . _ --, ᾿ 

πὸ Attentions Deputy Director, Plans 
ue τὰ i 

wg 
"4 

(SEE NOTE PAGE THO) 
Bel: 
Mohr 
DeLoach —_.__ 

Calleten AOA (9 ada abt. 
Felt _ 
Gale ‘s 

co 0 NORD 9196 
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Solan = RCP tpah μ᾽ whe BATTAL 
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Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

“NOTE: 

- ‘Classified αὐ Εν since. unauthorized disclosure ὁ 
of this data could reveal the identity of the source (CG. 5824—S*) 
who is ΟΣ continuing value and stich revelation could restilt~in 
grave damage to thé Nation, Source recéived this information . 
‘while on Solo Mission 19 to the Soviet Union in conversations 
with members: of the Central Committée of thé. CP of thé Soviet Union. 
ter aneton. extracted from -CGairtel 11/16/65 captioned "Solo, 

“τι; ᾿ 
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VELOPE 
ROUTE IN EN ‘1 « Belmont 

1 - Mohr 
i « DeLoach 

November 23, 1965 

Legs’ ® (00 ~ LIEO9/ — —S/ 9/ i = Sullivan 

Pe 1. “Ἐ; ἢν Suith, 
‘COMMENTS OF THE FIRST SECRETARY OF THE ~ Baumgardner 

ᾧ COMMUNIST PARTY OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA 1 = Liaison 
“Q> OCTOBER, 1965 1~ Bs Cs Putnam. 

A source which has furnished reliable information in 
the past has advised that Antonin Novotny, First Secretary of 
the. Communist, Party of Czechoslovakia, made the. following: 
comments in a conversation with a top functionary di the 
Communist Party, USA, in Czechoslovakia during the latter part 
of October, 1965, . 

Vietnam 

The Communist Party of Czechoslovakia agrees with the 
position of the Communist Party, USA, in that under present. con= 
Gitions it is: no longer possible for the National Liberation -Front 
in Sqiith Vietnam. to achieve a military victory against the, 
Wnited States and that efforts should, be directed: toward achiev- 

. Wing’? political victory in South Vietnam through negotiations, 
>; However, the socialist. countries, face :a difficult problem in 
οὐ sattépting to. raise the question of negotiations at this tine. 
"and sui? 3% is done, it could he. nisinterpreted ‘by Communist China. 
=andsNorth Vietnam. In view of these. difficulties the socialist 
“countries ‘must wait for ἃ decision on the question of negotia~ 
tions: by the National Liberation Front and North Vietnam. In 
the meantime the socialist countries, must: supply as nuch hélp 
and assistance. as. possible; 

Relations Between Czechoslovakia and the: United States γχζ = 
m 

= 2 
aS Cacchoslovakia is not. really anxious to inoreasd; Is 

official exchanges with. the United States at this times, i ὉὉ ' 
24 Although Pan American. Airlines has instituted. direct fligiits __ 
: to Prague, Czechoslovakia, it is not known if these 21ight: ~ 

Bre. @ οὐ Will continue, ‘The-Governnent OF Czechoslovakia. is not_ 
Tolsohoan tt Lt wilh institute. its own flights δ Ney ὧν Gy. for? : ie 

"3 Belmont --... 
Mchr - . ἘΝ 
Carper ασσττσσσ a gti ‘2 ΤῊ 

alich, 

sco BO0G~A28081 " Excluded . prt automatic: Ὁ “τ , ‘thee " xf ‘and 

(SEE NOTE PAGE 2) Tavel 
Trotter 
Tele. Room . 
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COMMENTS OF THE FIRST SECRETARY OF THE 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
OCTOBER, 1968 

Several reasons. Included among these reasons are the fact that 
the international situation has worsened and it is not certain 
that Czechoslovakian equipment and aircraft would be capable ὁ / 
such flights, 

With. vegard to negotiations which have been carried 
on with the United States Government, it was noted that the é 
United States did not propose oné concrete item which. would 
improve relations betweén these two countries. While the situa- 
tion. in Vietnam is of immediate concern to all socialist countries, — 
Czechoslovakia, nt this time, considers "the German probkem" more + | 
pressing. | 

a Because of the sensitive nature of the source which 
furnished the above information, this..communication is classified 

pee " 

NOTE s 
ΜΝ Classified za εις, ΞΠΤΩΙ since unauthorized disclosure , 

' Of this information could reveal the identity of the sotres 
(CG .5824-S*). who is of continuing valiiée and ‘such revelation 
could result in exceptionally ‘grave damage ‘to the Nation. 
Dissetiination is being made to Honorablé Marvin Watson,’ | 
Special Assistant ‘to thé President; Honorable Dean’ Rusk; | 
Secretary. of State; Vice Admiral Willian F. Raborn, Jr, | 
Director of Central Wntelligencé Agéncy; and the Attorney = ~~ | 
General by routing slips. Data extracted from CGairtel 11/16/65,” ᾿ 
captioned "Solo, IS ~ δ," Seempéniorandum Baumgardner to’ Sullivan, 
41/22/65, captioned "Solo, Internal Security ~ Communist,” pre- 
pared by RCP:pah,. . 

TOP/SE 

-_- 2 τῷ 
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ὧδ DECLASS TIFICATION COITDE 

ROUTE IN ENycLOPE 
Date: ὕω 

ἜΣ the following in _s - ΝΕ ᾿ 
ἷ (Type ἐπ ΠΤ ar code)” Bs ' 

[Vic AIRTEL, REGISTERED. MAIL. 
. (Priotity) 

a ee re ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee eh re eee 

TO : ‘DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) — 

.FROM: SAC, CHICAGO. (134-46 Sub By 

“SoLQ-- 
-¢ 

Enclosed ‘herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies ‘each atid for the New York Office one copy 
each of the following ‘captioned letterliead memorarida: 

| - “Latin American Friendship Meeting, April, 1966" 

ΠΩ ΣΙ "Congress of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia" 

The information set fdrth in the enclosed letter-. 
-head inemoranda was orally. furnished by: CG--5824-S* on 11/13 
_and 15/65; to. SAS WALTER A; BOYLE and RICHARD Ἦν ‘HANSEN. 

- In connection with the information, appéaring in 
the lettertiead. meiiorandum captioned, "Latin American Friend- 

Ship Meeting, April, 1966, * this information ‘was developed 
during the course of conversations held in early 11/65 
in Moscow, USSR, ‘with Vi: KORTANOV, Chief Deputy to. BORIS N. 
PONOMAREY,, a Secretary: of the Central Committee, CP of the 
Soviet Union, who had recently réturned frometiendings the 
13th Congress of the. for? of Chile. (00 .- (2 $2 g Uh - 4)Φ2. . 

‘The i sc ie forth in the HOY San 'S85 metio-- 
-randum οαρΌΔοη 
Czéchéslovaki 

ios: £I3Q ip ww δὶ 
Bureau (Ené¢ 

i-New York ̓ς 
.1+Chicago 

irovided: by VLADIMIR: KOUCKY, a Sécretary 
ἐκ 

' 154684) (ii. : 2)-( Info) (RM) 
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of the Central Committee of the cp of Czéchoslovakia, during 
late 10/65 during discussions held in, Prague, Czechoslovakia. 
At the time of these-disctissions, KOUCKY invited the CP, USA 
to send a fraternal, delegation to this Congress, 

Lied " since unauthorized disclosure of the information 
set forth therein could reasonably result in the disclosure 
of this source who is furnishing information on the highest 
leyel concerning the international communist movement. 

᾿ 3 The enclosed letterhead menioranda haye been classi- 

To further protect the identity of the source, 
the enclosed letterhead memoranda are shown as having been 

prepared at Washington, Ὁ, Ὁ. 



᾿ 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File Ne, 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, D. Ὁ, 

November 16, 1965 

shor 

LATIN AMERICAN FRIENDSHIP MEETING, 
APRIL, 1966 | 

= 

in mid-November, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

A solidarity conference of Latin American Communist 
Parties had been scheduled’ to be held in Santiago, Chile, 
around October or November, 1965, when the Communist Party of 
Chile held its Thirteenth Congress. However, this solidarity 
conference was canceled in order not to place the Chilean 
Government on the "spot" and arouse action by that Government 
based on pressures being exerted by other Latin American coun- 
tries like Brazil and Argentina. As a substitute for the 
canceled Latin American solidarity conference, a Latin American 
Friendship Meeting is now being tentatively scheduled for April, 
1966, Exactly where this friendship meeting will be held is 
still indefinite, but Santiago, Chile, or Montevideo, Uruguay, 
is being considered as the possible site. In addition to 
participants from Latin American countries being invited to 
be present, invitations will be extended to North American 
Communist Parties, the Communist Party, USA, and the Communist 
Party of Canada, to attend. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 

(06-42 ξοφΖ.- 5722. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

* 

CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF 
CZECHOSLOVAKTA 

In Reply, Please Refer fo Washington D. Cc ̓ 
File No. , 

November 16,1965 

In mid-November, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

The Communist Party of Czechoslovakia (CPCZ) has 
scheduled a Party Congress which will commence in Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, on May 29, 1966, Invitations are being 
sent to various Communist and Workers Parties throughout 
the world, including the CP, USA, to send fraternal delega- 
tions to this CPCZ Congress. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside ~~ - 
your agency. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Nebr Ν 
Tolson nome 

M. mena ROUTE IN ENVELOPE = Conrad 

Felt 
Le) {a 

. Conrad — DATE: November 19, 1965 ae 

wy Trotter σας = - ι 

ὧν . Ε΄ a) Holmes 
Gandy 

SUBJECT \ Ci a. " ' 

INTERNAL SECURITY -C " - “ 
wr 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 
to him by radio. τ, 

το 

On 112 19/6 65, transmissions were s heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland.at regular and special times and frequencies at which 
times two messages, NR 318 GR 39° and NR 412 GR 34, were intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text,are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

: : “ὦ 
LS REC- 50 “2 - Y2GOU/-£1Y > 

| ce) fee eee fee 

Enclosure«s* 
ΒΝ 6 Nov 2 EX’ 107 4 1865 

1 - Myr. Conrad memieimect 
2- Mr, Sullivan (Attention: Mz. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. R. C. ‘~putnam) 
1- Mr. Downing 
1 ~ Mr. Newpher 
1- Mr. Paddock 

[4] ἡ τοῦ Ὁ 

᾿ς BENE ἡ οὐ 



. ~ ὧ QO) 11/19/65 

ee ee NR $16 GR 39 11/19/65 

© 

O 

© 53934 60476 60371 41584,89194 56944 62175 58325 24242 96123 

O 21588 15040 68530 07182 66702 61181 18060 66795 96566°72387— 

55583 54566 797482 71509 17048 42597 30780 51946 13089 85554 

Ὁ. «44155 97895 48486 04432 04786 68956 07837 63968 98038 
eee Sears Se er ene at tae deme“ a et Aa Ae Sethe heAeara te a elt late ee ere il PO a Pet SP mel! 

4) , . 

® 

© wR 318-GR 39 44/19/65 κι 

Ὁ  THIS|I SF ORCHECK INGPURPOSEDNL Υ, [I FRECEPT I ON} NTHESEICON 

PT onl spongruck ner aeFonfexryantbepccoRDA 

_ ___NGEMLTHY oURPROPOSAL|Weoss 

Φ 

4 

Ω νῆ 472 GR 34 11/19/65 

(I 42489 52353 34220 93134 21360 29194 01280 16349 35576 79260 ; 

24342 19726. 60679 70539 00398 62585 -27173 85032 72674 57023 

68947 22635 17349 10622 60163 09925 79482 13124 46893 34466 

Ω 70440 68480 84253 59214 

© NR 472 GR 34 44/19/65 
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FD-36 (Rev. §-22-64) 

| Date: 117) 19/ 65 | EN Vr . 
‘Transmit the following ἴῃ. ο. . -  .-. : — δε Ι “OPE (Type in plaintext or code) 

Via —__ATRTEL REGISTE RED ! 
i(P riority) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM +: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

supgect: Soro > tl fr. 17 
IS~¢ 

| ReNYairtel, 11/12/65, re Soviet request for 
| check, of radio Gransmission, particularly that on 

: Friday, 11/19/6 5: 

On 11/19/65, there were received from the 
Soviets via radio, two- ciphered-partially coded messages, 
the plain téxts of which are as folbws: 

at 

"1. This £¢ for checking purposes only, if 
reception, in these coriditions is good, radio time table 

. for next year Will be in accordance with your proposal. " 

"2, Tf money operation is okay, confirm today 
-at 7130 pit. by phone 682-9511 or MU 2- 9885." 

The last message. above refers: to the transmittal 
of $215,000 to NY 694-S* by NIKOLAT .TALANOV on 11/18/65. 
(A separate airtel with tespect thereto is being furnished — 

.to the Bureau., 

Ἰ δ | 
ΝΕ ye ὁ BUREAU (100-428091) (RM) 

Ἰ 1 = CHICAGO (134-46-Sub B) {ANeRE) 
- |. 1 - NY 134-91 (INV) (42) | 
τ} 1 = NY 105-14931-Sub C (ΝΊΚΟΙΑΙ M. TALANOV) (341) 

1 - NY 100-134637 (42) ΝΣ ̓  ,926- #24 $07 I- ΠΣ ΕΣ: uf 
ACB: rvs: 

(8) oe 
“6 NOV o- 

| FY ἢ Ὁ } δἊν ' “nm ΕΝ αι αι 

: ry oe -- 

yo 
Approved: 07) Z Sent UM OPer - ee - 

ecig! 2} Agent in Charge 
me: 

GF ΚΟΥ 59 . ᾿ . ." 
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tECLASSTIFICATION AUTHORITY 

DATE 04-26-2011 FB I 
PRT ATTOMATIC DECLASSTPICAT 

Date: 11/18/65 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

_REGI STERED MA IL 
“ ° * (Priority) 

TO: : DIRECTOR, FBI (100~-428091) 

“PROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) γ wt 

SG " 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a 

a letterhead. memorandum captioned, "Comments of Leadership 
~ of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union Regarding Vietnam.” 

we” 
SF The information appearing in the :enclosed lLetter- 
a head memorandum was orally furnished on 11/14 and 15/65 by 
μ CG 5824~S* to SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE. 

. The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classi-~ 
% fied ee sincé unauthorized disclosure of the : 
a informa ton set forth therein could reasonably resuit, in the 

oo identification of this source who is furnishing information 
ἜΣ on the highest level. concerning the international communist 

a on movement and thus adversely affecting the national security. 

. To further protect the identity of this source, 
᾿ the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown as having 
‘been prepared at Washington, D.C, 
a ar 

cG 58244 yadvised: that the meetings referred to 
7 hérein were held wee and 5/65 in Central Committee 

‘ Hitilding #1, i 88. ve rticipating in these meetings 

a Once orn Ἧ dete ΟΣ 29/ 519 S| 
ΩΝ 1-New York (10 Py Gi 2piGtngo) cay 

1-Chicago 

WAB: MD¥ πο κά, ς; A 
C5) ay ἊΣ f luis a; S Nov 24 85 ὧν 

eee 
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were ‘the following individuals: MIKHAIL SUSLOV, member of 
the Presidium and a Secretary of the Central Committee, 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU); BORIS N. 
PONOMAREV, a Secretary of the Central Committee and Head 
of -the International Department, Central Committee, CPSU; 
NIKOLAL V. MOSTOVETS, Head of the North and South American 
Section, Interiational Department, Central Committee, CPSU; 
VAUTALY G. -KORIANOY, Chief Deputy to the Head of the North 
atid South American Section, International Department, Central 
“Committee; CPSU; IGOR MIKHAILOV, Assistant to the Head of 
the North and. South American Section, International Depart— 
ment, Central Committee, CPSU; and, CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, the 
Vice Chairman of the CP, USA. LIGHTFOOT was present ‘only 
on 11/23/65 and ‘KORIANOV was present only on 11/15/65, 

CG 5824=S* wished to emphasize that the information 
as set forth in the. enclosed letterhead memorandum was based 
upon skeleton notes which he- made during fhese discussions 
and: dogs not constitute a -stenographic reporting. Nonetheless, 
it daés constitute a summary of the essence of these dis- 
cussions. He stated that there were other discussions con- 
carning this sane subject matter which were not recorded in 

any form and that these were held with PONOMAREY, many of . 
them in Prague, Czechoslovakia, prior to his arrival in the 
USSR, . 

According to. σ΄ 5824-S*, the document ‘by GUS HALL 
on which these discussions were predicated and which is 
referred to herein was actually a combination of two documents 
which he bad furnished to the Central Committee of the CPSU 
a few days previousiy. One of these was a copy. of "Notes, 
on Comments of Conrade Gus Hall at CP National Youth Encamp- 
“nent, September 10, 1965" which wis transmitted to the Bureau - 
_by. CGairtel 9/15/65 captioned, "SOLO; IS-C, which had beer 
actually sent to the CPSU.by NY 694-5* on’ 9/20/65.. CG 5824-S* 
carried with him an additional copy of this document which 
he turned over to the’ CPSU while in Moscow. The second docu- 
ment contained the informant’s notes on a report of GUS HALL 
to the National Board meeting of the CP, USA in NYC on 10/9/65, | 
the text of which was furnished to the Bureau by CGlet 10/28/65 
captioned, "CP, USA = ORGANIZATION; IS ~ ¢" (Bufile 100-3-69). Ὁ 

~ . The letter from the CP of China and the Government 
of the Péoples Republic of China addressed to the CPSU and — 
the Goverhment of the USSR dated 7/14/65, referred to herein, 
“was furnished to the Bureau by CGairtel. 8/30/65. captioned, 
"SOLO; Is-c." 
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CG 5824-S* also voiced, the opinion that the infor- 
mation. in the ericlosed letterhead memorandum should be read 
with the additional information contained in a "Letter From 
the NEFSV to the American People" published in "Nian Dan," 
7/28/65, the official newspaper of the Working People's 
Party of Vietnam; and, a “Statement by the DRV Governnent ,,“ 
‘published in tNian Daa," 8/3/65. Both these documents. were 
later published on pages 57-62 of the "Information Bulletin,“ 
#55, (undated), issued by World Marxist Review Publishers, 

; Prague, Czechoslovakia, ahd printed and distributed by Progress 
Books, 44 Stafford St,, Toronto 3, Ontario, Canada... 

' For the information of the Bureau and the New York 
Office, there is enclosed herewith one copy each of pages 
57-62 of “Information Bulletin," #55.. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Plea: 
File No. vease Refer to Washington, D. C. 

November 18, 1965 

ren, afenat 

COMMENTS OF LEADERSHIP OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY 
OF THE.SOVIET UNION. REGARDING VIETNAM 

During November, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

During early November, 1965, a series of discussions 
were held in Moscow, USSR, between representatives of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) and the Communist 
Party, USA (CP, USA). Among those participating in these 
discussions for the.CPSU. were Mikhail Suslov and Boris N. 
Ponomarev, both Secretaries of the Central Committee of the 
CPSU. These discussions were predicated upon the contents 
of a document previously communicated to the CPSU containing 
the essence of recent pronouncements concerning Vietnam by 
Gus Hall, General Secretary of the CP, USA, to members of 
the leadership and cadre of the CP, USA. 

This document had raised some serious questions. 
Hall contended that the Viet Cong (the military arm of the 
National Liberation Front of South. Vietnam (NLFSVN) cannot 
possibly achieve a victory by military means alone. against 
the combined forces of the Government of South Vietnam and 
the United States. Consequently, what is necessary is a com- 
bination of political and military means to force United States 
imperialism to retreat, Hall opposed the use of the slogans, 
"no negotiations" and "military victory." Hall declared that 
eventually both the NLFSVN and the forces of United States 
imperialism will be forced to negotiate and that these negotia- 
tions, rather than being ἃ surrender,would allow the political _ 
element to come into play. Hall envisioned the following as 
his concept of victory by means both military and political: 

1) Cessation of United States bombing in Vietnam; 

2) Negotiations including the NLFSVN; 

SNOLOSURE 
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COMMENTS OF LEADERSHIP OF THE CPSU ropenEr 
REGARDING VIETNAM | 

3) Withdrawal of foreign troops, and 

4) Elections in Vietnam which he expects would 
be swept by. the NLF. 

Hall also took note of the fact that the CP, USA 
was placed in a difficult position and could not publicly 
advocate negotiations. Such a public position by the CP, 
USA could well be misinterpreted, coming from the Party in 
the country whence the bombings, etc., originated. Some 
people might look upon the CP, USA as ''stooges” of United 
.otates imperialism. 

This document by Gus Hall had been made available 
to the CPSU sometime previous to this meeting and formed 
the basis for thesediscussions which were carried on primarily 
by the representatives of the CPSU, in particular by Mikhail 
Suslov.. The discussion was begun by Suslov who stated in 
essence as follows: 

We understand the tactical difficulties experienced 
by the CP, USA in your efforts in the ‘struggle for peace, 
Since you are the Party in the aggressor country. We also 
believe that the solution to stopping aggression in Vietnam 
can be brought about only through use of both military and 
political methods, that is, negotiations. But the main 
question is when is the time to raise the demand for negotia- 
tions, to engage in discussions and to raise the subject of 
settlement before world bodies, etc. The Vietnamese comrades 
say that now is not the time, They, too, believe in political 
as well as military methods, according to what they tell us. 
We have met with the Vietnamese comrades and we have raised 
the question of both military methods and negotiations. In 
our view, the only realistic solution is the use of these _ 
combined methods. - 

The CP, USA representatives advised Susiov that the 
CP, USA did not propose that either the CPSU or the CP, USA 
raise the slogan of "negotiations." However, other Parties 
could try it, such as the Italians.or the French, 

Suslov responded: We do not consider it advisable 
for the Soviet Union to come out in the press or in public 
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statements in favor of political negotiations. Such a step 
will hurt the Vietnamese. They are carrying the burden of 
the struggle against imperialist aggression although we give 
them everything they ask for and can use, However, the fact 
that our two countries have no common border makes the ren- 
dering of this material aid difficult, 

The Chinese do not like the fact that we are helping 
the Vietnamese and, therefore, place obstacles in our path. 
They do not permit our planes to fly material to Vietnam over 
their country. The Chinese do not allow us to use Chinese 
air fields and there are no adequate air fields in Vietnam. 
The Chinese say that we want to "control them" and to “occupy 
some Chinese and Vietnamese territory," etc. These charges 
are absolutely untrue. 

The, solution to combining both military and political 
methods is to provide more assistance to our Vietnamese com- 
rades from all of us, at the same time increasing public opinion 
against the Johnson Administration. The Vietnamese comrades 
are correct when they state that United States troops are waging 
a cruel war against the people of both North and South Vietnam, 

If the CP, USA cannot openly advocate "negotiations," 
you can certainly support other organizations or,movements that 
do use the word 'negotiations." The least you can say is "stop 
the bombing" instead of saying.outright "start negotiations." 
We know it is difficult for your Party to say "negotiate" while 
the United States -is still bombing the Vietnamese people. The 
United States Government makes it almost impossible by their 
constant bombing. We realize that the.CP, USA might ‘be mis- 
understood if you talk about negotiations. Certainly the 
Chinese would misinterpret it--if they misinterpret the state- 
ments of the March 1, 1965, conference in Moscow, they would 
certainly misinterpret such statements. by you. on negotiations, 
But there are other slogans you can raise. For example, the 
world knows that there are no Vietnamese ships in United States 
waters and there are no Vietnamese planes bombing United States 
cities, So, you can raise slogans like "stop the bombing," 
"withdraw United States ships from Vietnamese waters," etc. 
To advocate negotiations now would only aggravate matters. 
We are expecting that in the near future there will be another 
vicious attack upon us by the Chinese and such statements by 
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either of our Parties will merely add fuel to the fire and 
the Chinese will seize upon these statements for their own 
purposes, 

We agree with your Party that the statements by 
Chen Yi and Lin Piao that they will deal the United States 
a crushing military defeat are stupid and provocations, 
Such policies hurt the anti-imperialist movement, . 

We will continue to expose United States imperialism. 
We will continue to support our Vietnamese comrades both 
politically and with material aid. We will wait until the 
Vietnamese comrades say that the time is "ripe." We believe 
that a public discussion on this question among.the CPs of 
the world or among Parties of particular regions is not 
now advisable. 

Once again the CP, USA representatives raised the 
question as to why the subject of negotiations cannot be 
opened by other Parties. They noted that it was their 
‘understanding that the Hungarians and the Czechs were 
sympathetic to the idea of negotiations. However, it would 
be more advisable for the subject to be opened by the Italian 
or the French Party or the like. Suslov replied, whatever 
is initiated by other Parties which are known to be Moscow- 
oriented, the Chinese will say that it was originated by the 
CPSU. As of now, it is kind of difficult for others to raise 
this subject. At this time, the CPSU is going to wait because 
She might be misinterpreted. We will not use our initiative 
in this matter until the Vietnamese ask for help. However, 
it is possible that if the CPSU is subjected to more pressure 
from other Parties in the world, we may be able to use our 
influence to get the North Vietnamese to cease engaging in 
tre struggle although we may not have any effect upon the 
LFSVN, 

The Vietnamese comrades do not agree with everything 
the Chinese propose. We have discussed this with the Vietnamese 
comrades and we think that you should do so.aleo. We raised with 
the Vietnamese the need for coordination of all the efforts 
of the CP of China (CPC), the Vietnamese, and the CPSU. The 
Chinese categorically rejected this proposition. 

Ponomarevy then noted, since you come from the United 
States, you should get to know the Vietnamese and they should 
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be informed of the situation in your country. We understand 
the essence of your position as outlined in the statement 
of your General Secretary and as we discussed it here today. 

This requires raising demands for a return to the Geneva 
Agreements, stop the bombing of Vietnam, etc. You should 
meet the Vietnamese representatives from both North and 
South Vietnam who are here in Moscow, 

At this point, the CP, USA representatives indi- 
cated that they saw little reason to meet with the Vietnamese 
Since the CP, USA had talked with them before and while they 
say one thing in private, they say something else in public. 
Suslov indicated that perhaps the CP, USA might teach the 
Vietnamese something about the United States, The CP, USA 
representatives then asked why the Vietnamese say that the 
time is not "ripe" for combined military and political 
methods. Do they.see a military victory soon, or what do- 
they see? 

Ponomarey stated, we only agree with the Vietnamese 
that it is not time because the Vietnamese say that the time 
is not "ripe." We do not know the details behind their 
decision. Suslov interjected, I think it is clear that the 
Vietnamese decision not to enter into negotiations at this 
time is not a matter of principle. They are being subjected 
to ἃ Τοῦ of pressure by the Chinese, The Chinese are the 
ones who may decide when the time is "ripe" or maybe that the 
time will never be"ripe,”  . 

suslov continued, the slogan "stop the bombing” 
would, in itself, lay the basis for later negotiations, Other 
Parties have held talks on the raising of such slogans and 
demands. For example, Ghana has offered its good offices 
but the Vietnamese do not want this now and we must defer 
to their wishes, The slogan "stop the bombing" is a minimum 
demand to be raised. We have talked to the Vietnamese quite 
frankly, but the Vietnamese limit what they tell us and do 
not tell us everything. We wish they would tell us everything 
so we would know what is going on. For example, the Vietnamese 
held talks with the Chinese, and they do not even tell us what 
they talked about with the Chinese or what the Chinese had to 
Say about the situation in Vietnam. In regard to the 17th 
parallel dividing North and South Vietnam, the Chinese say 
that this boundary does not exist and that it is all one 
country. We say that this attitude does not help anything 
to just say that it does not exist. We do not agree with the 
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Chinese but there is nothing we can do, 

We have been doing our best to supply the Vietnamese 
with all the material they need, but we have been hindered and 
obstructed by the Chinese because of the fact that we have no 
common border with Vietnam and these supplies must pass through 
China. For example, we have tried to obtain agreement from 
the Chinese to fly these supplies over China. This the Chinese 
refused to allow, As you recall, the March 1, 1965, conference 
issued a statement on Vietnam calling for united actions by all 
socialist countries in support of the Vietnamese struggle. 

(The statement on Vietnam issued by the conference 
of nineteen Communist and Workers Parties during early March, 
1965, in Moscow, and which was published in the March 16, 
1965, issue of "The Worker," an East Coast communist newspaper, 
after condemning the actions of the United States in Vietnam, 
concluded with the following paragraphs: 

"The representatives of the Communist and 
Workers Parties express international solidarity 
With the fraternal people of the Democratic Re- 
public of Vietnam, with the heroic Workers 
People's Party of Vietnam, and with the National 
Liberation Front of South Vietnam, who are waging 
a courageous struggle against imperialist ag- 
gression, 

"The representatives of the Communist Workers 
Parties express international solidarity with the 
fraternal people of the Democratic Republic of 
Vietnam, with the heroic Working People's Party 
of Vietnam, and with the National Liberation Front 
of South Vietnam, who are waging a courageous 
struggle against imperialist aggression, 

"Marxist-Leninist parties consider it their 
international duty to secure joint action by all 
progressive and democratic forces in order to 
give determined support for the heroic struggle 
of the Vietnamese people for their freedom and 
independence. 

"We demand the immediate withdrawal from 
south Vietnam of the U.S. armed forces and their 
satellites andthe cessation of armed attacks 
against the democratic Republic of Vietnam. 
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"The representatives of the Communist and 
Workers Parties, who met in Moscow, appeal to all 
the forces of the national liberation and working 
class movements, to everyone who upholds the 
cause of peace and progress, to strengthen unity 
of action and solidarity in the active struggle 
against imperialist aggression, for national 
independence and the peace and security of the 
peoples. '') 

Suslov continued, we, on our part, have attempted 
to put this unity of action into effect and made concrete 
proposals to the Chinese for carrying.out actions in support 
of the Vietnamese. As you know, we were absolutely rebuffed 
by the Chinese. Our two letters to the Chinese on this 
subject in April of this year were answered, one in April 
and the other on July 14, 1965. In this latter communication, 
the Chinese accused us of conniving with the United States 
imperialists against the people of Vietnam. 

(The letter of July 14, 1965, from the CPC and the 
Government of the Peoples Republic of China to the CPSU and 
the Government of the USSR totally rejected the Soviet request 
in their letter of April 3, 1965, for a summit meeting of the 
Soviet Union, China, and Vietnam to coordinate aid to Vietnam, 
The USSR was condemned for carrying on behind the backs of 
Vietnam and China international maneuvers for peace negotiations 
and for advocating a new international conference on Indo-China 
without prior conditions. When the USSR advocated the cessa-~ 
tion of bombing by the United States as leading to the possi-~ 
bility of negotiations, the Chinese stated that this was 
directly supporting the United States imperialists whose aim 
in bombing North Vietnam was to bring about such negotiations. 
The Chinese letter stated "You are still pursuing the line of 
soviet-United States collaboration for the domination of the 
world." The Chinese charged that the Soviet offer to send 
troops.to Vietnam, to station military aircraft in China, near 
the Vietnamese border, to defend the Vietnamese territorial 
air, and the Soviet request for free travel in an air corridor 
across China to Vietnam were subterfuges by which the USSR 
hoped to occupy and control China and Vietnam. The Chinese 

, also charged that the USSR was only sending small amounts of 
aid to Vietnam and that these consisted of old, out-of-date, 
impractical and inferior materials. ‘Frankly speaking, we 
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cannot trust you," the Chinese stated and closed their letter 
with the demand that the USSR and the CPSU abandon their 
present course. } 

puslov stated, the Vietnamese have recalled that 
although all the other socialist Parties signed the March 
1 conference statement, the Chinese did not sign. As a 
result, the Chinese feel no obligation to allow us to fly 
over China with supplies for Vietnam and thus none are flown 
to Vietnam. As a result, all these supplies must go by 
train through China. Then, the Chinese stop these trains 
and inspect the cargo and decide what will go into Vietnam 
and what will not. When they see sophisticated weapons, the 
Chinese say that the Vietnamese are incapable of using them 
and cannot use.them and, therefore, do not let these weapons 

. $9 into Vietnam. This then is how the Chinese accuse us of 
only sending old weapons into Vietnam. The .Chinese say to 

us, "What do you Russian and Western Communist Parties want? 
You act like the man who bought an admission ticket to a play 
and then acts if it is a season's pass. When you sign one 
agreement, you act as if you can take over everything." 

We have expressed our opinion to the Vietnamese 
on the question of negotiations. Life moves ahead and life 
is a good teacher which will even teach the Vietnamese. ; 
We have. ηοϊϑθὰ a number of indirect indications that there " 
are some changes in the attitude of the Vietnamese. The 
bombing has had a severe effect. on the economy of the North 
Vietnamese. When the bombing smashes their roads and bridges 
and power plants, they are rebuilt; but then they are smashed 
again. -The question is how long can they go on this way. The 
Vietnamese are learning fast the .other side of the picture. 
Our Vietnamese comrades see ‘who helps them and who. only boasts 
about help and gives nothing. They see it very clearly. They 
have received real. help. from.us.but_where is the Chinese help? 
China-not only does not heip but also hinders the USSR's -help . 
το Vietham. The Vietnamese have begun to see that they cannot 
rely-on-China, China will fight only if invaded and has 
publicly declared so a number of times. 

Another factor which is most important is the fact 
that the National Liberation Front, the Viet Cong, did not 
achieve the victories that were predicted. Before the monsoon 
season began both the Vietnamese and the Chinese were boasting 
that when the monsoons came the Viet Cong would score smashing 

victories. We have seen that the monsoon season came and - 
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went and these military victories did not materialize. So, 
the South Vietnamese comrades, too, are beginning to see the 
need for both military methods and political methods, that 
is, negotiations. 

The question which the CP, USA raises, that is, 
when will be the time the military methods and negotiations 
will combine, is not a hopeless question. Negotiations will 
come but we don't know when. Have you tried to taik to the 
Vietnamese delegation here? They are here and you should 
see them if you can and maybe you can convince them to be 
more specific. 

In the meantime, all of us must help in the fight 
against United States imperialism. We also have urgent 
defense requirements in order to keep the West German 
revanchists in their place despite United States imperialism. 
Yourfight for peace is most important and I am sure that 
all Parties agree that yours is a most difficult struggle. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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AGAINST INCREASED U.S. AGGRESSION 
| It VIETNAM 

LETTER FROM THE NLSSV TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE* 

Dear Friends, 
The ruling circles of the USA, acting against the will of your 

people and the undertakings which Walter Bedell Smith solemnly 
gave on behalf of the U.S. government at the last sitting of the 
Geneva Conference on July 21, 1954, have begun in South Vietnam 
the most cruel war of aggression of today. 

It is elevon years since the U.S, imperialists put the yoke of - American neo-colonialism on the South Viatnamese people, who 
had thrown off the yoke of colonial rule. The defeated French expeditionary corps was succeeded by a U.S. expeditionary corps, 
leading to the restoration of the old colonial rule in South Vietnam, 

The U.S. government has built numerous military bases on our 
soil. It has mustered a puppet army 600,000 strong and, in defiance of all the articles of the Geneva agreements of 1954, is -openly 
waging a colonial war, which has already resulted in the killing 
of hundreds of thousands of our countrymen in the two parts of 
the country. 

Nevertheless, the murderers in the White House and the Penta- 
gon insist that they are “helping” the South Vietnamese authorities 
to “combat aggression and uphold freedom.” How can anyone 
claim that the Victnamese, who have risen to defend the indepen- 
dence and sovereignty of their country, are aggressors while the US. troops sent to South Vietnam, tens of thousands of miles 
‘away fromthe USA, to seize our territory, are “defending” the 
Sovereignty and independénce of the American people? . 

It is perfectly clear that the-U.S. government ignores the will of the American people and tae national sentiments of the: Vietna- “mese people. Ever since last April, the Johnson government had 
- demanded unconditional negotiations, and meanwhile the strength © 
of the U.S. troops in South Vietnam has. increased from 25,000 to 
75,000. The U.S. government is planning a general mobilization of ~American youth to raise the strength of the U.S. expeditionary corps in South Vietnam to 150,000 or even 200,000. Jt has sent to South Vietnam more modern arms and other war supplies, includ- 
ee 

"Signed by the Chairman of the Presidium, Contral Committee of the. Notoaat “ Liberation Front οἵ Sovth Vietaom, Published ia Nien Den, July 23,. 1955, . 
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.ing missiles and Strategic BG2 bombers, and has used poison gas 
as ἃ weapon, ‘ 

It follows that President Johnson’s talk about “peace” is mere 
camouflage for the stepping up of the war of aggression. It is a 
treacherous attempt to make the Vietnamese people Jay down 
their arms and surrender, renouncing the defense of their national 
independence and sovereignty. Furthermore, the Johnson govern- 
ment, which is faced with serious difficulties that may Jead to the 
complete defeat of the United States in its war of aggression in 
Vietnam, speculates on the American people's patriotism by dema- 
gogically declaring that.the stay of U.S. troops in South Vietnam 
is a matter of “honor” for the American people, 

Surely the honor of the American nation has nothing to do with 
the forcible seizure of the territory of another country or with the 
defense of the selfish interests of the worst warmongers. in the 
USA, What is a matter of honor for the American people is to gain. 
freedom for themselves and to respect the freedom of other 
nations. By waging a war of aggression in South Vietnam, the 
Johnson government has tamished the honor of the American 
people, who have glorious chapters to their credit in the history 
of the great struggle for independence against tHe British colo- 
nialists’ rule from 1775 to 1783, The US. imperialists’ war of 
aggression has tarnished the honor of the country of Abraham 
Lincoln, John Brown and other Americans who fell fighting for the 
ideal of liberty. 
‘Dear friends, . 
4, popular movement has been growing in your country for three 

years, It has now become particularly vigorous and it rejoices our 
peaple and, undoubtedly, everyone clse on the globe who cherishes 
freedom, justice and genuine peace, This movement reflects the 
tme sentiment of the most diverse sections of your people, who 
uphold their vital interests, opposing the adventurous policy of 
aggression pursued by the U.S. government in Vietnam. 

, We will never forget the honest voice of the sixty-four American 
intellectuals who gave public warning to the Kennedy government 
as early as March 1962, That voice has been growing stronger fiom 
day ta day, and has won the hearty approval,of Vietnamese intellec- 
tuals in both South and North Vietnam, ΝΞ 
We will always remember the resolute voices raised in protest 

by American religious organizations, the International Women's 
League for Peace and Freedom, youth organizations fighting against 
war and fascism, the Committee of the Students’ May 2 Movement, 
etc. 
We are heatened by the increasingly frequent and stormy meet- 

ings and demonstrations by various groups of Americans, such as 
the demonstrations on April 17 and May 21, in which tens of thous- 
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ands of people joined to protest against the American rulérs’ war‘of 
aggression in South Vietnam and the sabotage’ raids on North 
Vietnam by U.S. aircraft, We will always remember the selfless act 
of Helga Alice Hertz, who gavo her life in protest against the 
violation of civil liberties and the suppression of other peoples. 

These numerous actions show that the masters of the White 
House and the Pentagon, who are waging a war of aggression in . 
our country, do not represent the American people. They’ are no 
more than a handful of traitors who have trampled the Declaration 
of Independence underfoot, 

On behalf of the fourteen million inhabitants of South Vietnam, 
the Presidium of the CC, NLFSV expresses its gratitude to the 
American people, and solemnly pledges itself to go along with true 
American friends in this common struggle for peace, national inde- 
pendence and social progress, 

In thanking the American people, we hope you will join us-in 
the fight for ‘the strict observance by the U.S. government of the 
undertakings it gave at the Geneva Conference in 1954, for the 
immediate discontinuance of the war of ageression in South Vietiam 
and of the raids on North Vietnam, and ἢ for the withdrawal of all 
American troogs and war supplies from South Vietnam, so that the- 
South Vietnamese people themseives can settle their affairs. 

In thanking the American people, we hope you will take firm 
steps to prevent murderers from sending your sons and brothers to 
their deaths in the assassins’ dirty interests, and will insist on bring- 
ing young Americans back to their country. We call on you to step 
up the struggle in every form, to explain to your countrymen the 

_ patriotic, just character of the Hberation war which the people of 
South Vietnam are waging for national indépendence, peace and 
neutrality, 
We trust the American people, being deeply aware of their res- 

ponsibility for peace and friendship among the peoples, will realize 
the adventurous character of the war which the Johnson adminis- 
tration is waging and which may have disastrous consequences for 
them. We trust they will step up their fight for the immediate dis- 
continuance of this brutal war of aggression, 
“We hail all American friends, particularly American fathers, 

‘ mothers and young people, who are fighting successfully for the 
happy future of their people, 

STATEMENT BY THE DRV GOVERNMENT* 

On July 28, 1965, President Johnson announced that the U.S. gov- 
ernment had decided immediately to send another 50,000 U.S. 
troops, or more if necessary, to South Vietnam. At the same time 

*Niga Dan, August 3, 1955, . " τῳ τ - 
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his government asked Congress to take other steps extending the ' 

aggression in Vietnam. . . 

Tt was another exceedingly dangerous step by the U.S, imperial- i 

ists to step up the war of aggression in South Vietnam and the air 

war against the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. It aggravates the 

situation in Indochina and the rest of Southeast Asia, ᾿ 

Lately the U.S. imperialis.s have vezor.ed to escalation, hoping 

to stave off defeat, get out of 2 difficult situation and prevent disin- 

tegration of South Vietnam’s puppet government and army. In the 

four months since-Johnson's Baltimore. speech the U.S. government 

chas raised the strength of its troops in South Vietnam from 30,006 

to 130,000. As for the DRV, it is carrying out air raids on a grow- 

ing scale over increasingly large areas, including vast, densely- 

-popuiated ones. ᾿ 
But the liberation forces and the people of South ‘Vietnam are 

dealing the aggressors one heavy plow after another even where 

the aggressors think they are safe, In North Vietnam, the “escalat- 

ing” Americans are being countered with growing force, More than 

400 US. aircraft have been downed to date, World opinion, includ- 

ing American opinion, is protesting more and more vigorously 

against the U.S. aggression. The peoples of all countries are step- 

ping up their support of the Vietnamese people. 

To mislead the American people and world opinion and justify 

‘ the dispatch of U.S. troops to Vietnam for intensified aggression, 

- President Johnson uses high-sounding words like “peace,” “free- 

dom” and “justice.’? He speaks of “unconditional negotiations” 

again and again, saying that he is willing to go over from the battle- 

field to the conference table. But his hypocritical talk cannot con- 

ceal or misrepresent the facts. -- 
In reality, the U.S: government has torpedoed the Geneva agree- 

-ynents of 1954 on Vietnam. It flouts international Jaw, continually 

interferes in the internal affairs of the Viemamese people, sends 

. U.S. troops against the South Vietnamese people, bombs and shells 

‘DRV territory, and has gone as far as to state flatly that it will not 

Jeave Vietnam. 
Everyone knows that the U.S. government ig waging ἃ war of. ag- 

gression in Vietnam, It talks of “peace” and “negotiations” to con- 

ee err ee ers MAE SON ea .....ς. 

ceal its plan for increased aggression in Vietnam. It intends to per- 
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petuate the division of Vietnam, to seize South Vietnam and turn | 

it into a new type of American colony and-a military base for at- | 

tack on the DRV, to endanger peace in Asia and the world. 

The Vietnamese people love peace, but peace is inseparable from 

national independence. They realize that genuine peace can be 

- achieved jf national. independence has been guaranteed, and that 

to fight for national independence means-fighting for peace. 

The Vietnamese people will not stand for the U.S. aggressor in: — 
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fringing peace and flouting the independence, sovereignty, unily 

“and territorial integrity of their country. 
_ The government of the DRV emphatically protests against the 

dispatch of large troop reinforcements to South Vietnam by the 

U.S. government with the aim of intensifying its aggression and 

escalating the war in Vietnam, which is a most serious encroacit- 

ment on the national rights of the Vietnamese people and creates 

“a highly dangerous situation in Indochine and the rest of South- 

“east Asia. The DRV government again exposes the U.S. authorities’ 

deceitful talk of “negotiations without any strings attached,” which 

οἷς, in effect, meant to disguise the U.S. imperialists’ insidious plan 

_to force the Vietnamese people into surrendering to the U.S. policy 
of aggression. 
‘The government of the DRV solemnly declares that there is one 

Vietnam and one Vietnamese people and since the U.S. imperialists 

_are engaged in aggression against Vietnam, it is the duty of every 

‘Vietnamese to fight against the U.S. imperialists, for national sal- 

vation. This is a sacred and inalienable right of the Vietnamese pco- 

_ple. All the Vietnamese people are fighting staunchly and as one 

"man in the forefront of the scruggle of the peoples of the world 

,against imperialism, colonialisra and néocolonialism, for peace, na- 

_tional independence, democracy and social progress. Should the 

U.S. imperialists send as many a8 100,000 or 200,000, or even more 

American troops to Vietnam, and should the fight go on for ten, 
twenty or more years, the Vietnamese people are resolved to fight 

to final victory. They are ready to fight and to make sacrifices for 

their freedom and independence, for the freedom and independence 

of all the peoples, for world peace. 
As President Johnson speaks of an “honorable peace,” we must 

~ recall that during the past eleven years the government of the DRV 

has repeatedly put forward recsonable proposals for ἃ peaceful set- 

dlement in Vietnam on the basis of the Geneva agreements of 1954. 

_On‘April 8, last, it clarified its position further by advancing ἃ pro- 

‘ posal of four points as a basis for the most reasonable political set- 

tlement of the’Vietnamese ptoblem, Its position and the statement 

. made by the National Liberation Front of South Vietnam (NLFSV) 

‘on March 22, 1965, brought warm approval and support from many 

governments and peoples of the world. 
‘There is only one way to an “honorable peace” for.the U.S. gov- 

ernment. It lies through strict adherence to the Geneva agreements 

of 1954 and through acceptance of the four-point proposal of the 

DRV government. The U,S. government must immediately stop its 

air war against the DRV and all encrodchménts on the sovereignty 

“and security_of the DRV. It must immediately end its war of ag- 

gression in South Vietnam and-withdraw all American troops and 

arms from there, so that the South Vietnamese people can them: 
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selves decide their affairs according to the program of the NLESY, 

the: only true representative of 
is no other way, nor is U.N. int 
missible. 

The government of the DRY cails on 
fight with still greater determination an 
of agzression in Vietnam, 
for an assistance to the Vietnamese peop 

and to increase 

ing with their sacred obbgation toward a 
try and in the name of trae proletarian international solidarity. 

The government of the DRV calls on all governments in Asia and 

Africa in the name of peace, national independence and solidarity 

to denounce the U.S. imperialists’ war of aggression in Vietnant and 

to expose their deceitful talk about “peace 

pression and war. 
The government-of the DRY 
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port the Vietnamese. people's patriotic str 

energy and resolve, and to use, every form and method that is like- 

ly to prove effective in staying the 

the name of peace and justice to give acti 

namese people’s fight agai 

‘tion, and resolutely to combat the U.S. imperialists’ policy of ag- 

ithe South Vietnamese people, There 
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1954. 
The government of the DRV 

fight with determination for the 
to insist on the U.S. governmen 
aggression in Vietnam. it calls on them to 

prevent the dispatch to Vietnam of young Americans as cannon 

fodder in the selfish interests of U.S. magnates and militarists.. 

- The more the U.S. imperialists intensify and expand the war, the 

‘worse and more humilating their defeat 
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calls on the American people to 
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Although the source furnishing the information sét 
forth in enclosed LHM 18 furnishing information on the highest 
levels concerning the International Communist Movement and un- 
authorized disclosure of the information might reaSonably result 
in jeopardizing the continuous operation of the source, the LH 
has been. classified only as eeMeentint because of the previous 
partial publication of the speech and future contemplated pub~ 
lication of its full text, 

To further protect the identity of the source, the 
enclosed LHM is being shown as having been made at Washington, 
D.C. 
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: UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. Washington, D. C, 

November 18, 1965 

SPEECH OF CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, 
VICE-CHAIRMAN, COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
TO CONFERENCE DEVOTED TO 30TH 
ANNIVERSARY OF 7TH. CONGRESS OF THE 
COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL, PRAGUE. 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA, OCTOBER 23, 1965 

A source, who has furnished reliable information in 
the past, in mid-November, 1965, advised as follows: 

During the period of October 21-23, 1965, the "World 
Marxist Review", official theoretical organ of the International 
Communist Movement, in cooperation with the Communist Party (CP) 
of Czechoslovakia, held a conference devoted to the 30th anniver-— 
Sary of the 7th Congress of the Communist International in Prague, 
Czechoslovakia. Representatives from 39 Communist or Workers' 
Parties participated in this conference, Claude Lightfoot, Vice- 
Chairman, CP, USA, represented his party at this affair. 

On October 23, 1965, Claude Lightfoot delivered the 
following speech before this conference in Prague: 

“Dear Comrades: 

"I vise before you to bring greetings on behalf 
of the Communist Party of the United States. I want 
to bring to you the special greetings of the leading 
spokesman of our Party Comrade Gus Hall. As you no 
doubt know Comrade Hall has been under virtual house-~ 
arrest for a good number of years and as a consequence 

_ has not been able to leave the United States, - 

Excluded fom automatic 
downgradj Ξ ᾿ 
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RE: SPEECH OF CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, CONFI TIAL 
VICE-CHAIRMAN, COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
TO CONFERENCE DEVOTED TO 30TH 
ANNIVERSARY OF 7TH CONGRESS OF THE 
COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL 

"We join with all others in thanking the Communist 
Party of Czechoslovakia and the magazine, the'World 
Marxist Review,‘ for convening this meeting to observe 
the Thirtieth Anniversary of the Seventh World Congress 
of the Communist International, We meet at a time when 
profound lessons.from,the experience of, the period of 
the Seventh World Congress can help luminate the path we 
must follow today in the. struggle for peace, democracy and 
socialism, 

"We live in a time when it. is necessary for the whole 
world Communist movement to make estimates of the major 

‘trends of today's world. The meetings which we are holding. 
‘here’ will be most helpful. We of the American delegation 

take this occasion to reaffirm our position and-call fox. 
a world conference of Communist parties, which will help 
elaborate these problems in greater depth. 

"Now I take it that the main purpose of this. conference 
is not merely to recite what was happening in the world at 
the time of the Seventh World:Conference or to merely list 
the problems that movement was confronted with at that time. 
It seems to me that our major preoccupation should “pe to 
extract’ the rich Lessons contained in the experience ‘of 
that period and to apply them to the problems we. confront 
today. 

"In this regard one could discuss many aspects of the 
work of the Seventh World Congress, however, I shall con- 
fine my remarks to a few propositions. One of the main 
lessons of the Congress was the confidence in the masses 

στ τ τ ag va fundamental prerequisite to mobilize them in the 
struggles of our times. If there is any one image that 
has'; come down the corridors of time and hangsvividly in 
my mind, as one of the participants in the Seventh World 
Congress, it was the ability of the world Communist move- 
ment to learn from the masses, and to place great confidence 
in them. 

-~2- CONFIDENTIAL 



RE: SPEECH OF CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT,, ὁ CONETRENTIAL. 
VICE=CHAIRMAN,, COMMUNIST PARTY.,, USA 
TO CONFERENCE DEVOTED TO 30TH. 
ANNIVERSARY OF: 7TH CONGRESS. OF THE 
COMMUNIST. INTERNATIONAL. 

"That Congress above all reflected the experiences. 
of the working classes of many countries., It combined 
this experience, and gave it back to the masses as a 
generalized. guide with ‘which to wage the struggle, to 
bar the path to. fascism-and war, eventually to defeat 
the fascist aggressors. 

-"The struggles of our time go forward in a different 
framework than the period of the Seventh World Congress 
and therefore require many different points of reference. 
But in an overall sense the validity of many propositions: 
advanced at that time still stands today. 

"During the period of the Seventh World Congress we. . 
called. for the building of broad popular. fronts. Today we 
call for broad antimonopoly -alliances.-or- coalitions. in. new. 
conditions in the USA. The. alliances of today are still in 
the context to promote peace, democracy and progress but 
they differ in two- respects. Today. the dangers: dre: graver'’ 
than ever before in the history of mankind. For we face ~ 
the possibility of ‘a thermonuclear war. On the other hand, 
the opportunities. and goals are brighter than any other ’ 
timé in human history. Before us lies-the possibility of 
endiiig war for all time and the ending of the exploitation 
of man by man and: racé -by race. Before us. lies the pos= 
sibility of achieving of what great minds have dreamed: of 
throughout the ages and the geniuses,Marx, Engles and Lenin 
gave to us: as: the science of the working class. 

"Thus, the ‘framework of today's struggle is not only 
defensive actions but aiso actions which put the. peoples" 
forces. on the offensive: - - 

“Today ‘we seek to buitd an alliance which embraces 
three major- forces: First, the socialist sector of the. 
world, composed of: fourteen nations; secondly, the former 

- 3 - CON TIAL 
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SPEECH OF CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, 
VICE-CHAIRMAN, COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
TO CONFERENCE DEVOTED. ‘TO 30TH 

COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL 

"colonial nations who have won independence from 
imperialism and comprises over sixty nations. Thirdly, 
all the pro-democratic: and pedce-loving forces within 
the. capitalist world: The unity of these forces is | 
decisive in preventing wax and for social progress. 

"The world has lived’ under the clouds of therino- 
nucléar War now for more than 20 years and during 
this period we have stood to the brink of such a war 
on nunierous occasions... And’ if mankind ἡ so far has yet . 

nt 

béén Spared sich a holocaust it is ‘due to the unity of 

progress | has not been madé in rendering the war-makers Ὁ 
completely impotent it has been due to the lack of greater 
unity. of, these three great forces. And let me state at 
this point that disunity ‘in’ thé ranks’ of the “world: Coni-- 
manist movement has also μέθῃ ἃ contributing factor’.°-In 
this regard oné doéS not seé thé nécessity for monolithic 
unity in the saine way that characterized previous periods. 

Nonetheless, the absence’ of monolithic wiity does not dis- 
Place. the necessity for ‘conmorn: general estimates and: unity 
‘in action of the entire world Commufist: movement against 
‘imperialism especially in regards to problens of war and 
peace, and more concretely the war now being waged in 

south Viet" Nam. 

"Tt is imperative that the world Communist ‘movement 
operate from a correct and’ common ‘appraisal of the forces 
‘that aré ‘required for victory over reaction, Today the 
world’ Comminist’ movement is under a great pressure to 
pursue a policy which could only lead to disaster. We 

are In essence being told’ ‘that the working’ class of ‘the. 

major Capitalist ‘countries in general. and the United ’ 

States in particular is of little consequence in deter- 

mining the future of mankind, We are being told that 
the unity of ‘the colonial ‘and ex-colonial countries ‘in 
Asia, Africa, Latin and South America and some socialist 
countries: are the forces that will ‘determine -the outcome 
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Vol »* everything, Policies that are being advanced 
in this direction betray a lack of confidence in the 
working class as a pivotal force in the struggle to 
preserve peace, Such an outlook also reveals a lack of 
confidence of the contradictions inherent in the capitalist 
system, In a certain sense this line of reasoning is 
reminiscent of some of the narrow sectarian tactics 
which prevailed in the world Communist movement prior 
to the Seventh World Congress, And as we now know, in 
retrospect, such tactics contributed to the victory of 
Hitler in Germany and with its resultant consequences 
for the whole world, . _ 

οὖς Therefore, one of the central problems: before the 
world Communist movement and in the light of the Seventh 
World Congress experience is to, have a correct. appraisal 
of current trends and problems. lLetme therefore in 
summary form present to you a picture. of how: things. are 
unfolding in the United States. 

_ “First of all let me on behalf of American Communists 
reject any and all concepts which. rules out the working 
class and the masses of American people as factors. in the 
struggle against imperialism and war. During’ the period 

of the Seventh World Congress which witnessed the rise 
to power of fascism in a whole number of countries, which 
witnessed the outbreak of World War II the American working 
class, the American people found the capacity to influence 
the direction of their government into an alliance with 
other forcés throughout the world which brought about the 
‘defeat of the fascist powers. We American Communists 
believe that though the circumstances of struggle are 
much different. and more difficult,. that once again the 
American people can find the capacity to stay the hands 
of the imperialist elements in our country. An examina- 
tion of the crises of the last fifteen years which placed 
the problem of nuclear war to the forefront found the 
American people as a potent factor in. preventing our 
warmongers from going over the brink, During the Korean 
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“War the American people helped to press a conclusion to that war upon the Eisenhower Administration with a Dulles as Secretary of State. Several times during his 
administration the people gave a sound rebuff to the 
brinkmanship policies of the late John Foster Dulles, The eléction of Kennedy in 1960 was a rebuff to the extremist elements of the imperialists who through the candidacy 
of Richard Nixon Sought to enlarge the war effort. ) 
Again, in the missile confrontation in Cuba, the American 
people were a factor and helped to determine some of the 
Saner policies of the Kennedy Administration, In 1964 
the American people when confronted by the candidacy of Barry Goldwater an ‘avowed exponent of an American brand of 
fascism and a reckless purveyor of nuclear war, once 
again found a capacity to give a sound rebuff to these 
Suicidal tendencies, 

"Comrades, when we speak of the American people being a decisive factor, the working class first of all, 
the record shows that they have already contributed to 
the common effort, And if this was the case in the past then the present situation is pregnant with much greater 
possibilities, 

"Notwithstanding the Johnson Administration continues 
escalation of the. war in South Viet Nam. Notwithstanding 
his election betrayals, the historian of tomorrow will 
no doubt record the outcome of the 1964 elections as one 
of the crucial turning points in American history.. For 
what was new and overwhelming in importance was not the election of Johnson,. but the emergence of a coalition of broad popular forces which holds the- key to future victories over the forces of war, imperialism and reaction. . 

_ "We have seen since the elections this coalition which embraces the civil rights movements, Significant church 
forces; youth and labor enter into ever broader and united actions. 

| 
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"We have seen all the diverse elements which make 
up this unwritten coalition come to a closer under- 
Standing of the primacy of the peace issue. Heretofore, 
the American people became aroused only when confronted 
with the direct threat of a nuclear war. Today there is 
a greater consciousness to end all wars, small, local or 
general, Heretofore, while peace forces pressed the 
government on foreign policy they didgs believing that its 
intentions were honorable. Today great changes in the 
national mood are evident. The whole direction of 
foreign policy is under attack and question, the morality 
of the government's foreign policy is being undermined, 
as the people see immoral acts from day to day in South 
Viet Nam and the Dominican Republic. 

Within this great wave of peace sentiment the 
United States, there is also emerging an ever~growing 
anti-imperialist sentiment and consciousness. 

"Comrades, the peace movement in the United States 
is expanding and on the march. Several days ago over a 
hundred thousand students and peace forces demonstrated 
in many cities throughout the country. This was the largest 
and most militant form of action ever conducted at a time 
when our own country:was engaged in war. This action has 
evoked widespread concern from the Johnson Administration, 

"The pressure upon the Peace Movement is great, but 
as of now the prospects for even broader actions are in the 
offing. But while we are heartened by the growth of the 
peace movements, there are many problems. The struggle 
must be waged against dogmatism and sectarianism not only 
in the United States, but also in the rest of the world. 
The Johnson Administration was in recent months able to re- 
coup some of—-its lost prestige through demogogic usage - 
of the cry opening the doors to 'negotiate' in the war in 
south Viet Nam. It is our judgement in the Communist Party 
of the United States that some of our forces and many Left 
non-party forces have not been skillful in coping with this 
demagogy. The Peace Movement today comprises: 
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“1, . Conscious anti-imperialist elements. 

_ "2, Forces who think the government is sincerely 
trying to end the conflict and are ready to back actions 
for negotiations. 

"3, Those who put conditions on the government 
while accepting the idea that the main reason for the 
continuation of the war is due to intransigence of the 
Viet Cong and North Viet Nam. The latter two groups make 
up the majority of those who desire peace and an énd to’ 
the threat of a thermonuclear war. 

"But irrespective of these variations in assessments, 
the central point is that most people are willing to | 
struggle, And the more advanced forces must at all times 
endeavor to find tactical or common denominators to 
enlist united efforts of all forces, 

"We urge the world Communist movement to also adopt 
tactics and methods which now facilitate the broadening 
of the American Peace Movement. 

"For unless changes are made internally in the 
United States, then the peace of the world will perpetually. 
hang in the balance. To those who think that purely 
military means rout American imperialism are wishing in 
the dark. American imperialism can be defeated, But this 
cannot be done decisively without the active opposition of 
broad segments of the American people, Thus the strugzle 
to unite powerful sections of the American people with the 
other two components of the peace forces is the central "ἢ 

be found in the experience of the Seventh World Congress. 

- 
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"One of the reasons why there is a disposition in 
Some quarters including some Communists to write off the 
American people and its working class is a lack of con- 
fidence in the general laws and contradictions of capitalism. 
The United States emerged from World War Two as the richest 
and most powerful capitalist force in the world, The 
reasons, for this phenomena we will not discuss at this 
time, However, this fact has created untold problems. 
During the twenty years since war's end the American 
economy haS constantly expanded. Cycical crises which 
have errupted on the average of every ten or fifteen years 
during. this period failed to materialize in exactly the 
Same way. We have had several recessions, with a constant 
reserve army of unemployed of five to .six per cent of the. 
labor force, but nothing resembling the old type of de- 
pression. ᾿ 

"Because of this fact some fraternal parties conclude 
that the working class in the United States have all been 
bribed by imperialism, Hence they ‘cannot be relied upon* 
for the common struggle, Whoever reasons in this way misses 
two important points, one, the. standard of living being 
enjoyed by some American workers did not come as ‘mana 
from heaven.’ It came in response to great class struggles 
or struggle potentials and organization. Thus the working 
class has not been bribed. Its potential for struggle has 
been and still is great. It is true that the relative posi- 
tion of American capitalism to the rest of the world 
economically, has made the workers an easy prey to capitalist 
propaganda and even its ideology about the superiority 
of capitalism over socialism; secondly, they fail to see 
that capitalism in the United States has not solved its 
inner contradictions and that things do not. remain-static. 
The relative high living standard of the American worker in 
time may become the Achilles heel of capitalism and its 
propaganda. Moreover, the struggles of the workers to re~- 
tain their standard. of living in the framework of a situation 
where ‘the capacity of the capitalist class to give concessions 
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"is becoming the setting for some of the most gigantic 
Struggles of our time. Already symptoms are seen in the 
numerous strike struggles taking place in many industries, 

"American capitalism is showing signs of cancerous 
tumors. In the midst of peak production, we havean ever 
Widening polarization between the haves and the have nots, 
Today in the United States it is fashionable to tak of 
the poor, It is estimated that between 30 to 80 million 
Americans live below the borderline of what is considered 
sufficient to live on in the category of poverty. 

"This number includes workers who are employed as 
well as unemployed. With automation Spreading throughout 
industry the enlargement of the sector of the poor will 

increase. Hence this unstable economic picture with its 
resultant insecurity will continue to create conditions 
which will compel the workers to take the path of struggle. 
Such struggles could overnight change the image of ‘corrupt 
and bribed' American workers, 

"A good point in this connection was some of the . 
recent developments in Los Angeles, the Negro community of 
Watts. This social outburst was largely a response to’ 
intolerable economic conditions. Watts is no isolated 
community. There are many such communities, Negro and 
white, throughout the United States, In everyone of them there 
is a time bomb ticking away. And if there is no solution, 
Sooner or later they will go off and change the very image 
of things, Now the problems that are posed by communities 
Such as Watts can be met basically only by a reduction in 
the war budget. While the administration voted one and 

- one half billion dollars for its so-called ‘war on poverty ' 
they voted tens of billions of dollars for armaments and 
wars of aggression like in Viet Nam. The United States 
imperialist masters also Spend billions of dollars to keep 
its puppets armed and in power in other countries, 
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"Economic experts have estimated that it would cost 
from 15 to 20 billion dollars a year to make a beginning 
in the many areas like Watts, Harlem and the South’ Side 
of Chicago to raise the living level of the people from 
the present sub-standard, 

"However, this cannot be accomplished urness there 
is a drastic cut in war appropriation. Hence struggles 
Such as Watts will have a direct bearing on the struggle 
for peace, , 

"Comrades, we in the United States are on the threshold 
of some vigantic struggles. Yesterday it was the civil 
rights struggles which engaged the world's attention, 
Today, increasingly, it is the fight for peace, Tomorrow 
both of these problems will be joined by powerful economic 
battles, Together, all of them, will strike powerful 
blows for peace, democracy and progress, 

"From the foregoing it should be clear that the relation~ 
Ship of forces throughout the world and the United States 
is favorable to prevent a nuclear war, to halt aggression 
against other countries, to allow the peoples of the world 
to Shape their own destinies for peace independence and a 
socialist world. And let us remember that unity of the 
world Communist movement is a prime prerequisite to achieve 
these goals. 

"Thirty years ago the Seventh Congress of the Communist 
International raised the call for the unity of the working | 
class and the people against war and fascism. This mighty 
banner for unity must now be raised higher - higher. 

"In unity there is strength!" 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclu- 
Sions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the property of 
the Federal Bureau.of Investigation and is loaned, to. your agency ; it 

and its contents are not to be distributed outside your jagency. 
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While on Solo Mission 19 to the Soviet Union and 
Czechoslovakia, CG 5824-S* participated in a conversation with 
Antonin Novotny, First Secretary, Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, 
and Claude Lightfoot, National Vice Chairman, Communist ‘Party, USA, 
in Prague, Czechoslovakia, in the latter part of October, 1965; The 
following sets forth statements made by Novotny: εὖ ᾿ 

[ tee 

base 

ὥραν 
Vietnam 

fhe Communist Party of Czechoslovakia agrées with the 
position of the Communist Party, USA, in that under ‘presént con~ 
ditions it is no longer possible for the National Liberation Front 
in South Vietnam to achieve a military victory against the 
‘United States and that efforts should be directed toward achieving 
a political victory in South Vietnam through negotiations, _ 
However, the socialist countries face a difficult problem in 
attempting to raise the question of negotiations at ‘this time 
and, if it is done, it could be misinterpreted by ‘Commtinistz¢ 
China.-ts and North Vietnam; In view of these difficulties the 
socialist countries must wait for a decision on the question of 
‘negotiations by the National Liberation Front and North Vietnam; 
In the meantime the:.socialist countries must. supply as much help 

= - ᾿ 

and assistante as: possible; 

Relations Between. Czechoslovakia and the United States “ἢ 

| Czechoslovakia. is not really anxious to increase offitial _ 
_ - exchanges. withthe. United States jat this time; Although Pan American 

Airlines has instituted ditect flights to. Prague, Czechoslovakia, it — 
is not known if these -flights'will ‘continue, “The Czechoslovakian 
Government is ery a will institute its. own flights to 
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. New .York City for séveral reasons; included among these reasons 
are the fact.-that the international situation has worsened and it 

Aas not certain that Czechoslovakian equipment: and aircraft would 
+ “be capable .0f: such flights; 

With regard to negotiations which Have been carried on 
with the United States Government, it was noted that the 
United States did not propose one concrete item which would 
improve relations between these two countries; While the situation 
in Vietnam is of immediate concern to 8411 socialist countries, 
Czechoslovakia, at this time, considers "the German problem" more 
( pressing; . 

RECOMMENDATION 3 

That the attached summary be sent to Honorable Marvin 
Watson, Special Assistant to the President; Honorable Dean Rusk, 
Secretary of State; Vice Admiral William Ἐς Raborn, ὅν, Director 
of Central Intelligence Agency; and the Attorney General by 
routing slips, incorporating the information obtained by CG 5824-S*; 
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